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DI. INTRDDUCTION
This report discusses the study whi_ was accomplished to determine the
feasibility of applying Burst techniques to the retrar_mission of PCM
data from multiple asynchronous telemetry links.
Burst transmission inters that data is assembled into a discrete unit and
transmitted as a block. In the retr_ssion of telemetry data the data
handling capacity of even a single input link is usually _nch greater than
the capacity of the ccenunication circuit over _hich the data is to be re-
t_tted, hence it is desirable to use the n_xinnna possible capacity of
the communication circuit. To achieve such high utilization _hen trans-
mitti_ bursts it is necessary that blocks be assembled and transn_tted
contiguously.
After telemetry data has been retransmitted, regardless of the technique
used, it is necessary that the capability exist for identifying each in-
dividual parameter. Furthermore, it will often be necessary to readout
and display certain of these parameters in a periodic manner. Where P_q
data is asynchronously retransmitted and then used to reconstruct the
initial function, a distortion will result unless a me_s is px_vlded
_ereby the time of occurance of each sample can be reestablished.
The burst technique studied herein are, therefore, required to perform the
following func_ons:
• Select pro-specified parameters and assemble blocks.
• Contiguously merge these blocks into an efficient format.
• Provide for the extraction of parameters from the format
(de-co--ration).
• Provide for the periodic output of parameters.
• Provide a means for reestablishing the time of individual
samples.
Because the distinguishing characteristic of burst transmission is that the
message is composed of contiguous blocks of data, the differences which _uld
exist between various burst _stems would result from the definitions estab-
lished for blocks.
A block could be defined as containing all par_aeters selected from a single
input link. A message _uld then consist of the same number of blocks as
there are input links and blocks would usually be rather large, containi_ a
significant part of the commnication circuits capacity.
A different definition of a block could be that it would contain par_aeters
at a given data rate _hich _uld be transmitted so that the periodicity of
the data is maintained. Blocks of this type would usually be rather small
depending on the capacity of the communication circuit and the n_mber of
separate data rates from which blocks are to be assembled and many of these
_uld be required to complete a messageo
II
The first definition w_uld result in the largest possible block size and the
second criteria in the smallest. Au investigation of burst system based on
these extremes rill result in identifying the advs_tages and disadvantages
associated with each method. A comparison of the relative merits of each
rill then allow a _dgement to be made concerning vhich method would be
recomended.
The two Nethods studied were the Periodic, small blocks of par_leters at a
given rate, and the Blocked, one block from each input link. Both of these
wethods were investigated as applied to a specifiLc case vhere inpute are _S
Titan, Gen_ni and Agena link and retranmission is via a 301B(40.SKBPS) com-
mmications circuit, and for the general case where arbitrary input links and
outpnt circuits are involved.
As the result of these coxparisons _he Periodic Burst technique is recomended.
The application of Periodic Burst to the specific case is, therefore, studied
in depth and the procedure to be followed in the Periodic Burst transmission
of the general case is detailed by means of logic flow diagrams and extrapo-
lated discussions.
A demonstration of the Periodic Burst technique was conducted and is disoussed.
2. PERIODIC BURST TECHNIQUE
In this section the feasibilit_ of develolfl_g a system using Periodic Burst
technique is investigated. The initial concept for a system using these tech-
niques requires:
a) Individual blocks to be assembled from parsetere selected fron a
single input link at a single input data rate.
b) A format to be established in _hich the blocks are burst trans-
mitted at the sam rate at which the data within each block occurs
in order that the periodicity of the data is _intaimd.
c) The size of individual blocks be such that the total number of
blocks required can be trans_Ltted within the c_pa_ty of the
available ccmlanlcation circuit.
The procedure which _ be followed in this study _ be to develop a Burst
technique for specific systea requirements and ex_rapolata the characteristics
of that technique to a general application. The specific system requires in_
fr_ Titan, _ and Agena PCM telene',,ry links and retransmission via the 3(:ICI.B
conmmication circuit,
2.1 Bas.ic Characteristics of the Burst Message
The Titan, Gemini and Agena telemetry fomats, vhich were attached to the con-
tract, have been examined and the folloli_ features of each were extracted:
o
Table 1
m m
Bit Rate 172.SKBPS 51.2KBPS 16.384KBPS
syncRate zolsec. 401sec 161Sec
Saple Rate Para_te_ SampleRate Par_ters S_ Rate Par__
4o0 20 640 6 16 _2
20 160 3 1
100 37 80 9 0.2 64
40 35 4o 3
20 90 20 3
I0 22
1.25 112
0._6 lhh
A block will be assembled frua parameters which occur at the same rate and
during one "period, at that rate. For e_ple, consider a block of 4OOSPS
parameters. The data is such that all parameters %0 be included in a block
would have occ_r_Dd at the rate of 4006PS and within a 106/)400=2500 nicroeecond
period. It is obvious that 400 such blocks occur each second.
The total number of blocks which csn be assembled from the above listed data
in one second (assuming one set of blocks per input rate) is 1728.866. If
these blocks a_e to be t_tted over a 40.SKBPS circuit each block can con-
rain 40,800/1728.866-24.6 bits. Hence, three 8-bit _rds c_ be included in
each block end 0.6 hits _uld be unused per block.
If it were also required that these blocks be periodically transmitted, the
total slots (spaces for blocks) within the output message must be increased.
Consider blocks from only the two highest rates (hOOSPS and 6408PS). For beth
of these to be periodically transmitted it is necessary that both rates be
related to the number of slots as an integer. That is:
Number of 400 slots. Number of640 slo_s, or NI= N2
- ' _oo _ li'_ _0"-
N2 = 640NI - 8 NI. The smallest number of slots which satisfy
the above equation is 3200 slots per second. For transmission over the speci-
fied 40.SKBPS con_anications circuit, it can be:seen that each such block
could contain 40,800/3200 = 12.75 bits. Since all input parameters are 8 bit
_rds, each such block can contain only one parameter (unless the _rd length
is changed) and 4.75 hLts are unused ea_ block.
@
When blocks at the tw_ different rates are merged into the format it is
necessary to assure that no single slot is assigned to both rates. Hence
it is necessary to determine the particular slots which will be occupied
by successive blocks at each rate. The locations of these slots depend
on the slot assigned for the initial block of that rate, the rate of these
blocks, and the slot rate (total slots per second). Mathematically,
L = X + N (S/R), where:
L = location of Nth block
X = location of first (inital) block
S = slot rate
R = block rate
N = successive occurance of blocks (an integer from O to R).
Once block rates have been specified and a tenative slot rate has been selected,
it is necessary to determine if initial slot locations can be selected _hich
will allow the transmission of blocks from both rates without interference.
For the particular case being considered, a slot rate of 3200 per second has
been tentatively selected to transmit blocks at 400 and 640 per second. To
determine suitable initlal slots it is necessary to set up the equation for
both conditions and solve these equations simultaneously. Interference will
occur for any slot location which will result in a solution to the simul_umous
equation and, conversely, no interference will occur under the condition _here
a solution cannot be obtained. Determining the suitability of the 3200 slot
format:
When interference
"_oo "X4oo +
T.6ho - X64o +
oc_rs L400 -
Xh_ + 8 "h_
_4_ (32_/h_) - X4_ ÷ 8 _h_
N6ho O2_/6h0) - X6ho + 5 N6ho
L640_ therefore:
X_o ÷ 5 N_ o
X4oo - x6ho - 5 N64o - 8 N4oo
let bOO -X640 = _ X, then
Ax. 5 N_o - 8 _4_
Now AX can vary between I and 5. To determine under what conditions of_X
interference will occur, each possible value can be selected and N400 and N640
will be varied to determine if the equation can be satisfied. Thi_ has be_
done and is tabulated below:
Table II
SUitability of Various Values of _X
£____X _N640 N400 Interference
I 5 3 Yes
2 2 I Yes
3 7 h Yes
h h 2 _e,
5(0) 8 5 Yes
@
It uill be noted from the above table that all possible values of AX result in
interference and therefore it is concluded that blocks at both 6_O and 400 per
second cannot be periodically burst transmitted in a format which contsins 3200
slots per second.
The next larger number of slots _hich will meet the first criteria of being re-
lated to both rates as integers is 6_00. It will be found that if 6400 slots
_0r second were transmitted over a communication circuit having a capacity of
.SKBPS, each slot could contain only 40,800/6400=6.4 bits, which is less than
one word. It is therefore concluded that it is not feasible to periodically
burst transmit blocks at 640 and 400 per second rates via a 40.SKBPS circuit.
The original concept must, therefore, be modified.
This modified concept is - as many blocks as can be efficiently handled _ill be
transmitted periodically and the pther blocks will be non-periodically burst
transmitted. It was shown above that both 640 and 40OSPS blocks cannot be
periodically transmitted, therefore, one of these rates will be selected as
the basis for designing the format and will be periodically transmitted. The
other "rate, blocks will then be non-periodically transmitted.
It can be seen that if the 400SPS rate is selected, all the other rates will be
related to the slots in the format as an integer and can be periodically trans-
mitted except %_o (640 and 160SPS). If the 640SPS rate were selected, three
rates (400, 200 and IOOSPS) could not be periodically transmitted. This seems
to slightly favor the 400_PS rate as the better choice.
If the 4OOSPS rate were selected, each slot could contain 40,8OO/400=102 hits.
This would allow 12 8-bit vords to be transmitted and result in a potential BUE
of 8x12xlOO/IO2_94.2%. If, on the other hand, the 640SPS rate were selected,
each slot would contain 63.8 bits, 56 bits of which could be used by seven 8-hit
words, to achieve a potential BUE of 56xI00/63.8_ 87.8%.
Both considerations clearly poin_ to the 40OSPS rate as the note desirable sel-
ection. Hence, the Periodic Burst system will be designed so that 400SPS data
and all other rate data uhich are related to 4OOSPS as an integer, can be per-
iodically Burst transmitted.
2.1.1 Block Rate and MsxL_um Length
Blocks are to be periodically tranamitted at each of the above listed rates
except 640 and 160SPS. The highest Periodic rate is 400 per second or one block
per 2500 microseconds. Thus it is obvious that a block cannot be longer than
2500 microseconds if 400SPS data is to be transmitted. It is also obvious that
if data other than 400SPS data is to be included in ths Burst message, the full
2500 microseconds camot be used by the 4OOSPS data. It follows then that to
handle 4OOSPS data one block must appear each 2500 microseconds and that block
must be short enough to allow other blocks to be placed between the 4OOSPS blocks.
2.1.2 Concept of Burst Periods and Slots
In devising a Burst retransmission format the message will be divided into periods
and slots. A Burst period will be defined as the period of the highest periodic
input data rate, in this case 2500 microseconds, and 400 such periods _ill occur
each second. Each Burst period will then be divided into a number of spaces
_hich mill be called slots and _hich will provide a position in the message for
individual blocks. One slot wast be provided for each block of the_message,
@
thus the total number of slots depends on the number of blocks which are to be
trans_tted. Assume that, as a mlni_, one set of blocks must be transmitted
for each compatible rate from each input channel. Since fractions of a slot
are not possible, 760 Titan blocks, 152 Gemini blocks, and 18 Agena blocks are
to be included in a minimum message (640 and 160SPS rates not included) and a
total of 930 slots must be provided in the format for data. In addition, at
least two other slots must be provided for Sync and Timing with the result that
at least 932 slots are required.
2.1.3 Discussion of Possible Period Formats
In order to provide 932 slots in a 400 period message, it is necessary that at
least132 periods be divided into three parts and the other 268 periods into
t_ parts. All blocks from a single input channel will contain successive
samples of the same p_ters, hence, all blocks from a single input channel
must be of the same length (minor exceptions to this will be dismssed later).
Considering the 4OOSPS input channel, it is seen that one block of this data
must appear in each period. Further_are, to n_Lintain periodicity, that block
must appear in the same rela_ve location in successive periods in order that
the separation of blocks is 2500 microseconds. Similarly, blocks from other
input channels must be placed in the _ relative location in their assigned
periods. T_ period formats would, therefore, be required. These are illus-
trated in Figure I.
In designing a message format it is necessary that blocks from individual inpu_
channels be placed in slots so as to maintain periodicity. When the message
format is _ade up of different types of periods, such as those illustrated in
Figure I, it becomes necessary to simultaneously establish the location of each
block and assure that the proper type period is placed in the needed location.
The second variable could be eliminated if all periods were identical. To pro-
vide identical periods and also enough slots to handle the 932 blocks, each
period could be divided into three parts, thereby providing a total of 1200 slots.
Each slot, in this case, would be smaller than if the period were divided in
and would obviously be capable of containing fewer parameters. However, the
same number of par_aeters as in the t_-slot case could be selected and assembled
into the larger number of smaller blocks, thul allowi_g the same total number of
data words to be transmitted.
2.1_ Selection of the Period Format
The increased ease of progra_ning and greater versatility which results fr_
using identical (three-slo%) periods weight heavily in its fair. Therefore,
the remainder of this section will concentrate on devsloplng a Burst system in
_hich 400 periods of three data slots each are transmitted per second.
2.1.5 Definition of Periodsp Slots and Burst Channel
In the following discussion it will be necessary to refer to individual slots,
to particular periods, and to Burst channels. In order to simpllfy such refer-
ences, each period will be identified by a number from I to 400, and each slot
within a period by the letters A, B and C. Three Burst chan_Is identified as
A, B and C eadh consisting of 400 consecutive slots bearing the same letter
designation exists. Individual slots can be identified by period nnmber and
Burst channel as IA, 15_, 99C, etc.
0
JJ
Y
25oo#s
r_, X "--->"
f
258
_---Y- Z-_.
_-- Z -->. x --->.
132
Req,_red
FIGURE I. TWO-SLOT AND THREE-SLOT PERIODS
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2.1.6 Rela.tlons_p Between Retransmission Capability, Word Length and
Block Len_ '
The Burst system is to operate with a 30]3 co,_u_ication circuit which is
capable of handling data at the rate of 40.SKBPS(40,800 bits _per second).
At that rate approximately 102 bits can be transmitted within the 2500
microsecond perled. All input parameters consist of 8 bit words. If
these are to be retransmitted without modification (no compaction or other
processing) as is assumed to be desired, each period can contsin 12 words
_ith 6 bits remaining. The total message can contaln 400/96 bit periods
for a total of 38,400 bits of information per message. The 30]3 cosmunl-
cation circuit can handle 40.SKBPS t_ms the maxiuma bandwidth utilization
efficiency (BUE) is 38.4/40.8 x I00_9_%.
2.1.7 Requirements for Timing and S_nc
In a practical application, it will be necessary to provide Timing and
Synchronization words which require slots and it may be desirable to leave
a few slots vacant, hence the BUE ac_ally achieved will be lower than the
mar4mum calculated above.
_urst synchronization mast accomplish t_ results. First, it must provide
a means for identifying a specific part of the transmitted message so the
receiving terminal can deco_mntate and extract identifiable data. Second,
it _st provide a means for correlating data within the blocks with the
"time of data. from the input source.
To achieve the first purpose a synchronlsation word must be generated and
periodically included in known slots of the Burst message. It has pre-
viously been established and reported that the op_mam compromise between
sync time and BUE requires a sync word of from 20 to 30 bits every 1000 to
I0,000 bits of the message (I). Thus, in this message _hich contains 40.8
KBPS a sync word mast be transmitted between 4 and 40 times per message
(second), or every I0 to I00 periods.
In order that the second purpose, correlation of Burst data with link data
time, can be achieved it will be necessary to establish and maintain a fixed
relationship between the ti_ of Burst sync ar_ the tim of link sync.
2.2 TIMIND OF BLOCKS FROM SINGLE INPUT LINK
Assume that only one input link is present. When the master sync word is
received from the input link the time of that occurence can be stored in a
memory and the Burst message program can be started. At some fixed time
interval thereafter a master Burst sync word will be transmitted in the ffrst
slot of the first period of the message (IA). In some subsequent slot -
logically the next one - _hich is ]3 - the stored time of link master sync
will be transmitted. A clock could then cause the entire Burst pro_ to
be sequentially read-out at the rate of one period each 2500 microseconds.
to link sTnc is knoln. Selected parameters can then be read-out of masorr in
blocks in which the tiros of all parameters are known. These blocks can be
subsequently Burst transmitted in specific slots of a Burst format and the
time of individual parameters can be reconstructed from the time word which
appeared in slot ]3.
(I) ',PCM Telemetry Synchronization. by M. W_lliard, 1961, Proceedings of the Nat'l
Telemetering Confere_oe.
If the link data rate is correct the time of oceuz_.nce of each sample relative
@
2.2.1 Effect of In_zt Link Rate Errors
If, as is the usual case 9 the link data rate is different fr_ nomi_l,
the time of occurrence of all pamaeters will be in error from the time
expected. For instance, if a par_cular parameter _ere expected 50,000
microseconds after sync and the link data rate were in error by 0.05%,
the parameter would actual_ occur 49,975 or 50,025 microseconds after
sync depending on _hether the rate were high or low. A time error in
the input data will carry over into a Burst message unless it is corrected
and, even more critically, a time error could c_use parameters in a Burst
to be improperly identified.
2.2.1.1 Input Link_rst Message Correlation at Message Rat_
One possible technique for correlating a Burst message with an input
is to lock the occurren_ of Burst master sync to a link master sync word.
In this manner the beginning of the Burst message is accuratel_ referenced
to the input llnk. After that a clock in the Burst transmission terminal
can be used to control the rate at _hich the sequencer transmits each block
of data. It was previously stated that this syst_a would read-out 400
periods per second, hence the clock would cause one period to be readout
each 2500 microseconds.
As input data is received, a number of specified parameters will be selected
and stored in memory. At some later time these will be read-out in precise
intervals, after Burst sync, which are multiples of 2500 microseconds, i.e.,
2500, 5000, 7500, etc. If the input llnk rate is in error by 0.05%, the delay
between time of receiving a sanple and the time of reading out that sample
must continually chsmge by 1.25 microseconds per period (2500 microsec_s)
in order to transmit that san_]e in the proper slot.
Figure 2 illustrates the change in delay between receiving and transmitting
a paraaeter required by a difference between input rate and transmission rate.
An input rate error of 10.0% was assumed in order that the figure could be
more eaBily constructed and the effect would be more clearly shown. In the
figure the output p_eter _ust appear in a position _hich begins 2000 micro-
seconds after the beginning of ea_ period. Because the input parameter is
occurring at a rate of 360 per secsnd rather than 400 per second, the
between subsequent occurrences is 2750 microseconds while the occu_ence of
transmission slots are at a _xed period of 2500 microsec_ds.
Therefore, the delay in period _er I is I000 _ic_seconds; in period _mber
2 it is 750 mic_seconds, etc. If the figure were extended for two more per-
iods, it _uld be found that in the fifth period the input s_d output
occur simultaneously (sero del_) and in the sixth period read-out would occur
before _e data was received and, therefore, a block of "no data" wou_d be
transmitted
The effect of a 0.05% rate error such as possible with Titan data has been
magnified in the previous discussion, however a similar effect will occur and
must be considered.
.
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The actual _nitude of a 0.05 % input rate error can be clearly seen by
consid@ring synchronization of eonsecutive Burst messages. Because the
link master sync is be.'L_ _wnsmitted at the rate of 20 per second and the
Burst sync at only one per secoDd, every 20th link sync mnst be correlated
with Burst master sync. The varying delay helen subsequent mples would
cause a time difference of 500 mic_seconds between every 20th iDput link
sync and each subsequent Burst master sync. If this difference were not
corrected the delay would continue to bui_ up so that at the end of the
next Burst message a difference of 1000 microseconds would exist, and then
15OO, and so on. Eventually, the change in delay would reach 2_0 micro-
seconds and _ fUll period would be either dropped or transmitted twice.
Hence it is necessary to reestablish correlation of sync at least one each
Burst message. If the time base were shifted 500 microseconds in one step
to re-correlate sync, a noticeable and probably objectionable Jump would
appear in all visual display and decomtators may even become unsynchronized.
2.2.1.2 Burst Message/Input Link Correlation at In_u_ Channel Sync Rate
It has already been established that a number of intermediate sync words
must appear in the Burst message. Each of these _rds cou3d be correlated
with a link sync _rd. If this were dome at the link sync rate of 20 per
second, the _a_4,nm ti_e base error which could accumulate would be 25
microseconds. This could be more easily compensated than a 500 microsecond
error, would be less noticeable visually, and wo_Id be less likely to inter-
fere with equipment performance.
In a _st_m of this type, the trarmaission of all Burst sync words would be
delayed a fixed _ount from the occurrence of link sync. The occurrence of
Burst syac identifies the beginning of a Burst sub-frame s_d initiates the
first of 20 periods in that sub-fz_ae. The subsequent 19 periods eill be
controlled by a precision clock snd will occur in precise 2500 microsecond
intervals. The 21st period (begi_LIDg of the next sub-frame) will begin then
the next sync occurs. If the input rate is correct, the next sync will occur
simultaneously with a 2500 microsecond interval snd the Burst message will
continue with no ti_ase error. If, however, the input rate were low_ the
following sync would not occur until sometime after the _th period has been
completed. This would result in a delay, during which there is no trmmmission,
until the sync is received.
If, on the other hand, the input rate were high, the followlng sync would occur
before the 2Oth period is complete. Because the occurrenceof syac inltiates a
Burst sub-fr_aep the 21st period _uld iEBdiately begi.n, thereby decreasi_
the length of the _Oth period.
The Titan link has a specified accuracy of +0.05% hence the maxim_ possib1_
error in the time between successive syncs _ould he +--25microseconds. The
3033 commmication circuit, over which the Burst message is to be transmitted,
has a rate capability of 40.SKBPS, or I hit per 24.5 microseconds. Thus, the
shortening of the period which _uld result if the input rate were O.05% high
_uld be approximately o_e output bit. To assure that a h_gh input rate would
not cause a one bit loss of data, a period format could be used in which the
last bit (_25 microseconds) wan left vaeent to serve as a guard "ba_d,.
Figure 3 illustrates two periods of the Burst =eesage, one precedi_ and one
containing a sync wordj under the three cor_it_ons of no input rate error,
high input ratej and low input rate.
Figure 3-B illustrates the effect of low input rate and 3-C shows what happens
to a period and the Burst message when the input rate is high.
2.2.2 Corrections for _ Rate _'_.,..r
In preparing a Burst messagej the looation and nominal tim of o_nce of
individual parameters relative to link syr_ will be known fr_ the basic telem-
etry link format. Data samples fr_ desired parameters will be stored in memory
and read-out in a block and transmitted as a Burst in a particular Burst period
and slot. Thus, the identity and nominal time of occtrrence of each data word
within a particular block uill be known. If the input rate differs from no_,
the actual time of each parameter eill be in error. If some means can be found
to estimate the amount of the rate error, a time correction can be computed and
applied.
The Burst format which contal_ message sync and time of ]ink sync in every 2Oth
Burst period provides a method whereby the actual input link rate can be deter-
mined after the data has been Burst transmitted. If the input rate has no error
the tim difference between two successive ,time of llnk sync" words mill be
exactly 50_OO0 microseconds. If, however, there is an error the time difference
will be some other value, which, then ccmparsd mith 50_0OO microseoends, _iI
equal the total time error that has accumulated during the previous sub-f_.
A first order correctAon of the times of individual parameters can be made by
proportionally distributing the error in accordance with the -_4n_I time of a
parameter relative to the time of the preceding link sync.
In applying this time correction in a linear manner as previously described, it
has been asstwed that during the ._,O(X) microsecond oub-fr_e time the rate error
remained constant. Although this is amsonable assumption when ccnsiderAng the
data rate to be derived from a well designed and constructed oscillator operatIag
in a controlled envlroms_t, it is not necessary to simply make this assumption.
By continually co,_aring successive sub-fr_e ti_e differences, the trend of data
rate error can be determined. This will provide a means for evaluating the
effectiveness of the time corrections.
2.2.2.1 Advantages
Some of the advantages of the link/rate Burst method with link/Burst syno cor-
relation at the master link sync rate are-
I. No data sample from the controlling input llnk is ever .not transmitted.
or is transmitted t_ice_
2. The _ximum time error, even _ith_u_ correction, is limited to 25
microseconds •
3. A method of estimating the actual error and correcting the time of
individual parameters is provided,
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2.2.2.2 Other Characteristics
Several other characteristics of the link/Burst sync correlation at the
master link rate method (which m_ be disadvantages) are:
. Absolute periodicity will not be obtained if the input data
rate varies from its nominal. For example, a time base shift
of 25 microseconds could occur every 50,000 microseconds. Such
a shift, h_wever, would probably be unnoticeable, or at least
unobjectionable, on real-time visual displays, and because of
the ability to correct time errors it could be removed in pro-
cessi_g.
@ The 25 microsecond guard band which must be reserved because of
a possible shortening of a period means that 400 bits are lost
from the 40.SKB which the 301B circuit is capable of handling
each second. If it were desirable to modify the input data and
transmit variable length data words, this restriction would l_ace
a real limit on B_. As presently assumed, however, this is of
academic interest only, since 6 bits per period cannot be usedo
2.2.2.3 Performance Uncertsint_
In the periodic Burst system, each frame (interval between successive syr_)
would be 50,000 +25 microseoonds long. At the 40.8KBPS retransmission rate,
this is equivalen_ to 2040_I bits per frame.
Existing decomautators require a fixed number of bits per fr_ae in order to
perform internal checks to reliably achieve and maintain synchronization. In
order to implement a periodic Burst system it is, therefore, necessary to
to operate in a manner different than norwal =_d _uld have to use techniques
which have not been demonstrated. As with ar_ development involving undemon-
strated techniques, some uncertainty e_ists. It does appear that the required
decc_mutator can be developed but questions concerning the performance and
limitations of such a device must be established.
The reason existing decommutators require a fixed number of bits per frame,
is in order that every true indication of sync recognition canbe evaluated
by comparison against the recognition or non-recognition of subsequent sync
patterns. If a true indication is valid it is kno_ that the next sync word
must appear after a fixed number of h_ts have bee_ counted. Thus, the position
where subsequent sync words should be located has been establishedp The de-
commutation then "looks. for a sync pattern in that position. If such a pattern
is recognized a "true, indication is g_ven, if no recognition is made a "false"
indication is presented. The decision as to the validity of sync is based on
the ratio between the number of true and false indications over a selected
interval.
In the periodic Burst system, however, the number of bits between successive
sync patterns may vary between 2039 and 2041. Hence, a precise pos_ tion _here
the next sync must be located is not know and the decommutator must search for
sync throughout a "window,, which is _ide enough to include all possible locations
of the sync _rd.
If a search throughout the ,_indow" does not result in pattern recognition,
a "false" indication will be given. Failure to obtain a true indication maF
be due to the initial recognition being erroneous and the sync position is
not valid. On the other hand, the initial position may be valid and failure
to obtain a "true" indication may be due to a signal fade or to noise. It is
becluse of these latter possibilities that a final decision regarding sync
validity requires a comparison of the number of true or false indications
over some na_ber of sync periods.
In this periodic Burst system the nominal syno periods are 50,000 microsecondm
long but may actual_y be between 49,975 and 50,025 microseconds long. If the
initial sync position is valid but subsequent patterns are not recognized be-
cause of noise or _ade, the window lust be increased in _dth each subsequen_
n_L_al sync period in order that the pattern search will cover all possible
positions. At the end of one period the window nmst cover 49,975 - 50,025
microseconds; at the end of the second period it must cover the interval of
2 (49,9_5) to 2 (50,025) microseconds, etc. until at the end of the nth period
it must cover n (49975) to n (50025).
Figure 4 is the flow chart of logic lhich could be applied to a Periodic Burst
system deco_utator9 in order to achieve and maintain s_nc in spite of the un-
certainty as to the actual sync period.
_en a t rue indication is initially r eceived it is assumed that the actual syac
rate is nominal, a_ a 49,97_ microse_nd delay is begun. At the end of that
delay a search window is opened for 50 microseconds longer than required for
sync to be trau_sitted and an attempt is made to detect the subsequent sync
pattern.
If that attempt is successful, a true indication is noted and the del_y counter
is recycled. If, however, sync is not detected a false indica_on is noted,
At the end of that delay period the _dndow is opened for 100 microseconds longer
than the time neede_ to transmit sync 9 and an attempt is again made to detect
synco
If this second attempt is suocessfal a t_ue indication will be noted, the de_
will be reset for 49,975 microseconds _ith a "50 _icrosecond" _r_ow, and the
logic will be recycled. If sync is not detected, a false indication _ll be
again noted, the del_v set for 499925 microseconds with a "150" microsecond
window, and the logic _ill be recycled.
This process continnes until either a true ir_ication is obtained or so_e pre-
selected _amber of consecutive false indications have occured. Each true in-
dication is noted and th@ logic recycles with the delay set at 49,975 micro-
seconds with a "50 microsecond" window.
Each false indication is noted and the previous setting of the delay is reduced
by 25 microseconds while the _d.dth of t_ window is increased by 50 _icrosecoDds
and the logic is recycled. After so_e preset _n_ber of consecutive false in-
dicatioDs have occurred the equi_ae_t is Judged to be .not in sync" and is
seitched into a search mode.
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FIGURE 4. FLOW CHART _ BURST MESSAGE STNCHRONIZER
There is little doubt that a decomtator of this type could be made to work
if adequate signal is available. The uncertainty is how low c_n the signal
to noisehsbe_ore the deco_mtator ceases to work. Some of the questions to
be answered are:
(a) What is the effect of continually increasing the search windoW?
(b) What is the relationship between the length of the sync pattern
and the allowable eindoW_
(c) How many consecutive false indications can be allowed before
seitohlng back to a search node?
(d) How _ bit errors can be allowed in a pattern before a false
indication decision is lade?
2.3 Timiz_ of Blocks of _r_ous Data
In the previous section it was established that the Burst message would be
correlated with the Titre input link, thereby forming a pseudo-synchronous
relationship betwsen the Titan input md the Burst message. The effect of
this pseudo-synchronous relationship on the recons_rnctfon of Titan t_
di_ssed.
The Burst message is also required to contain blocks of parameters selected
f--_ Gemini and Agena links. Becanse the Titan, Gemizl and Agena inp_s are
asynchronous, the psendo-synchr_ous relationship between the Titan input and
the Burst messags will not exist for Ge_in_ and Agena. As a result, timing of
data from these links clnnot be extracted from the Titan time reference and
separate time references must be transmitted for each of these two links.
Xn this section a method for correlating the time of parameters from the
asynchronous links is investigated.
2.3.1 Technique for Correlating Data from Asynchronous Links
As in the Titan link, blocks containing specific data samples will be assembled
and Burst transmitted. The occurrence of each link sync forms the basis from
which the identity _d tim of desired parameters are determined. Hencep so_
correlation between link sTnc and the Burst message _st be conveyed. Xf the
that sync occurs on each link is stored in mmory_ that word can be later
read-out as a Burst in some particular slot. Because the links are as_nous,
the _ of occurrence of each sync _rd relative to each other is unknown, hence,
the del_ between occurrence of sync and the transmission of the ti_ wc_d cannot
be constant as with the Titan link but _st be variable so that the word can be
transmitted in a partic_ler known Burst slot.
Xt was previously found that the p_eedo-synchronous relationship between the
Titan input and the Burst message assured that no Titan block was ever "not
t_tted, or was transmitted twice. Since that pseudo-sTnchroncus relation-
ship does not also exist for the Gendni and Agena input links_ it will be
possible for blocks from these _inks to be e_ther ,not transmitted" or tM'
_itted twice. Although this possibility cannot be eliminated, the ev-_t can
be recognized and co,,,pensa_l.ng action can be taken.
If the Titan in_ rate is correctj the Burst message will consist of perAodm
_hich continuously occur in 2500 microsecond intervals. Blocks assembled frma
the asynchronous _ _d Agena links are stored in memory and read-out in
pre-assigned slots. If the input rates of these asynchronous links are also
correct, the delay between the time each block is assembled and the t_ne it is
read-out will remain constant. If, on the other hand, the rate of one of these
links is in error, all blocks assembled from that link would have to be stored
for varying saouuts of ti_e before the proper Burst slot occurs. This var_
delay is cu_lative, provided the rate error con_nues to exist, and eve__
a particular block could be read-out twine before _ up-dated or it could be
up-dated twlce before being read-out.
The Burst message will contain .tim of sync" _rds for all links. These mrde
uill be t_tted in Burst slots which occur at the nominal link syac rate.
If no rate error exists, the difference between successive .tim. _rds will
equal the period of the partAcular sync rate and the delay between assembling
and transmittiag each block has remained constant.
If, on the other hand, the difference between .t_. _rds does not equal the
nominal period of the sync rate a rate error has existed. The discrepancy
between the computed sync period and the nominal sync period is equal to the
change in delay _hich has been necessar_ duriDg that tame interval to assure
that the blocks were transsitted in the proper slots.
From the design of the message foraat it uill be knowl what nominal delay
exist between read-in and read-out of a particular block. It will also be
known from the design of the system what change in delay is possible belbra
erroneous data results. From this apriori knowledge, a block which is in error
can be identified and from the history of the error between the actual and nomi-
nal nti_e of synen it can be deterained if the block was transmitted twice or if
a DAOOK was no_ ___ aT_ aJ-_e
Once such an event has occurred, the s_stem _Ii again operate normally, trans-
mitting properly identified blocks, until the change in delay again builds up
to the point _ere an erroneous block occurs again. Th_ tim between successive
occurrences of this event is equal to the nominal period of the input rate
divided by the input rate error.
A similar condition would result if the Titan input rate were in error, causing
the Burst periods to be transmitted at an "erroneous. rate, end the as_neh_
link rates were correct. The occurrence of an erroneous block in this case
_uld be identified from infomation extracted by comparlng the times of _c-
cessive Titan syncs.
All links could si_mltaneously have. input rate errors and the occurrence of
erroneous blocks would result from the combined effect. The identification of
the event in this case requires information to be extracted from the Titan ti_e
of sync and the tim of sync of each asynchronous link.
2.3.2 _tations on Slot Location of As_chronoue Links Time words ,
In selecting the slots for Gemini and Agena "time of sync" words, it is
necessary to consider the nu_w_mm difference which is possible between the
time of the Titan sync to which the first period of the Burst message is
locked, and the time of sync of each of the other two links. The longest
time difference possible would result when Titan sync occurred immediately
after one of the other sync _rds. The _ time difference would then
be equal to the sync period at the _nc rats of the particular link. The
Gemini sync rate is 40 per second, hence, the greatest possible del_7 is
25,000 microseconds or I0 Burst periods. Agena sync rate is 16 per second
resulting in a maxinmm tim of occurrence difference of 62,500 microseconds,
or 25 Burst periods. A sync word from each will always occur within those
time intervals and slots must be provided, for transmission of the "time of
sync. words, someplace within the calculated number of Burst periods. All
possible time differences appear equally likely ar_, therefore, the time
words could be transmitted in any convenfent slots.
2.4 Design of Channel Formats
It has previously been established that the Burst message would consist of
400 periods per second each of which is divided into three slots. The message,
therefore, contains three interlaced Burst channels of 400 slots per second
identified as A, B and C.
The 400 periods per second were selected as equal to the highest rate data
from which parameters are to be assembled into blocks and transmitted periodic-
ally. Hence, one complete Burst channel must be reserved to blocks of 4008PS
parsmetere and channel C is so assigned. This results in two channels being
channel A is assigned for this purpose and Burst sync words will appear in the
first period and all subsequent ones _hich correspond to the Titan sync rate,
in this case, periods I, 21, 41, etc.
Because all Titan data blocks will be referenced to the time that Titan sync
occurred, it is desirable to transmit the time word as soon after sync as possi-
ble. This time word will be transmitted at the same rate as Burst sync and
occupy corresponding slots in each Burst sub-frame. The Titan time word could be
assigned to _he previously unused ch_unel, channel B, and placed in the s_me
periods as the Burst sync words, or it could be assigned to the same channel as
Burst sync and placed in subsequent slots. If the message were divided into oDly
two channels, it would be necessary to use the latter type placement, however, in
_his case where three channels are available, Ti_ of Titan sync is assigned to
channel B in the same periods as Burst _ync, i.e., I, 21, 41, etc.
After these assigr_ents have been made_ vacant slots to _hich data blocks can
still be assigned are available in channels A and B. There are 380 identically
placed unassigned slots in each channel. Because each Burst channel can be con-
sidered as a separate identity and to do so simplifies the procedure, the formats
of each channel will be i_dependently developed.
2.4_I Separation of Successive Blocks
For blocks of data to be periodically transmitted in a Burst channel, it is
necessary that successive blocks appear in slots of the Burst channel which
are separated by a fixed amount. The amount of separation required is equal
to the total slots per second divided by the input data rate, or, in this
case, 400 slots per secomd_, smmples per second. The required separati_ag
have been computed for each of the inpat rates from which periodic blocks are
to be transmitted and are listed in Table fiX.
Table IIl
In_r_ Rates Vs Separation of Successive Slots
Input Rate slo , separa* on
400 SPS I
200 2
lOO
40 IO
2o 20
16 25
1o 40
1.25 32o
1.0 400
o. 6 960
0.25 16oo
2.4.2 Effect of Non-Compatible Slot Separation on Burst Format
One of the implications which can be:drawn from Table Ill is that, _rLle success-
ive blocks from a given input rate must maintain the listed separation, it may
not necessarily always appear in the same slot of successive Burst channel frames
(messages). For example, the separation of successive slots of 1.25SPS input data
is 320 while the Burst channel frame contains 400 slots. Hence, if one block of
1.25 SPS data appears in the 20Oth slot of one frame, it would appear again 320
slots later, or in the 120th slot of the subsequent frame. While this does not
violate the requirement for maintaining periodicity, it does require that differ-
ent slots be identified _d reserved for this data in successive frames, and
therefore, the problem of designing the Burst format is further complicatede
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2.4.2_I Fossible Me.thods, for Circumventin _ the Problem
One obvious method of circumventing this problem _uld be to transmit blocksj
from this input rate, non-periodically, and if only one or t_ input chanuels
at this rate were involved, might be a very practical solution. Another
approach could be to increase the Burst fr_ae time so that enough slots are
provided to allow the same ones to be used for this data in successive frlmes.
Referring to Table ]II again, it can be seen that if the number of slots in the
Burst frame were increased to 2000p the same slots _uld be assigned in sub-
sequent frames. The requirement for a Burst channel rate of 400 per second has
been previously established, however, considering a frame (message) to be one
second long was somewhat arbitrary, although practical, since all but three of
the four lowest of the specified input rates fit perfectly and could be exte_ed
integer multiples of I second if to do so would significantly alleviate the
problem of designing the Burst channel fomat.
S. .2.1.l The  ethod
Another technique appears to have a considerable _ount of merit in that it
would alleviate the format design problem without changing the definition of a
frame and still have applications in other anticipated formatting problems area.
If five consecutive frames of 1.25SPS blocks are considered, staring in any
arbitrary slot (200 _ be used), it is found that successive blocks occur in
successive slot locations 200, 520, 8_0, 1160, lhSO, 18OO, 2120. The identi_-
cation of these slots in ssccessive frames is 200, 120, 40, 360, 280, 200.
From the above, it will be noted that the occupied slots in successive frames am
separated by 80 slots, which is the same as _uld occur if blocks fm a 5SPS
inl_ rate were being transssitted. Ranca. if th_ _r,_. _nw,,=+. _,,_ ,4_,._,_ *A
_L_ndle a 5SPS input rate, and five separate 1.25SPS input were used to _ovide
data in the proper subsequent slots, a 5SPS _ _Id have been synthesized
and the data could be satisfactorily transmitted. The process of accseqxliebing
this is to: first, assume a data rate which is related to the actual input rate
as an integer (i.e., 5/1.25 - 4/1) and _hich also results in a slot se/R_n tlon
which is related to the total mmber of slots as an integer (i.e., 400/80 5);
second, select a suitable slot in the Burst channel _nd deter_ all subsequent
slots required by blocks from the assumed input; third, synthesize the assumed
input rate by placing a block from one input channel at the actual rate in the
first slot, a block from another in_t channel of the actual rate in the next
slot, a block from a third iflput channel in the next slot, etc. If enough in-
puts channels at the actual rate are not available to fill all slots at the
synthetic rate, some of the slots assigned mast be left blank.
2.4.3 Position of Initial Block
I I i i
Part of the problem of integratAng blocks from any inpu_ channel into a Burst
channel which also contains blocks at other input rates is to detezz_ine the
permissable slot locations for the first block, at each rats, in the Bur_t foraat.
If it is assumed that a block from any input channel appeared in the last slot of
a Burst frsme, a block from that same input channel will appear some _mber of
slots later, as listed in Table fiX. H_ce, the initial block at each rate
must be placed in the Burst format in a slot which is no further frum the
beginning of the Burst message than the separation of subsequent blocks within
the input format as shown in Table II. In other _rds:
(I) A block of 400 SPS data must be placed in the first period.
(2) A block of 200 SPS data must be placed in either the first or
second period.
(3) A block of I00 SPS data must be placed in one of the first
four periods.
(4)
2.5 Developmen t of Burst Channel Formats
In the format sho_n in Figure 4, it was shown that the first Burst period con-
tains Burst Sync in slot A, Time of Titan Sync in Slot B, and a block of 400SPS
data in Slot C. This meets the criteria previously expressed that a block of
40OSPS data must appear in Burst slot number I, but at the same time it is also
shown that the _hole first Burst period has been assigned. Hence, the only
period still available for a block of 20OSPS data, which meets the criteria, is
number 2, and, therefore, a slot in period number 2 must be assigned to 2OOSPS
data. Subsequent blocks of data from the same 200SPS input channel will appear
in Burst periods 4, 6, 8, I0, 12, etc.
By nature of this format, periodicity between slots occur in any one Burst
channel. Hence, if the first 200SPS bloc_ is placed in Burst channel "B", all
blocks of that data will appear in Burst channel "B" and *he slot assignments can
be uniquely defined as 2B, 4B, 6B, 8B, lOB, etc. Likewise, if the first block
were placed in Burst channel A, all subsequent blocks of that same data would
appear in the same Burst channel. At this point in the development of the Burst
periods e_ept 1, 21, _ etc.) and obviously both channels are equally
capable of handling 2000SPS blocks. Once an assignment is made for the
200SPS data, the two Burst channels are no longer equally available for the
assignment of add_tion_ input channels and the selection of a particular Burst
channel for data from a parti_lar input channel may become important as will be
sho_n later. For the present it _ill be assumed that Burst channel "A" contains
the 200SPS blocks.
2.5.1 Selection of _ Channels for Burst Channel "A"
The development of the Burst message _ill continue by first att_apting to com-
pletely fill Burst channel A. From Table II it cs_ be seen that the higher the
input data rate the more restrictive is the placement of the first block, i.e.,
at 4008PS only one period is allowed, at 200 two choices exist, etc. Therefore,
the best approach in assigning slots is to consider the more difficult ones
first. The next most difficult of the still unassigned rates is IOOSPS a_d is
the next one t_ consider.
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From the previously expressed criteria, a block of IOOSPS parm_eters must be
assigned to one of the first four periods. These blocks will be placed in
Channel "A" hence the initial block of these IOOSPS parameters must be assigned
to slut IA, 2A, 3A or 4A. But slot IA has already been assigned to
Burst sync and slots 2A and 4A will oontain blocks of 2OOSPS parameters.
Hence, slot 3A is the only available slot which meets _he criteria and must
be assigned to a block of lOOSPS.parameters. Subsequent blocks of the same
parameters will appear in slots 7A, IIA, 15A, etc.
Burst channel "A" now contains 200 blocks of 2OOSPS data, IOO blocks of IOOSPS
data, and 20 blocks of Burst symc. Eighty slots are still unassigned. The
next highest input rate is 40SPS, two channels of which would equal the 80 slots
available and, if these can be integrated into the Burst message, would result
in a 100% assignment of Burst channel A.
2.5.1.1 Incompatahilit_ of 40SPS Input Channel
Placing a block of 40SPS data in the first previously unassigned slot, which is
number 5, it is found that subsequent blocks fall in slots 15, 25, 35, 45, 55,
etc. It is immediately apparent that since blocks of IOOSPS data have also been
assigned to slots 15, 35, 55, etc., the 40SPS block cannot begin in slut number
5. If the initial 40SPS block is aasigned to She next vacant slot, #9, subse-
quent blocks appear in 19, 29, 39, 49, etc. which again interferes with blocks
of IOOSPS data. The occurrenoe of the interference between _OSPS and IOOSPS can
be seen to follow a pattern such that every fifth slot of IOOSPS data interferes
wlth every second slot of 40SPS data. It will be noted that the ratio between
interfering slots is 5-2 which is equivalent to the ratio of input rate, IO0-4Oe
2.5.1.2 Integration of 20SPS Blocks
Since it ha_ b_ found that the k0SFS blocks cannot be placed in the Burst
channel A message, and it is desired to fully use the channel, the feasibility
of integrating blocks from input channels at the next lower available input rate
(20SPS) will be considered. Four such input channels would be needed to fill the
80 slots Nhlch are still unassigned. Starting with the 5th slot and then the next
successive unassigned slots, it is found that the four 20 SPS input channels will
re_It in blocks appearing in slots as shown in Table I_.
Table IV
20 s_ I._ _m_a Slot Assignments
# I 5, 25, 45, 65, _5, etc.
#2 9, 29, 49, 69, 89, etc.
#3 13, 33, 53, 73, 93, etc.
#4 17, 37, 57, 77, 97, etc.
Comparing these slots with those previously unassigned, it is found that all of
these had been unassigned and, therefore, this mix is acceptable and Burst chan-
nel "A" has been 100% filled.
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In reviewlng the above attempts at defining a _mat for Burst channel A,
it is noted:
(I) A successful format was developed which contains periodic
blocks at input rates of 200SPS, IOOSFS, and 20SPS;
(2) It _s not possible to develop a format containing periodic
blocks from inputs at rates of 200, I00 and 4OSPS; the IOO
40SPS blocks interfered Hith each other but neither of
them interfered with the 200SPS blocks;
(3) It will be noted that the channels that did not interfere
were related as 2OO:100 - 2:1, 200:20 - IO:I_ 1OO:20 - 5:lj
200:40 - 8.1, whereas the channels which interfered were
related as 100:40 - 5;2 = 2.5:1. This leads to a tentative
cor_luslonp %he input rates of data mhich can be Burst
transmitted in periodic blocks must be related as an
integer.
2.5.2 Development of Burst Channel "B" Format
The format for Burst channel "B" is yet to be defined and input channels which
_st still be integrated into the message occur at input rates _f 40, 16, IOj
1.25, i.O, 0.416 and 0.25 per second. Thome which are likely to interfere
have been determined and are listed in Table V.
Table V
Non Zuterferin_ Icterferin_
_0 :I0
4o:1.25
|.O:1
40:O.416
4o:o.25
16:1
16:0.25
10:1.25
I0:I
lO:O.416
IO:O.25
1.25,o. 6
1.25:o.25
1.0:0.25
40:16
16:10
16-1.2g
16:O.416
1.25:1
1:O.416
0.416:0.25
2.5.2.1 Alleviatin_ the Non-Com_atabili_ Problems
One of the first things which can be noted from Table V is that the 16SPS in_
channel is the main contributer to the interferance problem. If a fomat corn-
rained many slots and only a small percentage of %hem were to contain data
blocKsj it is possible that some arrangement of data could be found by trial
and error which would allow non-compatible rates 9 such as 16 and 40 SPS, to both
be periodlca_ transmitted. By developing blocks from only one input channel
at each of the still unused rates, a total of approximately 69 slots would be
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required. The 400 slots available in the Burst channel may be sufficient to
allow t_ 69 blocks which include non-compatible rates to be periodically
transmitted but only 17.8% of the Burst channel capability would be used.
Such a low utilization of bandwidth would normally be completely unacceptable
and, therefore, a procedure for obtaining a greater efficiency fr_ _he Burst
chapel is required.
An obvious way to achieve this would be to periodically transmit blocks of
data from only those input channels _ich are compatible and to transmit blocks
from those input channels which might interfere, non-periodically, in conven-
ient slots. _en this is done, a memory capable of storing all non-periodically
transmitted blocks (parameters), must be provided at the receiving terminal
from which parameters can be periodically readout for displ_v by a local clock.
It is apparent _hat the more non-periodic blocks included in the Burst message,
the larger (and more expensive) will be the required memory at the receiving
terminal. Hence, it is desirable to find a means of limitlng the number of
non-periodic blocks within the format.
2.5.2.2 S_nthesis of a Compatible Input Rate
Another _pproach to transmitting non-compatible data in a periodic manner and
still a_hieve an acceptable utilization of bandwidth appears possible. Con-
sidering the 16SPS and the 4OSPS inpub channels as the ones most likely to cause
trouble, it seems _hat if these can be compatibly transmitted periodically, the
major part of the problem will have been solved.
The two rates are related as 40:16 = 5.2. It can be recognized that if 5 of the
16SPS input channels could be combined to resemble an 80SPS channel, two compat-
ible rates (40 and 80SPS) _uld result. A procedure for accomplishing this could
consist of assigning slots of the Burst channel to an 80SPS input channel and
u:_n syn_nesxzxng s_cn a channel by the proper placement of 16SPS blocks, as
previously discussed in section 2.4.2.1.1.
Consider the Burst channel "B" which is being developed. This channel contains
400 slots but 20 of them(l,21,41,e_c. )have already been assigned for "Time of Titan
Sync". As was previously discussed, it is necessary for a block of data _ich
is to be periodically transmitted at any specified rate, to be placed in a slot
(Burst period) which is located no farther from the beginnin_ of the Burst mes-
sage than the ratio of total slots to input rate, section 2.4. A block of the
synthetic 80SPS data must, therefore, be placed in one of the first 5 Burst
periods, i.e., (400/80n. 5). The fLrst period has already been assigned, hence_
the 808PS channel can begin in periods 2, 3, 4 or 5. If slot 2 is selected,
the 8OSPS channel will have the following slot assignments in the Burst format
(Burst channel"B" )s
8OSPS - 2,7,12,17,22,27,32,37,42,47.52,57,62,72,77,82,87,92,97,etc.
Five input channels of 16SPS data can be used to synthesize the above data, a s
shown in Table TI.
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It must be recognized that the above slots are assigned to an 8OSPS .channel"
and even if 5 separate 16SPS inputs are not available from _hich data can be
obtained to fill the _rnthetlc channels, the format m_st be maintained, with
vacant slots if necessary. For example, if only two 166PS channels are avail-
able, the Ist and 2nd for instance, the other three slots must be provided.
This synthetic technique is similar to the one previously discussed in section
2.4.2.1.1. however, there is one major difference. The previous application
of this technique was to identify slots in subsequent frames so that blocks
of data at rates which are "non-compatible. _ith the basic Burst message can
be satisfactory Buret transuissions. In this instence, however, the input
rates are compatible with the Burst message and samples in consecutive franes
_ill occupy the same slots, but the data from w_ch the _mthetic input is
being developed is not c_patible _h some of the other input rates and the
synthesis is used to obtain that compatibility.
A total of I00 slots of Burst channel "B" have now been assigned - 20 for
Titan timing and 80 for data from 16SPS input channels. Therefore, 300 slots
are still unassigned and can be used for blocks of data fr_ 40, 20, iO, 1.25,
1.0, 0.25, or 0.416SPS input channels.
2.5.2.3 Inclusion of Blocks from Other Input Channels
Blocks of data from those of the remaining inputs uhich are compatible with the
synthesized 8OSPS "input. and which result in slot separations which are com-
patible with the Burst message (400 slots) cau easily be incorporated into the
message format. This can be accomplished by selecting the lowest slot still
unassigned and determining the slot location of successive blocks at the rate
selected. Then other input chsnnels (of the same or different rates) are
selected and the process repeated. This is the procedure _hich _as used in
developing the Burst channel "A" farmat _han only a few high rate input channels
complete the Burst channel "B" format, however, occurs at low rates end many
separate input _hannels _ill be required. The procedure used in developing
Burst channel "A", while _rkable, _uld prove awkward. Hence, the "synthetic
input, method can again be used to adv_ntage.
2.5.2.3.1 Application of S_nthesis to Formatti_ "Com_atibl_ Inputs
The synthetic "inputs" _hich can he used to aid the fomat design must be related
to 80SPS and 208PS as integers and must result in block separations which are
related to 400 slots per second (message length) as an integer and must be less
than 300, since only 300 slots r_nain unfilled. Rates of 80, 160, and 240 meet
the first and last criteria but only 80SPS also meet the second criteria (certain
lower rates also meet all criteria but since the purpose of this procedure is to
decrease the number of "inputs" to be integrated into the Burst message, it will
not be considered), hence, other 80SPS "inputs. must be synthesizede
In section 2.5.2.2., it was shown that all 8OSPS "inputs" must begin in period_
I, 2, 3, 4 or 5. In previous parts of this development, slots in the first two
periods have b_ assigned, hence, satisfactory starting slots are in periods 3,
4 and 5. The location of slots of 80SPS _input" data, in the Burst channel "B"
format, have been determined and are listed in Table VII.
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Table VII
Location of Slots from 80SPS "In_s_ Channels
_S_UENT SLOTS
2 7, 12, 17, 22, 27, 32, 37, 42, 47, 52, 57, 62, 67, 72, 77, 82, 87, 92, 97, 102
3 8, 13, 18, 23, 28, 33, 38, 43, 48, 53, 58, 63, 68, 73, 789 83, 88, 93, 98, 102
4 9, 14, 19, 24, 29, 34, 39, 4_, _9, 54, 59, 64, 672 74, 78, 842 899 942 992 102
5 IO, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 65, 70, 75, 80, 85, 90, 95,100, 105
Three additional 8OSPS "input channels, can be synthesized from various combinations
of input channels. Blocks can be included in a single _nthetic 80SPS ,input chan-
nel" provided they meet the criteria previously established, i.e., the rat_s must
be related to each other and to 80 as integers and the slot separation of success-
ive blocks must be related to 400 as an integer. Table VIIllists oombinations of
input channels which are still available and _hich can be used to synthesize an
8OSPS "input channel..
An examination of Table VIVrwill provide an indication of the combinations which
can be used in synthesizing each 8OSPS "input channel..
It should be noted that these synthetic 80SPS chapels are used only to aid the
design of the format and lose their identity once that purpose has been served.
After all four synthetic ,inputs. and Time of Titan Sync have been assigned slots
in the Burst channel "B", 60 unassigned slots remain. These still unassigned slots
are located in Burst channel "B" of the following periods:
6, Ii, 16 26, 31, 36 46, 5_, 56 66, 71, 76, etc.
It will be noted that these vacant slots occur in groups of three, and the cor-
responding slots of subsequent groups are separated by a number of slots equiva-
lent to that of a 20SPS input channel. These slots could, therefore, be used
for the periodic transmission of blocks at compatible input rates of 20, 102
etc. There remains, however, two input channels which have not yet been used
to provide blocks. These are 1.25SPS a_d 0.4168PS.
2.5.2.3.2 Application of S_nthesis to Formatting "Non-Compatible,, Inputs
It was previously discussed (section 2.4.2.1.1) how a compatible 5SPS "input.
could be synthesized from four 1.25SPS input channels. If the slot separation
at 5SPS is related as an integer to the separation at 206PS, blocks from the
1.25SPS input charnels can be periodically transmitted in the slots which are
still unassigned. The slot separation of 2OSPS blocks is 20(Table _I) and the
slot separation at 5SPS is 40075=80. These two separations are related as an
integer, therefore, 1.25SPS data can be periodically trsn_nitted in the slots
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Table VIII
J •
Combinations of Input Channels to S_nthesize an 80SPS Channel
40 20 i0 I .20 16
2 0 0 0 0 0
I 2 0 0 0 0
i I 2 0 0 0
I i I I0 0 0
i i i 9 4 o
o 4 o o o o
o 3 2 0 0 0
0 3 I I0 0 0
- 3 I 9 4 0
0 0 8 0 0 0
0 0 7 I0 0 0
7 9 ' ^
0 0 0 80 0 0
- - - 79 h o
0 0 0 0 0 0
o o o o o 5
o o o z6 o h
o o o i6 6h 3
0@
still available. It is apparent tha_ rather than first considering a synthetic
"input" at 5SPS, an .input,, at 20SPS could have bee_ synthesized from 16 input
channels of 1.25SPS data.
If a synthetic "input. of 5SPS is used, the number of 1.25 input channels which
could be incorporated into the r_maining 60 slots can vary in 4 input channel
increments between 4 and 48, while maintaining full utilization of the band-
width. If the 20SPS .input. were synthesized, full bandwidth utilization could
be obtained in 16 input channel increments only. Since these synthesized ,input
channels" are artificial and used only as a convenience in designing the foxmat,
it may be desirable to synthesize both 20SPS and 5SPS channels, depending on
the number of 1.25 input channels available and the number of slots which must
be retained for the still unassigned 0.416SPS input channel.
Blocks from all input channels, except the 0.416SPS channel, have been incor-
porated into the Burst message. Blocks from that channel (O.416BPS) will now
be considered.
Referring to Tablelll, it is obvious that the O._I6SPS input channel does not
have a channel separation which is compatible with the _00 slot message and the
blocks cannot be directly included in the format. By using the synthetic .input"
method it _as possible to include another "non-compatible" input channel (I.25SPS
and possibly the same approach can be again used. It will be noticed that 0.416
appears to be a .rounded off" value and is actually 1/3 of 1.25. Assuming that
to be the case, it follows that another 5SPS .input, can be synthesized from
O.416 input channels.
Table IX illustrates how 12 of the O.416 inptrt channels can be used to load a
synthetic 5SPS "channel,,, placed in a "20SPS. group of the still unassigned
slots.
Figure 6 depicts three consecut&ve frames of the same "2OSPS" group and shows
how these slots are filled by 12 input channels of 1.25SPS blocks, and 12 input
channels of 0.416BFS data.
It has thus been _hc_n that blocks from both 1.25 and 0.416SPS input channels
can be simultaneously periodically transmitted in the remaining slots. Table X
lists some of the combinations Which are possible.
,
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Table X
J
In_% Channels 20 I0 1.25
3 0 0
2 0 O
2 I 8
2 I 4
2 I 3
1 0
0 0 36
o o 48
G 0 0
1.o o.416
0 0
O 0
0 0
5 o
5 3
o 24
o 36
e_ m
0 0
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2.5.2.3.3 Transmission of Blocks of Non-Periodic Parmaeters
In section 2.1, it was decided that blocks of 640 and 160SPS parameters would
be Burst transmitted without maintaining the periodicity of the parameters.
The Burst channels are arranged so that all slots occur periodically and it is
therefore necessar_ to assign suitable slots and force blocks _hich are non-
periodically assembled to be transmitted in those slots.
A basic requirement of ar_ retransmission system is that all data which is
stored during some time interval be transmitted in an equal or lesser time inter-
val, otherwise the amount of data in storage will oontirmally accumulate until
eventually the memory will become saturated.
The definition established for Burst periods and slots was based on the maximum
transmission capacity of the c_cations circuit. If the periods are divided
into three equal length slots - as assumed for this part of the study - the
maximum amount of data _hich can be selected and stored between successive Burst_
is limited to 32 bits - four 8 bit words. Hence, no data block can contain more
than 32 bits.
A block of this .non-periodic n data could contain I, 2, 3 or 4 _ords. These
words could represent separate parameters or they could represent the previous
I, 2, 3 or 4 occurzences of a single Rarameter. A block containing separate
parameters would be updated every 106/640 = 1560 microseconds regardless of the
number of parameters within the block. If _he block contained a I, 2, 3 or 4
occurrence history of a single parameter, it would be updated every 1560, 3120,
4680, or 6240 microseconds, respectively. As was previously pointed out, the
blocks would have to be Burst transmitted within the time interval at _hich i%
is updated, to prevent saturation.
The updating intervals, computed above, correspond to rates of 640, 320; 213,
-_A_"_A_ 9 A_,A3_,_AV_.L_O AI_A_ UA t_A_ A_D 6A_ WUA_AhLt_J.kJ=LA_ WA_AA eL A&_ _WU
per second channel add, therefore, these blocks cannot be directly merged into
_he format. The problem then becomes establishimg a method for assigning slots
to data of these "rates".
If a rate of 640SPS is considered, it is immediately seen that while Burst slots
of any channel occur only every 2500 microseconds, parameters are updated every
1560 microseconds. If blocks of 640SPS parameters are to be Burst transmitted
in 400 SPS slots, it is evident that some blocks will have to contain a two
occurrence history of a parameter and others could contaim only a one event
history of the parameter. Becanse of this, only two separate parmneters can be
handled and some blocks would contain only two words and others would contain four
words. The ratio of input rate to Burst rate is 6hO_O0 or 8/5. Hemce, every
five blocks must contain eight occurrences of the parameter and, therefore, three
of the five blocks m_st contain four words and ÷/%e other t_ blocks rill contain
two _ords each. It is obvious that in order to transmit only two 6408PS param-
eters, a complete Burst channel is required and the efficiency of utilization of
the channel is 14/2Oxi00 = 70%.
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If only one 6406PS parameter is to be transmitted, blocks containing three and
four occurrences could be assembled. The times required to assemble these
would be 4680 and 6240 microseconds, respectively, and the assemble "rates"
would be approximately 213, and 160 blocks per second. If these blocks are
to be transmitted at a 20OSPS rate, it will be seen _hat some block will con-
rain three occurrences and other blocks will contain four occurrences. Two
hundred (200) blocks must then contain 640 occurrences of a parameter. The
input/output ratio is 640/200 - 16/5. Therefore, 16 occurrences of a para-
meter must be assembled into i_ve blocks. For this to be achieved, four
blocks would have to contain three occurrences each, and the fifth block would
contain four occurrences. Only about half a Burst channel would be required,
and the assigned slots would have an utilization efficiency of 16/20 x 100-80%.
Blocks of 1606PS parameters could be handled in a similar fashion. At this rate,
parameters repeat in 6240 microsecond intervals. Hence, a block of one occur-
rence of each parameter therein could be assembled each 6240 microseconds.
Blocks which contain 2, 3 and h successive occurrences of a single parameter
could be assembled each 12,480, 18,720 and 25,960 microseconds, respectively.
Because the input rate is lower than the rate at which blocks can be trs_s-
mitred, it will be possible to assemble blocks of four separate parameters and
Burst transmit these at a rate _hich is compatible with the Burst channel. A
200 block per second Burst rate could be used, however, no blocks would be
available for transmission in some slots and blanks would result.
If or__ _._ 16_o_ parameters were to be transmitted, these could be handled at
a I00 block per second rate. Under these conditions, 160 occurrences of each
parameter would have to be assembled into I00 blocks. The input/output ratio
is 160/100 or 8/5, the ssme as previously discussed for the 640 to 400 case,
and every 5 blocks would consi st of 3 blocks of 4 words and 2 blocks of 2 words.
If only one 160SPS parameter is to be transmitted it would be possible to assem-
ble 4 occurrence blocks. These would be assembled at a 40 block per second rate
and they could be Burst transmitted at the some rate, thereby fully utilizing
the assigned slots.
2.5.3 Summar 7
The Burst message which has been developed consists of _00 periods per second
each divided into three slots, thereby forming three Burst channels iden_fied
asA, B and C.
(a) Burst channel "C" contains blocks of 400SPS parameters plus a guard bit.
(b) Burst channel "B" contains:
(i) Time of Titan sync (20 blocks).
(2) A synthetic 80SPS channel of:
4 - 16SPS Agena input channels and
I - 16SPS "Time of Agena Sync" (80).
(3) A synthetic 8OSFS channel of:
I - 4OSPS Time of Gemini Sync and
I - 4OSPS Gemini Input Channels (80).
(4) 2 Synthetic 80SPS Channels of
40, 20, i0, 1.0 and 0.25SPS Input Channels (160).
(5) 3 Groups of 20 SPS slots containing combinations
of 20, IO, 1.25, i.O and 0._16 Input Channels (60).
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(c) Burst channel "A" contains:
(i) (2o).
(2) Blocks of 200SPS "Titan" parameter (200).
(3) Blocks of IOOSPS "Titan" parameter (i00).
(4) A synthetic 80SPS "channel" containing h input channels
of Titan 20 SPS parameters (80).
2.5.3.1 Burst Channel Efficienc_
Burst channel efficiency is the ratio of total slots containing data to total
slots available and is a measure of how wall the format has been desired. There
are _O0 slots available in each channel but some of these are used for eyrie ,rod
"Timing- and are, t_erefore_ not conveyi_._:data, hence channel efficiency is
reduced.
Table XI lists the number of slots in each channel mhich are used for different
purposes and shows the channel efficiency which results-
Table XI
Channel Data Burst S_no Timing Unused Efficiency.
A 324 o o
C 400 0 100%
Total Message 1104 20 76 0 92.2%
As was pointed out in section 2.1.6, the combination of communication circuit
capability (40.8KBPS) and fixed _rd length of 8 bits per _rd, results in each
"block, being capable of containing 32 bits with 6 bits each period remaining.
As a result of this the 1104 data block can contain 35,328 bits to provide a
b_dth utilisation efficiency of 35,328/40.8 x I00 = 87.8%.
The efficiency of Burst Channel "B" can be increased by tr_nsmlttAng _s of
sync at 20 per second rather than 40 per second (transmit every other
occurrence) to 85.6%. This _uld result in a Total Message Efficiency of 93.6%
and a bandwidth utilization efficiency of 89.9%.
A further increase in bandwidth utilization eff_cimcy _uld require _hat variable
length data wards be transmitted. If that were done, o_e hlt per period _uld
still be lost as a "gQard band- end the limit on BUE wou_ be 95.0%.
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2.6 Composition of Blocks
The technique being examined herein requires that blocks of data, containing
prespecified parameters which occur at known .nominal. times on a specific
telemetry llnk 9 be assembled and transmitted in a "Buret". In order for this
to be possiblej it is obviously necessary that the parameters occur before
the block is readout. Hence, there is a relationship between the time of
occurrence of all parsmeters in a block and the time that block is t_tted.
It has already been established that the Burst message will consist of periods
which occur in 2500 microsecond intervals and, for retransmission via the
40.SKRPS 3033 communication circuit, each period is capable of containing 102
bits. If all data is in 8-bit words, a period can contain 12 words and 6-bits
will remain. Each period must be divided into three slots which are capable
of handling blocks which contain integer numbers of data _rds.
It has also been established that a guard slot equal to approximately 1-hit
must be placed at the end of all periods _hich precede the Burst s_nc word.
For convenience in preparing a message fOrmat, the .guard slot. will also be
placed at the end of each period.
In section 2.1 it was shown that each Burst period could contain 96 data bits,
divided among three blocks. The sizes of each block was not specified, other
than to point out that all blocks of a Burst channel must be of equal length.
Now, however, the size of a block will enter into the study and must be deflned.
The 96 data bits _thin a period can be divided into equal length blocks of 32
bits each (4-8 bit _rds); or in other ratios, to the point where one block
contains IO words (80 bits) while the other two blocks contain 1-8 hit word
each. The time required to readout a block on the 30_3 commu_cation circuit
is 196 microseconds per word. Time to readout blocks of various sizes from
I to IO words lor_ is given in Table XI_.
Table XIl
Word_locks
J
Readout Time (microseconds)
I 196
2 392
3 58B
5 980
6 1176
7 1372
8 1568
9
I0 1960
For this study it will be assumed that all data blocks will contain 4 words,
therefore all data slots must be 784 microseconds long.
3B.
It has previously been established that sio_ men must always contain a block
of 400SPS parameters plus a guard bit, hence slot "C I must be 809 micro-
seconds long and must begin 1691 microseconds after the beginning of each
period.
Slot "A" contains either data blocks or a block of burst sync plus sub-frame
identification. This slot begins at the start of each period and is 784
microseconds (32 bits long). Five of these bits must be used to identify
one of 20 sub-frames, hence, the burst sync pattern is limited to 27 bits.
Slot "B" will then be 2500-(784+809) = 907 microseconds (37 bits) long. This
slot starts 782 microseconds after the beginning of each period.
In the Burst format previously developed, the Burst sync slots occur some fixed
delay (time) after occurrence of Titan master sync. The time at which all Burst
slots (beginning of block readout) occur are fixed to that event. It is, there-
fore, possible to establish a chart showing the times after beginning of Burst
sync when each data slot begins. Once this has been done, a basis for identify-
ing the specific Telemetered parameters which could be included in a particular
slot will exist. Table XIII lists the time of the first 20 slots and identifies
the contents of each (the first two slots contain Burst sync and a "Time of Titan
Link Sync. words which are developed in the equipment and are not carried over
from the telemetry channel).
Because Burst sync has a fixed relationship to time of Titan Sync, the time of
slot occurrence limits the times at which parameters to be included in each
slot must occur, otherwise the parameters may have occurred both before and after
the sync word.
Table XIII
Times and Contents of Slots of the Burst Format
Slot No. Contents
i A Burst Sync O
2 B Time of Titan Sync 784
2 C T-400 1691
2 A T-200 2500
2 B Time of Agena Sync 3284
2 C T-4OO 4191
3 A T-IOO 5000
3 B Time of Gemini Sync 5784
3 C T-_OO 6691
4 A T-200 7500
4 B T--40 8284
4 C T-400 9191
5 A T-20 lOOOO
5 B T-20 10784
5 C T-400 11691
6 A T-2OO 12500
6 B G-O.416 13284
6 C T-4OO 14191
7 A T-IOO 15000
7 B A-16 15784
Time After Burst S_nc
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2.6.1 Titan Blocks
2.6.1.1 400 SPS Blocks
i
Slot IC of the Burst message is the first slot which contains a data block,
The parameters in that block are fro_ the Tit_ 400 SPS input channel, Table
XIV identifies all 400 SPS paraaeters in the Titan message and tabulates the
time after Titan sync at which each occurs.
Table XIV
of First Occurance of Each 400 SPS Pa_eter
Parameter Number LocatAon Word & S_llable Time After Syn c (Microsec.)
177 i-I 44.9
178 1-2 89.8
179 1-3 134.7
180 2-1 196.4
181 2-2 241.3
182 5-I 650.9
183 5-2 695.8
184 5-3 74O .7
185 6-1 8oo.4
186 6-2 845.3
187 9-1 114 .3
188 9-2 1193.2
189 9-3 1238.1
190 IO-I 1283.0
191 lO-2 1344.7
192 13-1 1754.3
194 13-3 184_.i
195 14-1 1905.8
196 14-2 1950.7
177 17-I 2544.9
If a block of 400 SPS Titan contains two or more parameters, these could be
numbers 177 and 196 and 1905.8 microsecond of elapsed time could be required
to load the memory. From Table XIV it can also be seen that only 594.2
microseconds are available between the occurrence of par_neter number 196 and
the subsequent reoccurrence of parameter number 177. The maximum size block
_hich can be readout within _hat time interval can contain only three words
(Tab_eXl_ and even this is possible only _ carefully selecting readout time
relative to Titan sync. Such a limitation would be unacceptably restrictive
on the system and cannot be tolerated.
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To overcome this limitation, a pair of identically organized memories called
Continuous Selection memoriesj can be used to select the 400 SFS parameters.
One of these would be connected to the input link in order that parameters can
be selected and stored, while simultaneously the other memory is connected to
the Burst sequencer which can cause the previously stored parameters to be
readout. In this manner the memories are automatically available for loading,
during a 2500 microsecond period, and then for readout during the subsequent
2500 microsecond period.
Figure 7 illustrates the manner in which continuous selection memories are used
to assemble and readout blocks of 400 SPS data while maintaining identity and
time correlation of all parameters.
Several characteristics of this Burst technique which effect figure 7 are:
(I) The occurrence of Titan master sync forms the basis for developing
and controlling the Burst message and for controlling certain in-
ternal functions needed to assemble the data.
(2) It c_ be seen that _en the Titan sync occurs, Memory #I is con-
nected to the input and #2 is connected to the output, if this
condition does not already exist and 2250 microseconds later these
m_mories are interchanged. During the 19 subsequent intervals the
memories _ill be automatically connected to She input or the output
each 2500 microseconds. The reason that the memories are inter-
changed 2250 microseconds after sync is to assure that the s_itch-
over takes place after parameters #177 and #192 have been loaded
into one memory during the same period and before par_aeter #177
re-occurs. The time selected is arbitrary but is more than adequate
to allow for input rate errors and switching time. One of the two
memories is designated Number One, and will be connected to the
input each time the Titan Sync is rec_ved. Swltch-over may actually
occur when Titan _vnc iR Initi_1 Iv _r_ v=_ _^_o_ 0+ -_ --__--_
quent occurrences of sync memory #I will already be properly con-
nected and the only effect of _rnc on these memories is to establish
switch-_ver time. If the input rate is nominal (no error) the
intervals between switch-overs will be constant at 2500 microseconds,
however, if there is an input rate error the time of switch-over at
the end of the interval during which sync occurs will be advsnced or
extend in proportion to the rate error.
(3) The parwaeters in the block which is transmitted in slot "C" of Burst
period #i occurred within the 2500 microsecond interval after link
sync. Those in slot ,C" of period #2 occurred between 2500 and 5000
microseconds after Titan sync, etc.
2.6.1.2 Blocks of 200 SPS Parameters
From Table XII it can be seen that blocks of Titan 200SPS parameters are trans-
mitted in slots 2A, 4A, 6A? etc. Slot 2A occurs in the Burst message 2500 micro-
seconds after sync and slot 4A occurs 7500 microseconds after Burst sync.
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From the basic Titan format, it is found that there are twenty 20OSPS param-
eters, identified as numbers 157 _hru 176. Parameter 157 occurs first 347.9
and again %196 microseconds after Titan sync. The first occurrence of param-
eter 176 is 4180.3 microseconds after Tits_ sync. The elapsed time required
to receive and store a block of 2006PS data containing both of these param-
eters is 3832.4 microseconds, regardless of hew many other 20OSPS parameters
are included and if dual alternating memories are not used, this block must
be readout before parameter 157 occurs again. Hence, readout must occur
within the 1015.7 microsecond interval between _he _rst occurrence of
parameter 176 and the second occurrence of parameter 157. In order for slot
2A to occur at the correct time, it would be necessary to properly delay the start
of the Burst message from the arrival of Titan sync.
Since slot 2A must occur a t least 4180.3 microseconds after Titan sync, and
3284 microseconds after the Burst message begins (Burst syr_ ) a delay of a_
least 1679.7 microseconds would be required.
The maximum size of the block which could be transmitted in slot 2A is 1OO5..7
microseconds - the time interval between occurrence of parameter 176 and the
subsequent parameter 157. TableXll shows that a block of 5 words can be
readout within _hat interval. This will probably be sdequate, however, a
larger size block could be transmitted and the time of transmission could be
freed from a direct dependence upon the delay between link sync and the start
of the Burst message, if dual identically organized memories were used as with
the 400SPS data.
If "Continuous Selection" memories were used, one of these would be connected
to the input at the time Titan sync is received, and interchanged each 5000
microseconds thereafter.
2.6.1.3 Blocks of IOOSPS Parameters
In the format, the first block of IOOSPS data is transmitted in slot 3A, 5000
microseconds after Burst sync, and the next subsequent block of the parameters
occur in slot 7A which is transmitted 15_OO microseconds after Burst syne.
The Titan format contains 36 parsmeters, numbers 121 to 156, at this IOOSPS rate.
The first occurrence of parameter #121 is 241.3 microseconds after Titan sync.
The other parameters of this group occur in sequence until the first occurrence
of parameter #i56 takes place 9482.4 microseconds after Titan syr_. He_ce_ _he
elapsed time for consecutive parameters to be received is 9241.1 microseconds,
which is the time interval required to assemble a block containing these parma-
eters. Obviously, if the 121st and the 156th parameter_re not both included
in a single block, the elapsed time would be decreased, however, the capaMlity
of including these two parameters must be provided in the event they are needed.
_3.
In co_paring the times of transmission of various slots, the time of arnLval
of various parameters which may be placed in these slots, two features are
evident:
Slot 3A must contain a block of IOOSPS data (sec. 2.5.1), yet this
slot occurs before about half of all IOOSPS can be updated in the
time since Titan sync. A block of IO06PS data transmitted at this
time could contain some parameters which actually occurred since
Titan sync and other parameters which occurred before Titan synce
It _uld be possible to detemine which ones occurred before and
which ones after sync, however, to acc_nplish this would require
that some of the parameters be referenced to the time transuitted
in slot IB and others to be referred to the time transmitted in
slot 381B. Furthermore, it would necessitate carefully selecting
readout time to as_re no parameter is being updated while it is
being readout.
It is, therefore, concluded that this input channel can best be
handled by identically progra_ned dual alternating memories, in
which the time of all parameters are referenced to the preceding
time of Titan sync in slot 381B.
2.6.1.4 Blocks of 20SPS Parameters
Five 2OSPS input channels, one of which is "time of Titan _nc., are used to
fill the Burst channel -BN (sec. 2.5.1.2). The four other 20SPS inputs all
contain telen_tered parameters and are assigned initial slots of 5]3, 9B, 1313
and 17B. Table XV lists each of these slots, the time after Titan sync that
each is transmitted, and _he identity of all 20SPS parameters _hich have been
updated since the last Titan sync and which could be assembled in a block to
Initial Slot
Table XV
Time of Slot Since Burst S_c
20SPS Parameters Which Have
Been Updated since Titan STnc
5B 10,784 microseconds #1-#13, #61,66,71.76,DI
9B 20,784 . #26, 62, 67, 72, 77, D2
13B 30,784 " #38, 63, 68, 73, 78, D3
17B 40,784 " #50, 64, 69, 74, 79, D4
Not Updated #51, 60, 65, 70, 75, 80, D5
From the above table it can b • seen that blocks of data can be assembled and
transmitted in the assigned slots from paraneters _hich have occurred since the
last Titan sync unless one of the last 15 parameters is included. In that case,
either the time of that one parameter must be reconstructed separately from the
others, or identicaTly organized dual alternating memories must be used, and all
data in a block formed in this manner referenced to the previous sync time.
2.6.1.5 S mar 
The time interval which may elapse before allparame_ers to be assembled in a
block are received, could be as long, after Titan sync, as a period at the
input data rate. In designing the Burst message format, it is necessa_ to
efficiently use the available bandwidth, and it is desirable to eliminate
as many variables as possible in order to simplify the process of designing
the format. Hence, it is desirable to be able to design the format without
considering the actual time of occurrence of individual parameters.
To provide the desired freedom in designing a Burst format and still assure
the "time integrity" of all parameters within a block, a continuous selec-
tion (alternating identical organized memory s ections) technique can be used.
When using such a technique a particular memory section would be connected to
the input upon receiving a link sync word. A fixed-time interval thereafter,
_hich is a function of the input data rate, the memory sections are interchanged.
This results in all parameters in a block which is being read-out, having
occurred during the previous input data cycle (see Figure 7 ).
2.6.2 Blocks of Asynchronous Data
Blocks of parameters from the asynchronous Gemini and Agena links also must be
assembled and transmitted in the Burst message. Unlike the conditions _hich
exist with the Titan link, there is no fixed relationship betweem the occarrence
of Gemini and/or Agena syncs and the time _hat blocks of data from these links
are transmitted. Hence, a variable delay between oc_rrence and transmission
of parameters (blocks) must be provided, and an uncertainty as to the actual
time of occurrence of individual parameters could arise unless care is taken
to assure that such confusion does not exist. In Figure 8 four 16SPS Agone
parameters are shown as an example to illustrate how this confusion could occur.
Four 16SPS parameters, identified as i, 2, 3 and 4, and occurring IIO0, 3900,
11,400 and 18,900 microseconds, respectively, after Agena sync, are to be trans-
mitted as a block in Burst slot 7B.
Figure 8A illustrates the condition when Agena sync nearRy coincides _ith
the Burst sync. The previous Agena sync (#I) which occurred 62,500 microseconds
earlier, is also sho_n. The times of arrivals of the four parameters relative
to each occurrence of Agena sync are identified as is the position of t_ Burst
slots, numbers 382_ and 713.
After Agena sync number I occurs, parameters I, 2 and 3 occur and are loaded
into memory. Burst slot 382B follows and the memory are unloaded as a block.
Subsequently, parameter #4 occurs and is stored in memory. Later, after Ager_
Sync #2, parameters #I, #2 and #3 appear again snd are stored in memory. Burst
slot 7B follows and the memories are read-out a s a block containing parameters
I, 2, 3 and 4. It will be noted that parameter #4 occurred prior to Agena Sync
#2 while the other three parameters occurred afterwards. The result is that the
times of individual parameters mmst be reconstructed from t_ different references
(or if from the same reference, addition is required for some parameters and
subtraction from others.)
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Figure 8B shows what happens _hen Agena Sync and the Burst slot occurs
almost simultaneously. In this case, all parameters read-out in a block
will have occurred prior to that Agena sync and after the previous Agena
sync.
A general statement can be made: If the Burst slot occurs after all param-
eters of a block have been received and before any of them can be updated
(re-occur), all parameters in the block will have occurred during the same
period (of the input data rate).
Inasmuch as no control can be exercised over the time of o ccurrenoe of Agena
sync relative to Titan sync 9 and therefore t_ Burst message, the system must
expect conditions where the time of slot occurrence does not meet the criteria
stated above. Hence, a tec_mlque which can assure the time relationship of
all parameters within a block, must be provided. Such a technique is the
"continuous selection" methode
2.6.2.1 Continuous Selection Memory
Assume that the Agera parameters shown in Figure 8 are to be assembled
via continuous selection memories and Burst transmitted in the slots shca_.
When Agena sync #2 occurs, the connections to the memories are interchanged.
The memory section which had been connected to the input and in which the
parameters #I, #2, #3 and #4 had been stored in the interval between Agena
sync #I and #2 is new connected to the output. When slot 2B occurs, the time
of Ags_a sync #2 is Burst transmitted. Later, when slot 7B occurs, the param-
eters stored in memory are read-out as a block. These parameters occurred after
Agena sync #I and before #2, hence the time of each can be re-established for
the Time of Agena sync #I, transmitted in Burst slot #377B.
A condition _hich exists with both G_mini and Agena lhich requires special
system features to assure the proper identification and timing of individual
parameters. This condition results from lower rate data originating on sub-
commutated channels and gives rise to a requirement for transmitting a means
of identifying sub-frame sync.
The Agena format contains three sub-frames, A, B and C. SuP-frames A and C
re-cycle together once each second (each 16 mainframes) and sub-fr_ae B re-
cycles once each 5 seconds (every 80 mainframes). Every 80th mainframe all
three sub-frames begin a cycle. Hence, if a number from 0 to 80 were trans-
mitted, it would identify successive sequences of the B sub-frame and every
16th number (0, 16, 32, etc.) would identify the beginning of sub-fr_es
Aand C.
Figure 9 illustrates the formation of Burst periods which contain "time of
sync" words from three a_rnchronous input links.
Figure 9A illustrates the periods which contain Burst sync and .Time of
Titan Sync" words. The "Time of Titan Sync" is transmitted in hours,
minutes, seconds and microseconds.
Burst periods which contain .Time of Agena or Gemini Sync" and identifica-
tion of the mainframe sequence are shown in Figure 9B. The period contains
102 binary bits, one of which is required as a guard band and 64 must be
used for blocks of selected parameters in Burst channels IA" and "C". Of
the 37 bits remaining, 7 must be used to identify between I and 80 sequences
of the Agena mainframe, thereby leaving 30 bits available for timing. Timing
can, therefore, be transmitted in seconds and microseconds. Because of the
relationship between time of Titan sync and Time of Agena Sync (see Section
2.3.2), the hour and minute part of the time word appears as part of the
"Time of Titan Sync" word. Also, the "second" (time) part of the Agena Time
would be the same as the "second" (time) pertion of the Titan Time Word which
contains the proper hour and minute words.
Figure 9C illustrates all other periods.
The Gemini fo_uat contains a prime subf.r_ operating 1/4 as fast as _he main-
frame and sub-c:_mmutated at 8/1 and 24/1 ratio. Ninety-six (96) mainfr_es
must be sequenced in order to sanple all data inputs. It is, therefore, nec-
essary that the master fr_,e sequence identification number be capable of
identifying betwee_ I and 96.
2.6.2.2 Sub-Co_m_tated Data
T_
section 2.5.2.3.2, blocks of _ab-commutated parameters at 1.25 and O.416SFS
from the Gemini link are assigned slots in the format. Figure 6 illustrates
this format.
One input channel of 1.25SPS paraueters are assigned slots 26 and 346 in the
first Burst frame, slot 266 in the second Burst frame, slot 186 in the third
Burst fr_ue, etc. Slots assigned to blocks from this channel in one fr_ae
are assigned to blocks from another input channel in subsequent frames, i.e.,
slots 26 and 346 in _he second Burst fr_ae are used by blocks assembled fr_a
different 1.25SPS input par_eters. Hence, it is necessary to establish which
of 24 sub-frame sequences and _hich of four master frame cycles the parameters
in a particular block were selected. Figure I0 illustrates the occurrences and
assembly of blocks of sub-cammutated data.
Block I is assembled of parameters _hich occurred during the 3rd master frame
cycle of the Ist sub-frame cycle; Block #2, of parameters which occurred during
the Ist master frs_e cycle of the 3rd sub-frame cycle; Block #3, of parameters
received during the 3rd master frame cycle of the 3rd subframe cycle.
For clarity snd convenience of discussion, it is sho_n that all parameters
within a block occurred during a single cycle of the master frame. In actual
practice, however, the parameters within a block could be selected over many
cycles of the sub-frsme. The limitation is that the parameters assembled into
a block must be consecutive. As a practical consideration, it is desirable
that the elapsed time between the first and last parameter should be kept as
short as possible in order that the time of each parameter can be more easily
and accurately reconstructed.
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In referring back to the format, Figure 6, it can be sAen that all three
of these blocks will be transmitted in the s_ue slots but during different
frames of t_e Burst message. Logic can be designed which can select the
optimum slots for each block and read these blocks out into the Burst messagee
In addition, however, it is necessa_ that information concerning the iden_ty
of the block which is transmitted in a particular slot s_d the basics for re-
constructing timing, also be conveyed in the message.
One way to convey identification is to include an address word in each block.
This address word could simply be a number from I to 12 (4 _ts) which identi-
fies which block memory is being transmitted. Individual parameters could
then be identified from the apriori knowledge of which parameters had be_n
programmed into that memory.
The time of occurrence (nominal) of each parameters will be known from the
Gemini format relative to the time of the Ist of 24 sub-frame syncs. But 96
Gemini master time of sync words are transmitted in the Burst message before
all sub-frames are cycled. The 96 time of sync words, in addition to the
method used to rea6out blocks in particular Burst slots, causes an uncertainty
as to _hich time word should be used as a reference in re-establishing time.
Thus, there is a possibility of 96 ambiguities which must be resolved.
These s_biguities can be eliminated if a means of identifying a particular
master frame "time of sync" word in relation to a prime sub-frame cycle, is
pr_v4._ded. Every forth mainframe sync is followed by a prime sub-frame sync
word which includes a 5-bit address which identifies _hich of 24 sub-frames
is being cycled. (From the input link sub-frame cycle identification an
unambiguous identification can be established. ) The number (1-96) can then
be included as part of the Gemini "Time of Sync" word (see Figure Ii).
To re-establish the time of individual parameters, the process is:
(i) Identify a particular block of sub-commutated parameters from the
4-bit address word which is included in the Burst. The cycle of
the master and sub-frame in which the parameter occurred is known
from the data selection program.
(2) Find the "Time of Master Sync" word which contains the address
word which identifies the cycle of the master frame (1-96) which
corresponds to the parameters in the block.
(3) Read the "Time of Sync" word and add the nce_Lnal time of occurrence
of each selected parameter.
(I0 Compare the interval between successive ,Times of Sync" with 25,000
microsecond (the nominal sync rate) and correct the time associated
with each parameter (see Section 2.2.2).
0.
2.7 Implementation Requirements
Figure i0 is a simplified block diagram of the "Periodic Burst n transmission
sub-system. This figure illustrates the various data and other signal sources
used to select parameters, assemble blocks, and generate the Burst Transmission
format.
The Sequencer contains a programmable memory, a Timing Sub-Unit, and Buffers
necessary to input and output signals and data.
2.7.1 Periodic Burst Transmission Sub-S_stem
2.7.1.1 Message Program
Prior to an operation a program to control the readout of the various blocks
must be developed and stored in the Sequencer memory. This program will con-
sist of the addresses of the memories which are to be readout, arranged in
the sequences that readout is desired. When the Burst message begins, signals
(pulses) will be applied to the memory at the times each subsequent block is
to be read, and the memory will advance, one slot for each pulse, in the same
manner as a "step switch". In this manner the order of the blocks are con-
trolled by the program but the time of occurrence of each is controlled by
the timing sub-unit.
2.7.1.2 Message Slot Timing
It has been previously established, that the Burst message will contain 20 sub-
frames, at the Titan sync rate, each of which is divided into 20 periods. The
first 19 of these periods are precisely 2500 microseconds long, controlled by
the clock reference, and the 2Oth is 2500 + 25 microseconds lone deDendin_ on
_he ac_uai "zu.T_ansync rate.
The first slot of each sub-frame contains a Burst Sync Block which is made up
of two parts. One of these is the burst sync pattern and the other is the sub-
frame identification number. When the Sequencer addresses the readout of a
Burst Sync Block, the sync pattern is extracted from the sync generator and
attached to the sub-frame identification extracted from the Sequencer. The
block is then transmitted.
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2.7.1.3 Timing Sub-Unlt
The Timing Sub-Unit generates the signals which cause the Sequencer to cycle
through its program as described in Section 2.7.1.1. The signalQ are derived
from a reference frequency which is accurate to at least i inlO °, and there-
fore precision control of the format is achieved.
In previous sections, burst transmission of blocks assembled from three simul-
taneous input links was discussed. One of these links is selected to control
the burst message. The occurrence of sync from that link enables the burst
message which is then pseudo-synchronous with the control link. Under some
conditions, it may be necessary to tra_it the burst message when the control
link input is not present. Features which provide this capability are included.
The order in which specific blocks are to be transmitted is stored in a pro-
gram in the sequencer and defines the burst message format. A signal applied
to the Sequencer causes the format to be advanced on step and to read-out the
next block of the program. The timing sub-unit generates the signals which
establish th_ times that subsequent blocks are addressed by the program.
The format is divided into sub-frames which contain twenty burst periods.
Each period is divided into _,_ee unequal length slots - A, B and C. The
times that these slots occur are controlled by the Timing Sub-Unit, hence
this unit must generate signals at unequal intervals corresponding to the
lengths of the various slots. Furthermore correlation must be established
and maintained between the individual blocks of the format and the correspond-
ing slots established by the Timing Sub-Unit. To achieve the pseudo-synchronous
relationship between the control link sync and the burst message, it is also
necessary that the transmission of the first block in a sub-frame be correlated
with the occurrence of sync on the control link.
Figure 12 is a Simplified Block Diagram of the Timing Sub-Unit. The lengths
of the three slots are established by delay counters, identified as A, B and
C, corresponding to the blocks which will be transmitted while these counters
are operating. These counters are preset so that the intervals between signals
are equal to the time required to transmit the corresponding block and, in this
particular case, are 782, 907 and 809 microseconds, respectively.
These counters operate in sequence. A signal applied to any one of them simul-
taneously starts that counter and causes the Sequencer to transmit a programmed
block. When the present count is reached, a signal to control the subsequent
event is generated and used to control the next counter and block read-out.
To assure that correlation exists between the program and the Timing Sub-Unit,
a flag is extracted from the sequencer whenever the next block to be read will
be in channel A. This flag is used to gate the "A" counter and inhibit all
others.
After a full burst period (slots A, B and C, in sequence) has been generated
one of two possible events occurs depending on the operating mode which has been
selected. The alternatives are discussed as applied to the individual modes.
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2.7.1.3.1 Normal Mode
The Normal Mode is the one which has been developed throughout this study
and is characterized by the pseudo-synchronous relationship between the
control link (Titan) and the burst message.
To obtain this relationship requires that a burst sub-frame be started when,
and only when, Titan sync occurs. This is accomplished during pre-transmission
preparations by adjusting the program to the beginning of a sub-frame in order
that the occurrence of a Titan sync flag will cause the first block of a sub-
frame to be addressed at the same time that the "A" counter is started. After
count "A" is completed counters "B" and "C" sequentially operate with the output
from each starting the next and causing the program to advance and transmit the
next block.
A burst period is complete when counters A, Band C have completed their preset
counts. Because only the first period of each sub-frame is started byTitan
sync and 20 periods must be generated during one sub-frame, a means for generating
the intervening 19 periods is required. This is achieved by an event counter
which allows 19 consecutive occurrences of the "C" counter output to be applied
to the "A" counter thereby initiating another burst period, and which prevents
the 20th occurrence from recycling. In this way the start of each sub-frame is
locked %o the occurrence of Titan sync but intervening periods are precisely
controlled by the Timing Sub-Unit.
The operation of the counters assure that the event counter is reset to one (1)
exactly 50,OOOmicroseconds after a Titan sync started a sub-frame. The tolerance
of the Titan input is given as ÷ 0.05%, hence a subsequent sync flag can occur
anywhere between + 25 microseconds of the reset time.
If the Titan sync occurs early, the "A" counter is started and the next block
i_ addi_o_d bj _,_ prugram before _he _C _ coun_ IS complete. This could re-
duce the length of the C block by as much as 25 microseconds (i bit) but would
not cause a loss of data since that bit is provided as a guard "band, to allow
this condition to be tolerated. The completion of the "C" count would then
simply reset the event counter %0 one (i) and thereby prepare it for operation
at the end of the next period. If the next Titan sync is late, the event counter
would have already been reset and the message would have been interrupted await-
ing the Titan sync.
If the next Titan sync is not recognized for any reason the burst message would
not restart and the interruption would continue until a Titan sync does occur.
During such an interruption no message would be transmitted and all real time
data would be lost. To prevent such a condition when the Titan sync is temporarily
not recognized, an Automatic coast feature is provided.
Automatic Coast is a form of logic which limits the interruption between sub-
frames to 25 microseconds even if the subsequent Titan sync does not occur.
This feature is accomplished by a 25 microsecond counter which is started at
the instant the event counter is reset, unless this counter had been inhibited
by the occurrence of Titan sync during the previous 25 microseconds. The
occurrence of Titan sync after the limit counter is started will terminate the
count and reset the unit. If the termination does not occur a signal will be
generated at the end of 25 microseconds which will cause another sub-frame to
be transmitted.
Oncea burst messagehas begun normally, the Auto Coast will maintain trans-
mission through any failure of Titan sync. Operation in Auto Coast can be
continued indefinitely. Although the resulting burst messageresembles a
normal message, it differs in several important characteristics:
(i) The "Time of Sync Blocks" will contain "no data" and therefore
Titan sampling times must be reconstructed from the last Titan
"time" block before the Auto Coast becomes operative. Time uncer-
tainties therefore increase with the number of sub-frames generated
by Auto Coast.
(2) Sub-frames occur at 50,025 microsecond intervals. This is the
interval which would result if the sub-frames were generated by
sync flags when the Titan sync rate was 19.99 per second; ie.
20-0.05%. Since it is probable that the actual Titan sync rate
would be different than this value, an accumulating error such as
discussed in Section 2.1.1 would occur. This accumulating error
would cause the pseudo-synchronous relationship to cease to exist.
If after some number of sub-frames have been generated by the Auto Coast
feature the Titan sync is again recognized, the message can either be con-
tinued in Auto Coast or it can be returned to normal operation.
If operation is continued in Auto Coast, several characteristics will result:
(I) The error will continue to accummulate and eventually a sample wlll
not be transmitted.
(2) The "time of sync" blocks will contain time words. These can be
used as references for re-establishing samplin_ times. However.
only relative time could be established for supercommu_ated parameters,
although absolute time can be derived for samples at prime or sub-
commutated rates.
If Titan sync re-occurs before the accmmulated error exceeds the time of the
last slot in the sub-frame (slot 2OC, 40C, 6OC, etc. ), the system can be auto-
matically returned to normal operation. The block being transmitted in this
slot would be stopped at the instant sync occurs and at least part of the samples
would be unusable. However the subsequent parts of the message would be correct
and no further loss of data would occur.
If however, the accummulated error exceeds the time of the "O" slot, the
correlation between the block being addressed by the program in the Sequencer
and the slot being generated by Timing Sub-Unit would be lost. This would re-
sult in the subsequent message being scrambled and would prevent deccmmutation
and extraction of useful data. To overcome this it is necessary to either con-
tinue in Auto Coast, or to re-synchronize the Sequencer with the timing sub-unit.
To re-synchronize would require that the program be stopped at the beginning of
the next sub-frame and await the occurrence of the next Titan sync before con-
tinuing. This would result in an interruption of the message, and a loss of
data, of up to one sub-frame.
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2.7.1.3.2 Free Run Mode
The Free Run Mode is provided so that the burst message can be transmitted
when t_e controllink (Titan) is not present. This mode is similar to Auto
Coast except: (i) Free Run is manually selected, (2) previous transmission
in the Normal Mode is not necessary, and (3) the sub-frame interval is
50,OOOmicroseconds.
The sub-frame rate in the Free Run F_de is probably more nearly the actual
rate than that used in Auto Coast, hence the "error" will accummulate more
slowly. Even though the actual rate could be higher or lower than the neminal
and a block could either be transmitted twice or not transmitted at all, such
an occurrence would happen less often than in Auto Coast. This is an advantage
which may make it desirable to switch to Free Run whenever Titan sync is missing
for more than a few sub-frames.
2.7.2 Periodic Burst Decommutation and Parameter Extraction Sub-S_stem
After the Burst message is received, it is necessary that blocks be identified
and separated, and individual parameters must be extracted and time tags attached.
The process is essentially a multi-stage decommutation.
2.7.2.1 First Stage Decommutation
After synchronization has been achieved in a manner similar to that described in
section 2.2.2.3, this decommutation stage performs the function of extracting
and identifying individual blocks. The output of this first-stage deccmautator
consists of separate blocks from which individual parameters must still be ex-
tracted.
decommutator. It can be seen that the decommutation logic is similar to the
logic involved in assembling the message (see section 2.7.1.3.) Because there are only
three different types of blocks to be identified and these occur in a fixed known
order, the first stage decommutationprocess is straightforward and uncomplicated,
and the equipment logic is simple in concept and could be simply implemented.
The operation of this decommutation stage is as follows:
(1)The Burst message consists of 400 periods each divided into three
slots. The configuration of the different periods are shown in
figure II. The first period of each Burst sub-frame contains Burst
sync and decommutationmust begin with one of these periods.
The "A" slot of each period contains 32 bits. In Burst sync periods
the first 27 form a sync pattern and the remaining 5 bits identifies
which of the 20 Burst sub-frames is being received. Immediately
after the sync pattern is recognized, the next 5 bits containing
a number between O and 19 are extracted and stored in memory.
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FIGURE 13. FLOW CHART OF FIRST STAGE DECOMMUTATOR
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D(2) The "B" slot of the initial period of each Burst sub-frame contains
a 37 bit time of day word. This word represents the time t.hat Titan
sync was received and is in hours, minutes, seconds and microseconds.
It occurs conti_ously with slot "A" and is readou_ immediately
following readout of the sub-frame identification.
(3) The "C" Slot of all periods is nominally the same length and contains
32 data bits plus one guard bit. Under conditions where the Titan
input rate is in error from its nominal, the "C" slot in the last
period of each Burst sub-fra_ may be lengthened or shortened a
maxinwm of one (i) bit. The actual number of bits in these particular
"C" slots are controlled by the Burst message and the deco,_utator
must accept this condition.
(43 The first period of each Burst sub-frame is initiated by the occurrence
of Burst sync, and the subsequent 19 periods are internally generated.
The completion of each pe_od in a sub-frame is counted by a period
counter which at any time _ill contain a number between I and 20.
Logic will cause another period to be initiated and slots A, B and C
recycled every time slot "C" is readout and the period counter contains
a number other than 20. The ',A"slots in these intermediate periods
are 32 bits long and the "B" slots are 3 7 bits long and these are read-
out accordingly. Every time Burst sync occurs, the decommutator begins
reading the "A" slot in a Burst period. If the sync occurs at the
nominal Titan sync rate, The last "C" slot of the previous sub-frame
_uld have been completed, the peliod counter would have contained the
number 20, and the logic would have prevented recycling of the next
period. The occurrence of sync then resets the period counter to
one (I) and, therefore, recycling will be allowed immediately after
slot "C" is readout.
the 5 _t subframe identification word begins before _he guard bit in
the last "C" slot has been completed. The guard slot was provided to
allow this to happen and no conflict occurs because these two readouts
are occurring simultaneously. If, however, the occurrence of sync were
allowed to i_ediately reset the period counter, the number contained
therein wottld be one (I) rather than 20 when the slot "C" readout was
completed 25 microseconds later and recycling of intermediate periods
wo_Id continue. This would result in erroneous outputs and cannot be
allowed. To prevent this from happening, resetting the counter is
delayed to occur simultaneously with the beginning of slot ,B" readout.
This assures that a counter content of 20 _Ii exist at the tim_ the
slot "C" readout is completed and recycling _ilI be inhibited.
The output of the first-stage decom.mtator will be separate blocks
fr_ which parameters will be extracted in the second-stage decommuta-
tor. In order for this to be accomplished, the identification of the
Burst slot from which the block was extracted must be conveyed to the
second-stage decosmutator. This is acc_plished by forming output words
1 !
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which consist of the slot identi_cation as well as the data block.
The slot identification is developed by multiplying the sub-fr_
identification number (O-19) by 20 and adding the contents of the
period counter. The channel identification (A, B or C) is obtained
directly from the sequencer which controls the readout of individual
blocks. The slot identification consists of Ii bits. Nine (9) of
these identify a period between I and 400 and the other 2 identify
slot A, B or C. The maximum data word is 37 bits long, hence_ the
first-stage decommutator output oontains a data word of 37 bits.
If the actual data word is less than 37 bits long (as is usually the
case) the spare bits will be ignored.
2.7.2.2 Second Stage Decommutator
In this unit, individual parameters must be extracted from the blocks. These
parameters must then be identified and the times at which they were sampled must
be established. After that has be_ dons, an output in a form suitable for re-
cording, processing, or display must be assembled.
The blocks differ as to length, content, data rate, data periodicity, sampling
rate (prime or sub-com_tated), and whether a pseudo-synchronous or asynchro-
nous relationship exists with the Burst message. The logic required to decom-
mutate a block depends on the individual characteristics of a particular block.
Hence, the second stage decommutator must be much more complex than is the
first stage decommutator.
Figures 14 and 15 are flow charts which illustrate the various processes re-
quired of this unit which operates as follows:
(I) As each block is received, the slot identification number is read and
n_-e,i'.'in_rd'0-in_nv,lr,.q'h-i_n "i.,_,_'wi'.7.-_e.t_df'rem__, .'Iooh'-1_n.t_'h1_.. Thp. _ook-
up table will have been pre-loaded with information which relates
the telemetry format with _he parameter selection and Burst format
progr_a. This table will contain all the information needed to
establish the characteristics of a particular block in order that the
proper decommutation process can be applied, and parameter identifica-
tion and timing can be established. Table XVI illustrates the contents
of a partial "look-up" table.
If it is found that a block contains Titan time, the word is stored
in memory along with the preceding Titan time word. The two values
are then subtracted and the difference is compared with the nominal
Titan sync period (50,000 microseconds). Any discrepancies represent
the time error which has accumulated during the previous sub-frame.
The accumulated time error is shifted to a memory which contains time
errors computed during previous sub-frames. From these values, the
time error trend is calculated and extrapolated into the _rrent sub-
frame. This results in an estimate of the time error which will
accumulate in the 50,000 microsecond interval after the latest time
wordo
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II
Slot I.O
IB
IC
2A
2B
2C
3A
3B
2
Source
Titan
Titan
G_i_
Titan
Titan
Ag_a
Titan
Table XVI
Decommutation "Look-Up" Table
IO 17
Content Time
Time
177 44.9
180 196.4
190 128.3
196 195o.7
Time
S.F.I.D.
157 347.9
161 1508
169 3307.2
176 418o.9
177 2544.9
18o 2696.4
190 3783
196 4450.7
Time
S.F.I.D.
121 241.3
130 5708.2
133 6327.4
156 9482.4
9
Rate
m
2O
boo
4o
4o
2OO
8 I
Commutation/ Periodicity
S.F. Ident.
i
Yes
Prime Yes
Prime Yes
400 Prime Yes
16
I00
Yes
Prime Yes
If it had been determir_d, from the look-up table, that the block contains
Titan data, processing is as illustrated in figure 14, and the identity and
nominal time of each parameter Ln that block is extracted from the look-up
table. The block is then separated into individual parameters and the proper
address is attached to each. The nominal time of each parameter is used to
linearly proportion the estimated time error, thereby establishing a correc-
tion factor. The most recently stored time word is then read from memory and
the nominal time of sampling plus correction is added. This results in a time
word which defines in hours, minutes, seconds and microseconds, the time at
which the particular parameter is sampled. The resulting time word is attached
to the parameter and address and forms the output of the decommutator. One
complete output word contains 37 bits of timing, i0 bits of address and 8 bits
of data.
If the block had been found to contain Gemini time, it is known that the word
consists of two parts. The first 7 bits of this word identifies the Gemini
sub-frame and the remaining bits define the time of Gemini sync in seconds
and microseconds. The "Time" portion of the block is extracted, transferred
to the Gemini Time memory, and the Gemini Time error which will accumulate
during the nominal Gemini period (25,000 microseconds) is estimated, in the
same manner as Titan time error.
The Gemini sub-frame portion of the "Time" block is also stored in a memory
from which it can be read whenever it is needed.
If the block had been found to c_ntain Gemini data, the decommutation process
would involve more steps than required for Titan blocks as shown in figure 15.
A block of Gemini data could contain prime parameters transmitted periodically.
If this were found to be the case, the decommunication process would be identical
to the Titan process which was previously described.
A block of Gemini data could exist in which sub -ccmmutated parameters are
nerind4nallv t_an_m4tt_d. Thlm would result in a block of different oarameters
being located in a particular slot during different Burst frames (section
2.6.2.2). When a block containing this type of data is received, the sub-frame
identification number which had been received as part of the Gemini "time"
block is read from memory and the look-up table is again consulted to determine
the identity and time of the parameters in that particular slot during that
particular sub-frame. After that has been done, the remainder of the decos_u-
tation process proceeds as for prime parameters.
In section 2.4.2.1.1 a synthesis process was described which allows parameters
which occur at a rate which is not c_apatible with the 400 slot per second
Burst message to be included. This process results in different parameters
being included in the block which is transmitted in a particular slot during
different Burst frames. It will, therefore, be necessary to uniquely identify
each such block. Blocks of this type will be first transmitted in channel "B"
which has a capacity of 37 bits, 32 of which contain data samples. The remaining
5 bit capacity is, therefore, available to handle a block address word and will
be used for that purpose.
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Hence, when a block of this type is identified, the block address will be
read and the identity and time of each parameter will be obtained by again
consulting the ,look-up" table. After that, decommutation proceeds as before.
Another type of problem _ill exist if the block is found to contain parameters
which are not periodically transmitted. Blocks of this type were described in
section 2.5.2.3.3. _ith this type block it is necessary to determine haw many
separate parameters are involved. A memory cell is assigned to eaah parameter_
and all samples of that parameter which were contained in the block are read-
out in the sequence of occurrence and stored in the assigned memory. The
identity of each parameter is obtained from the look-up table and attached
to the memory cell. The nominal time that each scruple occurred is also
obtained from the look-up table and used to derive the current time of each
sm_ple. The correct time is then attached to each sample.
A local clock, operating at the nominal sampling rate of the parameters, will
then readout words consisting of the parameter address and the time and value
of each sample.
If, when the block was received, it had beau found that it was from Agsnap
rather than Titan or Gemini, the processing would have occurred in the Agena
channel. The procedure, however, would have been identical to that described
for Gemini since the same types of blocks would be possible.
2.7.3 Equipment Characteristics
The assembly of blocks and the formation of the Periodic Burst message requires
equipment to select and store data, to control the s_itching sequence in _hich
the blocks are read-out, and to establish the time intervals for performing
the switching. The extraction of parameters from the message and the re-
_qt_1 __bm_nt n_ time reauires ecuimment, at the receiving terminal of the
system, which perform similar functions. The major characteris_cs oi U_ese
equipment are discussed in this section.
2.7.3.1 Block Formation
The selection of desired par_eters and the assembly of blocks require that
memory be provided. In section 2.6 it was shown that these memories must be
of the automating input/output continuous selection type to provide the needed
versatility and assurance that the proper time tag can be derived.
Figurel6 is a functional block diagram of such a memory. Each continuous selec-
tion buffer contains two id_tically arranged memory cells (A and B), an input
section and s_ output section, plus a switching unit which interchanges the
input/output connections to the memories.
INPUT
DATA
RESET
SIGNAL
INPUT
\
A
_- SWITCH J B
I
FIGURE 16. CONTINUOUS SELECTION STORAGE BUFFER
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It has been assumed that all blocks will contain four 8 bit data words, hence,
each storage section of a continuous selection buffer requires a 32 bit
capacity. The total storage capacity per memory is, therefore, 64 bits.
The input to the Burst system would be taken from the output of a standard
decommutator. In order that desired parameters can be selected from the
many _ich _Ii appear at the input to the memory, it is necessary that an
address memory section also be included in the continuous selection buffer.
The capacity of the address memory must be equal to 4 words times the number
of address bits per word. The output of one type decommutator is in a format
called Common Language, and contains a two part address of ii bits each. One
part identifies the input channel and the other part idemtifies the sub-channel.
If the continuous selection buffer is to handle prime rate data only the channel
portion of the address is important and the address memory would require a
capacity of 44 hits (4xll). If sub-commutated parameters are to be selected
the address memory would require 88 bits (4x22).
The address memory _dll be in the input sections, thus al]owing a single address
memory to serve both storage cells. The address memory will be programmable so
that the identity of parameters to be selected can be changed as required.
The output section of the buffer contains G_e identii%cation of that particular
selection buffer. If a system were designed to handle 1OO groups of parmmeters,
the output buffer identification _ould require 7 bits. It would not be necessary
for these identification words to be programmable.
The switching unit would be designed so that some specific event (occu_ce of
sync for example) would reset to switch to storage cell "A". When section "A"
is filled by the occurrence of all selected words, a signal would be routed to
the switch causing it to operate and interchange the input/output connection.
After section "B" has been filled, the switch will again be flagged and the
"A" wou_d have been readout by action of the Burst message sequencer.
A continuous selection memory must be provided for each group of parameters which
are to be assembled into a block. To assemble the blocks listed in section 2.5.3
for periodic Burst transmission requires the continuous selection buffers shown
in Table XVII.
Table XVII
Data Rate No. of Groups No. of Selection Buffers
400 I I
200 I i
IO0 I I
40 2 2
20 6 6
16 4 4
1o b 4
1.25 4 4
1.0 13 13
0.416 3 3
0.25 4 4
Total 43
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Each buffer requires 115 bits, hence, the total memory requirement is 4945
bits. From the above tabulation, it is readily seen that the same amount of
memory is required to assemble a block of 40OSPS parameters, as is required
to assemble a block of ISPS parameters. H_ce, the total memory required
increases as the number of blocks of low rate parsmeters increase.
It should be noted that in computing the memory requirements for the above
table, a specific number of 20, IO, 1.25, I, 0.25, 0.416 groups for the syn-
thetic chamber of section 2.5.3(c) 4 and 5, were assumed. Also, no considera-
tion was given to the rmmber of subcommutated parameters in these groups,
therefore, the actual memory size would have to be increased by _ bits for
each sub-com_tated group.
All time _rds are readout before they reoccur and, therefore, continuous
selection memories are not required. In addition, the Burst sync block
contains a pattern which is internally generated plus a 5 hit Burst sub-
frame identification address. The added memory required to handle all timing
words and sub-frame address is 126 bits.
The total selection memory required is, therelbre, 4945 bits + 44 bits/sub-
co_utated group.
2.7.3.2 Burst Message Sequencer Program
The fanction performed by the Sequencer is essentially that of a stepping
switch. The Burst message contains 1200 slots, hence, this "switch, must
contain 1200 positions.
Each "switch, position _uld be a programmable memory and the unit would be
caused to oe_._e_Abially step through these pssitions (memories) by externally
generated commands. The word stored in each "position, would be the iden_-
fication of the selection buffer which is to be readout a t that time. Each
word would contain 7 bits, thereby allowing the sequencer to address up to
127 difference sources. These sources could be any of the selection buffers
previously discussed, the Burst sync generator, or the "time., storage units.
The sequencer memory requires a 1200 x 7 = 8400 bit capacity and must be
programmable in order that the blo_ readout sequence can be changed.
2.7.3.3 Timin_ Sub-Unit
The timing sub-unlt generates the commands which cause the sequencer to step
through its positions. The unit contains only 5 bits of memory but requires
a precision frequency source (clock) and six high speed counters. The counters
operate at a 1MC rate and contain various numbers of bits. These counters and
their sizes are listed below:
Delay Counter
"_" Slot Counter
"B" Slot Counter
"C" Slot Counter
Event Counter
Limit Counter
13 bits
i0 bits
iO Bits
i0 hits
5 bits
5 bits
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2.7.3.4 Burst Synchronizer
The logic described in section 2.2.2.3 for synchronizing the Burst decom_mtator
_uld be inet_mented with counters and memory circuits. The principle function
of this logic is to establish the _dth of a search window mud to position that
window where subsequent sync patterns should occur. Whenever sync iszecaived
the unit turns off the sync comparison circuit, to prevent the possibili_ of
an accidental recognition, until a time interval has expired and the sync pat-
tern should re-occur. In this particular case, where sync occurs every 50,000
+ 25 microseconds, the turn-off interval must be _,975 microseconds mud the
_indow must then be opened for 50 microseconds. If _nc is not again received,
the turn-off time must be reduced by 25 microseconds to 49,950 and the width of
the window must be increased to IO0 microseconds.
T_is control can be obtained by a "Sync Delay Counter" operating in conjunction
with a '_ndow Width Counter,. The "Sync Delay Counter" _uld have to count a
maximum of 49,950 microseconds and at a IMC rate would require 16 bits. The
width of the search window increases by 50 microseconds each time an e_pected
sync is not obtained and the total width would depend on the number of "no
sync, indications allowed. This has not been established but is estimated to
be no more than IO. Hence, the maximum required count in IOOO microseconds and
9 bits are needed.
Every occurrence of sync is stored in _emory and every occur_ce of ,,nosync,,
is stored in a different memory. It is estimated that the most occurrences of
either which must be stored would be I0_ hence each of these memory would re-
quire 4 bits. In addition, the synchronizer requires a sync pattern memory of
about 28 bits.
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2.7.3.5 stage co ta r
The functlon of this unit is to extract individual blocks from the Burst
message, identify the slot position in which the block had been received,
and provide an output word for each block which contains the received data
plus address. The Burst message consists of a serial train of contiguous
blocks which occur at intervals controlled by the timing sub-unit.
In order to decom_tate this message it is necessary that this unit contain
equipment for taming the beginning and end of each slot, and for uniquely
identifying each slot. These functions can be achieve_ by counters and
memories. The 5 bits which occur immediately after sync is a binary _Lu,ber
between O and 19 which identifies the Burst sub-frame which will follow that
particular sync pattern. These 5 bits are read-out serially as the_ occur
and are_uted to a _mhltiply by 20" circuit, the ou_ut of which is trans-
ferred to an "add. circuit where it is stored in _ory. The number which
is to be stored varies between 0 and 380, and, therefore, a 9 bit memory is
required.
Immediately after the last sub-frame identification bit is read, two events
occur simultaneously. The period counter is reset to one (I) and the _Irst
"B" slot of the sub-frsRe begins to be read. This particular slot contains
the ,,Time of Titan Sync" word in hours, minutes, seconds and microseconds,
and is 37 bits long. The capacity of the com_mmication circuit limits the
speed of bits to I bit per 24,5 microseconds, hence 907 microseconds are
required to read this word. While this block is being read, the conte_t of
the period counter (I in this case since it was Just reset) is added to the
output of the "multiply by 20. circuit, and the period count (I to 400) is
obtained at the output of the "add" circuit.
After the .time _rd" has been recsLved, the Burst period number and the
slot identification ar_ att_d =r_ ÷_. __ntir_______. __o_____+_ _f 8 bit
period I.D., a 2 bit slot I.D. and 37 hits of timing is shifted to the out-
put. These 48 hits _ast be read-out after the oomplete time word has been
received a_d _hile the following slot is being read la. Heace, the .time
slot B" must contain 37 bits of memory. The 48 bit output _rd must be
read-out in less than 785 microseconds (time required to receive the next
32 bits at 24.5 microseconds per bit).
Figure33 is a flow chart of the First Stage Decom_utator. As can be sean,
this unit contains a precision clock, count circuits, s_d memories as well
as logic and arithmetic circuits. The follow_ing table lists the qu_ati_i_s
and capacity of the various equipment used in _his unit.
Precision Clock
Slot Time Counter
Period Counter
Slot Memories
Period Counter
I IxlO -8
3 iO bits
I 5 bits
i 37 bits
2 33 h_ts
9 bits
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2.7.3.6 Second Stage Decommutator
This unit extracts individual parameters from the blocks, identifies each
pars_eter, and reconstructs the sampling time of each. The flow chart for this
unit is presented in figures 14 and 15 and its operation is described in section
2.7.2.2. The characteristics of the various memory and arithmetic lectious
are defined below:
2.7.3.6.1 Look-Up Table - - 135_0OO hits
The Look-Up Table is a memory which contains all information necessary to
identify particular parameters in a block, establish the nominal time of
each 9 and provide deco_tation circuits with data which will control the
further processing of each block. The size of that memory is computed as
follows:
(a) Slot Identification - 12t980 h_ts
When a block is received for deccmm_tation, it will be accompanied by
an address word which identifies which of 400 period and which of 3
slots (A,B or C) that block was extracted from. A total of 1180 slots
must be identified (20 were used for Burst sync) and each requires 11
bits. Hence, 12,980 bits are needed•
(b) Source Identification - 2360 bits
Blocks are assembled fren one of three links (Titan, Gemini or Agena).
The particular link must be identified for each of 1180 slots, and 2
bits are required. The _otal is, therefore, 2360 hits.
(c) Periodici_ Identi/Ica_on - 3540 bit,s
must be deconnnutated by a unique method and must be identified. It is
also necessary to know the nominal rate of all periodic par_eters.
In this particular case, only tw such type blocks would exist (640 or
16OSPS). It would, therefore, be necessary to provide 2 hits of memory
_hich could be used to indicate that the parameters are periodic or are
non-periodic at either rate A(640) or B(160). Hence, the total memory
is 3 x 1180.
(d) Comwutation Identification- 2360 bits
Parameters contained in a block will be at Prlme, super-commutated or
sub-conmmtated rates. In addition, parameters may exist which were
programmed by synthesis and _hich are not compatible with the 400 slot
per Burst channels. These have characteristics _hich resemble snb-
commutated data• The look-up table is organized so that super-commntated
and prime p_ters can be handled in the same w_y. Hance, these need
not be separately identified. Sub-co_tated, and synthesized block_
which resemble _ub-commutation, must be handled in different ways and
must be identified. Hence, each of the 1180 blocks must be identified as
to one of the three types and 2360 bits are required.
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(e) Block Content Identification- 36_800 bits
A partlcular slot may contain a block of time data, of time plus sub-
fraae, or selected parameters. A slot _hich con%ains a block of selected
parameters will always contain the same parameters if _he data is at prime
rate, but Nill contain different par_eters in different sub-francs if the
parameters are sub-commutated. Each data block can contain four par_ters
and 1124 slots __ich could contain par_eters exist (the other 64 contsin
time and sub-frame address words). The paraseters are identified by i_t
link channel mmber and can be as high as 200. Hence, each panu_ter m-
quires an 8-bit address _rd, or 32 hits for each of 1124 slots. Slots
containing sub-emmutated patterers require an ad_tional 32 b_ts for
each sab-eomautated group (block). Ten such groups are assumed. Blocks
containing tiELng can be identified by an 8 bit word in each, thus requir-
ing an additional _ = 512 hits.
(f) Nomi,_1 Time of SBp2J.n_ Identi_lcation -' 76,602 _ts
The nominal time of sa_ling, relative t_ tim of syac, aust be stored for
each prime or sub-commutated _ter in every data block. There is •
possibili_ of 4506 parameters for which tim must be store_ Each of
these can occur a maximum of 75,000 microsec_s after sysc, and _here-
fore, a time word of 17 bits is required for each parameter.
2.7.3.6.2 Time of Sync DDco_utation
If a block containe _le of sync it is read into storage in either Titan,
Gemini or Agena deco_mutator channels. Two successive values are store_.
Hence, each tim me_ory mast contain 74 bit_ Df Titan and 64 hits of either
Gemini or Agena. A total of 206 bits of tim storage is, therefore, required.
The t_ successive t_me _rd values are subtracted and the difference is cc_-
pared _ith a pre-stored difference which re_esan_ the nmainal s_nc period f_
_,a_ parbicuiar cnannei. 'r_e aevia_ion fr_ the nominal period represents •
time error _hich has ac_mulated during that sync period. Several samples of
this "error" (a capability fer IO _ples will be provided) will be stored.
The second difference will be taken and the anticipated error will be predicted
_d stored in memory. The storage required to predict the time errer is.
Pre-Progr_med Period 16 15
C_lc-,llated "_" (I0 _mmples)
Predicted Time ,Error,
Sub-Total
h
I I
71 bits 59 bits
6
a
83 bits
Initial Tile Sterage
Total
71, 6h
Zh5
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2.7.3.6.3 Decommutation of Prim Rate Parametert
,,,, , ,
k_en a block of prime rate parameters occur, the individual values are shifted
into separate registers in the proper channel (Titan, Gemini or Agena). The
parameter identification is also shifted into the s_e register. The nominal
time of sampling words will be transferred into a memory in the .time correc-
tion. circuit. That unit will then proportlon the predicted .error" and obtala
a corrected time estimate. The unit _ill then read-in the time word from
storage, add the "correction. and transfer the "correct" time word to the
register which contains the address and value of the parameter. The entlre
word is then shifted out.
io:
Par_eter Values
Parameter Address
Temporary Time Storage
C_puted Time Correction
"Correct. Time Word
Total
The memory required to accomplish this per parameter
8 bits 8 hits 8 bits
8 bits 8 hits 8 bits
16 bits 15 bits 17 hits
5 bits 4 bits 6 hits
b±te 3_!7bits* 37  tB*
64 bits 62 hits 64 _ts
Each block can contain up to 4 parameters, hence, four complete registers must
be provided for a total ef 64x4 = 256 bits for Titan, 62x_ = 248 bits for Gemini
and 6_x4 - 256 hits fer Agena.
2.7.3.6.4 Deco_utation of Non-Periodic Parameters - 282
A block of this type data ,my contain I, 2 or 4 samples Nhich may have been ob-
tained from either I or 2 different paraeters. The number of samples in such a
block may vary from one occurrence to another, hoover, the four registers must
be provided to handle the mxi_ case and the SYs_ wast operate whether all
shifted into a register along with the identification of the parameter associated
with that sample. Nominal time of sampling is shifted to the error _orrector a_
a correction is obtained as for pnLme rate data. Each individual sample is treated
as a separate parameter except that the same parameter address may be attached to
more than one sample. After t_me corrections are available, ths_ are shifted to
the proper re_ster where the entire _rd is held in storage. The amoun5 o£
memory required up to this point is the same as for a Gemini prims rate block
(although the procedure has been so_e_at different) and is 256 hits.
To read the word out, hoover, requires that an i_ter_l clock be automatica_
set to the proper data rate, and the clock then read-out the proper register.
To instrument this _uld require logic in the clock control circuit to contain
2 bits to set the clock rate and 12 bits to enable it to consecutively address
any one of the 4 registers. As each register accepts a data _rd, the clock
_uld be flagged and the identification of that register would be inserted i_to
clock address m_it in the order in which that particular register is to be read.
* The Hou_r' and Minutes portion of this _rd is derived from Titan t_e.
Three bits additional are, therefore, required in each of the registers. The
total memory requirement is .-
Par_aeters with Address and Correct Time
Clock Rate Control
Register Identifi oa_ oa
Register Address
Total
256
2 b_ts
12 hLts
12 bits
282 hit4
2.7.3.6.5 Decommutation of Sub-Commtated Parameters
LJ .
The contents of a block of sub-coamntated paraaeters appearing in a particular
slot ,ill vary depending on the sub-frame from _hich the par_eter was selected.
It is, thereforej necessary to establish which sub-fr_ae is:involved before the
parameters can be identified. To facilitate this, the information contained in
the .look-up table" for all slots which contain sub-commutated parameters, will
be sub-catagorized by sub-frsme identification. Hence, when a sub-co, mutated
block is receive_ the identity and nominal times of parameters is still obtained
from table.
Each Gemini (and Agena) "Tim of Sync" _ord contains a sub-f_e identification
number. When a block of sub-commutated parameters is received, the sub-fraae
I.D. is read and the parm_eter identi_ca_on is obtained from the "_ahle.. The
value of each parameter and its identification is then shifted into registers.
In order that tim reco_struc_on logic can be simplified and the length of time
words, both in the "look-up table" memory and the time .correction" logic, can
be kept to a reasonable le_gthj two restrictiorm are imposed on the assembly of
blocks of sub_tated parlmeters. First_ all par_ters in a block will
occur during a single sub-frame, mad the maximum time word is limited to a syne
period er 17 bits. Seco_p all sub-c_Rutatod blocks will be read-out one sub-
block a_d establishing the reference time for each parameter to be that of the
previo_ _nnc word, _hich is still being held in _orlr. The correction of time
is then acc_plished as for prime rate data. The correct ti_ word is _hen
generated by read-out the next preceding time of sync _rd and adding the cor-
rection.
The memory required is:
Sub-Fr_e Identif_cat_ on
Output Words
7 bits 7 bits
2 6_ its
Total 263 bits 255rots
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2.7.3.6.6 Decommutation of "Synthesized,, Rates
The synthesis procedure, described in section 2.4.2, _hen used to format data
from rates which are not compatible with a LO0 slot Burst channel, results in
a pseudo-suboomRutation rate. Blocks of this data will appear in different slots
of different Burst messages and each block must be uniquely identified. This is
accomplished by including a block identification _rd with each block of parmn-
eters. This block I.D. is read and the corresponding parameter identification
and times are extracted from the .look-up table".
identic_l to that used for prime rate parameters.
is:
Gemini Titan
Output Word Assembly _
Block Identification 5 5
Total --_its
The rest of the process is
The total memory requirement
5
-_6YTits 2-_its
2.7.3.6.7 Summation of Second Stage Decommutator Memory Requirements
Look-Up Table 135,000
Titan Time 145
Gemini Time 123
Agena Time 147
Prime Rate Decommutation Titan 256
_ini 248
Agena 248
Non-Periodic Data Decommutator 282
Decom. of Sub-C_. Data Gemini 263
Ag_a 255
Decom. of ,,Synthesized. Data
Titan 261
_ni 253
Agena 253
Total 137,_ bits
bits
2.7.3.7 Tabulation of Equipment Requirements
(a) Block Formation
(b) Message Sequencer Program
(c) Timing Sub-Unit
Counters
Total Memor_ Quantit_
5000 bits
8400 bits
i
3
2
S_zs
13 bits
i0 bits
5 bits
(d) Burst Synchronizer
(e) First Stage Deccmmutator
(f) Second Stage Decommmtat_
Total
36 hits
145 bits
bitsbits
I 16 bits
I 9 hits
3 i0 bits
l 5 _ta
5 - 5 bits
I - 9 bits
6 - IO bits
1 - 13 bits
I - 16 bits
2.8 Extrapolation to a General Application
The criteria developed in previous sections, for implementing a Periodic Burst
System, is summarized below:
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2.8.1 Characteristic of the Burst Format
(a) A Burst period equals the period of the highest input data rate that
is to be retransmitted periodically.
(b) All Buret periods must be divided into the sae number of slots so
that the total mamber of slots in the Burst message exceeds the
total number of input blocks (sum of all input samples rate).
(c) All slots of a particular Burst channel must be of the same length.
(d) All slots are identified by period number and Burst channel as IA,
5B, etc.
(e) When multiple asynchro_us inputs are available, one of them must be
selected and used to control sync of the Burst message.
The Burst message must be correlated with the input link sync at a
rate higher than the Burst message rate, usually the input link
sync rate. The actual rate at which this correlation is required
depends on the maximum possible input ra_e error as pecified for
the telemetry link, and the maximum time error which will be
allowed to accumulate. If the accuracy of the specified input
link rate and the rate of link sync are so low that the allowable
error _ill be exceeded in the time between successive corrslatioms,
one of the other links should be selected to control the Buret message.
(g) Time of occurrence of link sync must be transmitted in a slot of the
Burst message. By comparing the difference between successive time
of sync with the nominal (e_ected) difference in time the actual
error in input rate can be estimated. That error can be linearly
propartioned to each data par_aeter in the Burst message in accord-
ance with the nominal time of occurrence of that parameter, thereby
I.X.PA'J.'_%_ tAJ._ _,61L.Ji_ _I, CJ_PJ_J..a, OJ_I W.A.,.LL _ACLU AJeLAa,L_ v',_AO
(h) The period fomat must be adjusted to provide an unused .guard band,,
at its end to prevent loss of data when the input rate is above
nominal.
2.8.2 Assi  =, t£f mocks in the Format
(a) Successive blocks will appear in slots which are separated by the
ratio of "total slots per second, to .input data rate".
(b) Slot separations which are not related to the total number of slots
by an interger, -dill not appear in the sae slots of successive Burst
r_essages,
(c) In order that slots which will be used by blocks of data having non-
compatible separation in subsequent Burst frames can be fully used in
every f_ep it is necessary that these slots be identified and blocks
from separate input channels assigned in a unique order. These slots
can be identified by synthesizing and formatting an input rate which
is related to the actual non-compatible input rate by an integer and
which also results in a slot separation which is related to the total
slots available as an integer
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(d) The initial block of data from all input channels must be placed in
a slot in one of the periods between the beginning of the Burst
message and the period _hich corresponds to the separation of sub-
sequent blocks of data at that rate.
(e) Slots in the Burst format must be assigned for the transmission of
"time of sync. from each of the a_nchronaus links.
(f) These slots must be periodic at a rate corresponding to the sync
rate of each link.
(g) The initAal sync word from each link must be placed in a slot within
ore of the Burst periods which occur betweee the beginning of the
Burst message and the period corresponding to the .ti_ of syac word"
rate of each llnk.
(h) One Buret channel will consist of blocks from an input channel whish
has the same data rate as the Burst Period rate.
(i) A second Burst channel will contain blocks from various comblmtione
of the next higher c_patible input rates.
(J) Compatible rates are those _hich are related to each other as an
integer and which have ,slot separatlon, which are related to the
total number of slots in the Burst channel as an integer.
(k) Compatible "inputs, c_ often be synthesized from non-compatible
inputs. For this to be accomplished, it is necessary that the rate
- ......_ _ _ : --_----- --= _ J.... "_ -_=-_'r _ " _-:-= _-- -- -_ _ _ _=C _=-=-=_ _=-__ _-------_ =_ l_=-=_ _=J _:_-:
actual input rates as an integer, and it mast also result in slot
separa_ons which are related to the total slots in the Burst channel
as an integer.
(1) A Third Burst channel would contain time of sync words for the link to
which Burst is correlated, and for the other links which provide in-
puts. It also contains blocMs from other cn_patible input channels,
as well as blocks from synthesized .inputs..
(-) Input rates could occur such that syr_hesis would not be possible. In
that case, blocks from #hose inputs could be non-periodically trans-
mitted.
2.8.3 Implementatlon of the Periodic Burst Techni_se for Arbitrar_ Conditiom
In the previous sections of this report, a technique was defined and a systas
criteria established for the periodic Burst retransmission of data from asyn-
chronous Titan, Gemini and Ageea PC_ telemetry liz_s vAa a 40.8KBPS comm_ica-
tions circuit. In this section, those techniques _d criteria are extrapolated
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to cover the general case where the input links and the retransmission circuit
are arbitrarily selected. It is assumedthat the number of input links_ the
characteristics of each, and the capability of the communications circuit, are
defined prior to an operation and, therefore, this section is an outline of the
procedure for designing a fomat under arbritrarily given conditions and for
programming the system. Limitations which exist in each step of the procedure
are defined.
2.8.3.1 Establishin_ Burst Perlodm
The technique defined in the previous section requires the retrar_mission band-
_dth to be divided into a number of periods and each period to be divided into
a number of slots. Each slot contains space for a block of data to be periodi-
cally transmitted.
Figure 5 illustrates the basic features of the Periodic Burst Format. It can
be seen that the message (Retransmission Bandwidth in KBPS) is divided into
,N" periods per second, and each period is further divided into "M" slots and
a guard band. The design of the Burst Message begins by determining values of
"N" and "_..
To define the Burst period, it is necessary that each input link be examined
and the follo_ing characteristics of each extracted:
(a) Input data rates from each link.
(b) Number of par_eters at each rate°
(c) Synchronization rate of _ach linko
(d) Stability of each link.
(e) Number of bits per data word°
Figurel?is a logic Flow Chart of the urocess involved in d,_dn_ th, r,,,_ n_
perioas _o De included in the Burst format. The procedure is described belowz
Step Is Compute lowest number of periods which will be compatible with all input
rates. In order for data at any given rate to be periodically trans-
mitted, it is necessary that _he rate be related to the number of
periods in the format by an integer. Hence, _hen more than one rate is
to b e transmitted, the number of periods must be selected so that integer
relationships exist with all rates. That is, number of _ples (NI) at
rate No. I is to rate number 1 (RI) as the number of sam_.les CN2) at
rate No. 2 is to rate number 2 (_) etc. Mathematically_
NI=N2 = N3 etc. = K
R3
_here "K. is the ramber of periods required in the output fomat for
all input rates to be periodically transmitted. This value of "K" is
the preferred choice for period rate and is used in the flrst attempt
to design the format.
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Step 2-
Step 3:
Step 4:
Step 5:
Compute Bits per Period. The m_mber of bits which can be retrans-
mitred during a period depends on the retransmission bandwidth (B)
in bits per second and the period rate (k) in periods per second.
Horace, "P" (period)- B.
Compute Words per Period. The number of words which can be transmltted
in an established period depends on the length of each word. Infatua-
tion concerning the length of all data words is extracted from the
input link characteristics. If all data words are the ssme lengthj
that length is noted and used to compute the _rds per period. If
different length _rds are involved, the longest is selected as the
basis ef the calculations. This assures that all length _rds can
be transmitted, albeit with a reduction in bandwidth utilization
efficiency _benever the shorter wurds are trsnsmitted. After _rd
length has been established, the computation of words per period
involves dividing ,,P, (step 2) by the word length.
Compute Slots per Period. In the Periodic Burst system a data block
will contain an integer number of parameters at a given rate from a
particular link. In order that these blocks can be transmitted, • a_h
pe_od must be divided into slots where the blocks can be placed. In
a general case, the number of blocks will exceed the number of periods,
and each period must contain more than one block. In order to simplify
the future design of _he sequencer which controls the transmission of
blocks, it is required that (except for minor exceptions to be discussed
later) all periods be divided into the saae number of slots. _viding
the total number of blocks to be transmitted per second by the number
of periods per second will result in the minimum number of slots which
must be provided in each veriod. Because fractions of a block cannot
be efficiently transmitted_ it is necessary t_at eac_ period be divided
into an integer number of slots. Hencej if the computation of slots
per period, obtained by dividing periods per second by blocks per
second_ results in a mixed n_mber, that value must be increased to the
next higher integer. For example, if it is computed that 2.3 slots are
needed per period, it will be necessary to provide three slots per
perA_.
Determining Adequency of Slot Sizes- After the number of slots which
m_st be provided in each period has been determined, a basis exists
for testing the suitability of the design to this point. First, it is
obvious that for the required mmber of blocks to be included in a
period with each block containing some ir_eger number of words the
total period must be at least as long as ths number of bits per word
times blocks per pe_od times _rds per block. It then follows that the
number of words per block must be established. This is done by again
considering the operational requirements. By determining the total
nuw_er of words _hich must be t_itted each second, and dividing
that number by the number of slots in the _essage, the average number
of words per block can be co,ted. It is not required that all blocks
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Iwithin a single period be of equal size, however, correspondingly
placed blocks in all periods mnst be the _e size. F_rthermore,
the number of words in a period must equal the average words per
block multiplied by slots per period. If this product is not an
integer, +f_he number must be increased to the next higher integer.
For example, if the average word per block is 2.75 and each period
contair_ 3 blocks, the total bits per period must equal 3x2.75-8.25
raised to 9, the next higher integer.
If the period is large enough to handle the required number of b_ts,
a logic "yes" is obtained and the design of the message can continue.
If, however, a logic "no" is obtained the size of each period must be
increased. To make a change in the period size, it i s necessary that
a new period rate be selected. Now it should be remembered that the
initial period rate was the lowest rate compatible with all input
rates. Hence, _hen this period rate is reduced, some input rates will
no longer be compatible and therefore cannot be periodically Burst
transmitted.
In selecting the new lower period rate, it is necessary to identify
_hich of the input rates will be periodically transmitted and _hich
of them it would be acceptable to transmit non-periodically. After
this has been accompliahed, a new period rate which is compatible
with the idemtifled -periodic rate" is computed. This new period
rate is then fed back into the logic at step 2, and steps 2, 3, 4
and 5 are repeated. After a "yes" is obtained at step 5, the desigm
continues.
Step 6. Determine if sufficient guard bits are available. The sync
rate and frequency tolerance of each link is extracted from the input
"14n_ +',,_,"r,.+,'.+.,..'1,.4+_'1":4+',o _',',_ 14_'le 4<_ o,m"l.+_'l'.,_ +++,',+.,e_n4".'_'_'! +l'.h- +"n'mm,,.'l'.4nn
of the Burst message. The maximum time error _hich could occur between
sync words on the selected link if the frequency was at the ma_
specified error is calculated. This time is then converted into bits
on the retransmission circuit.
The number of bits correpondlmg to that error is added to the number
of bits per period containing data _rds and compared with the number
of bits _hich can be transmitted in a period. If the period cataract
handle the required data pl_s guard bits, a logic .no" is obtained
from step 6. _en the logic .no, is obtained, a check is made of the
sync rates and tolerances of the other input links to determine if one
of these _ould require fewer guard bits. If such is found to be the
case, this other link is selected and again the availability of guard
bits is tested. If a link cannot be found which requires few enough
guard bits to satisfy the period, it is necessary to select a lower
period rate. The lower rate is tested for compatibility with the
rates to be periodically retransmitted and, if compatible, is fed back
into the logic at step 2. All intermediate steps are then repeated
until a logic "yes" appears at the output of step 6+
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Step 7. Detemine if mRximu_ bandwidth utilization efficiency is accept-
able. At the completion of Step 6, the characteristics of the Burst
period which can handle the required data is available. This remaining
test is to determir_ if, by using the defined period, a satisfactory
utilization of the retransmission band_dth can be achieved. A defini-
tion of _hat is acceptable depends on many things, such as the priority
of parameters _hich can be included in the designed periods and the
priority of the parameters which were not incluSed, the availabili_
of additional communications circuits, the cost of establish_ or
using other circuits, etce In the final analysis, however, the
defiz_tion of acceptable MBUE is a matter of the Judgement of the
designer. It should be noted, however, that some slots will be required
for Sync, Timing and possibly parity, and the actual band_Ld_h utiliza-
tion efficiency will be lower than the MBUE calculated by dividing bits
of data per period by total hits per period. The authors of this report
believe that the MBUE should be at least 90% and a goal of 95% should be
sought. If an acceptable MHUE is not achieved, a new period rate which
meets the compatibility criteria should be selected _ud _he design logic
repeated from Step 2. After a satisfactory MHUE has been achieve@, the
periods and, therefore, the basis for the message fomat has been defined.
2.8.3.2 Assignment of Block8
In the procedure outlined in Section 2.8.3.1, Burst periods and slots were de-
fined. Also, a decision was made as to _hich link would control the Burst message,
and input rates which must be non-periodical_ transmitted were defined. The
next part of the process is to establish specific parmaeters to be assembled into
each block, and to defir_ the slot location in _hich each particular block _LII
be t_itted. This is accomplished as follows:
Step I. Examine the formats of each input link md extract, and tabulate, the
sampling rates and number of parameters at each rate. This will result
in a compilation similar to Table I.
Step 2. Dete_ine the channel number of all parameters at each rate and decide
which parameters are to be Burst trar_mitted.
Step 3. Select all parameters to be assembled in separate blocks, az_ assign a
particular continuous selection buffer to assemble the block. Note the
address of the buffers which have been selected for each block.
Step 4. Assign Burst sync to slot l-A, and to subsequent slots which are separ-
ated by the ratio of total slots per Burst channel to the sync rate of
the channel _hich was previously selected to control the message. Load
the address of the Burst sync generator into proper positions of the
sequencer.
Step 5. Assign '_ime of Link Sync" to Slot I_, if the periods are divided into
three or more slots, or to slot 2A if the periods are divided into only
t_o slots. Load the address of the time memory in the proper position
of the sequencer.
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Step 6. Assign a block of the highest periodic rate parameters to slot IC.
Subsequent blocks of the same parameters will appear in the "C"
slot of every period. Load the address of the buffer which contains
these parameters into every "C" slot of the Sequencer.
Step 7.
Step 8.
Determine suitable slots for the still unassigned blocks. Begin with
the highest rate parameters and make assignments in consecutive order
to the lowest rate. If more than three slots per period are available,
assign the D, E, etc. slot first. After these are fully assigned, pro-
ceed with assignments in Burst channel A, leaving channel B to still
be assigned. Note the addresses of each buffer and load those ad-
dresses in the proper positions in the Sequencer.
Assign "Time of Sync" blocks to "B" slots of suitably located periods.
Load the addresses of each "Time of Sync" memory into the proper posi-
tions of the Sequencer.
Step 9.
2.8.3.3
Assign remaining blocks to "B" slots and load the addresses in corre-
sponding positions of the Sequencer. "Non-compatible" rates which are
assigned by synthesis should always be assigned to "B" slots so that
space can be available for including a block identification word.
Adjustment of Timing Sub-Unit
Figure 12 is the Block Diagram of the Timing Sub-Unit. This part of the procedure
is to adjust the various counters in this unit so that the Sequencer will be caused
to address the various memories at the proper time.
Step i. Adjust "Sync Delay" so that the delay is greater than the control link
tolerance multiplied by the control link nominal sync period.
Step 2. Adjust "A" counter to the time required to transmit a block in burst
channel "A".
Step 3. Adjust "B" counter to the t_me required to transmit a block in burst
channel "B".
Step 4. Adjust "C" counter to the time needed to read a "C" block plus a guard
band.
Step 5.
Step 6.
Adjust "Period Counter" to the number of periods per sub-frame.
Adjust "Limit Counter" to be equal to the guard band included in
step 4.
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2.9 Periodic Burst Simulation Program
This program simulates a technique by which deco_mmtated telemetry
data is accepted from three independently transmitting sources,
sampled, and selected data is reformatted and sequentially re-
transmitted preserving the original data sample rates.
2.9.1 General Description
The principal part of the program, which simulates real time
operational capability of the retransmission processor, is
written in FAP. Two F_RTRAN subroutines, labelled SLIP and CARDS,
are used for readin@ into memory the conditional information
specified for a particular operating period. Subroutine SLIP
reads in the time variance, if any, specified for Titan data.
Subroutine CARDS reads in the selected data channel identification
numbers, source codes, and the associated data sampling rates.
The F_RTRAN subroutines read in these data from the data deck in
a one-time operation. The main program first calls the F_RTRAN
subroutines and then initializes itself for real time simulation
using the specified time variance value and data channel selections.
The real time simulation consists of reading data from the four
input tapes in the sequence of decommutation, determining if the
data is a sync word or selected channel data, and reformatting
the data accordingly for output records. One (normal) out-
put tape is written which records the serial retransmission
format of the selected data, plus sync time words and sync count
for each source sync word received, and includes a master sync
word for each output record. A second (auxiliary) output tape
is written which records all decommtation times and data word
The output tapes are processed off-line to obtain hard copy
printouts which can be correlated to similar hardcopy printouts
of the records on the input tapes. The sequencing of data and
times on the output tapes is interlaced in such order as to enable
reconstruction of all actual processing times to the accuracy of
linear interpolation.
2.9-2 Input Parameter Cards
The data deck for the simulation program consists of the follow-
ing:
Card i - Time Variance Card (Format 14)
Card 2 - Selected Channel Count (Format 14)
Cards 3 to N - Channel Specification Cards (Format 214, E8.3)
Time variance is specified in units of I microsecond per data
channel deeo_m_tation at the highest sampling rate, namely the
Titan 400-Sps. To represent the worst case situation of accumu-
lated time of processing slippage the program attributes the
effect entirely in one direction to Titan data times only during
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each resync period of the processor, nominally 50,000 micro-
seconds.
The selected channel count may be any integer up to a maximum
of 122 which specifies the actual number of channel identity
cards which follow.
The channel specification cards give the source code (i to 3)
and channel identity number in the first two fields (214)
respectively, and the pointed-decimal value of the data sample
rate in the third field (E8.3) in units of i sample per second,
to an accuracy of three decimal fraction places. The number of
channels selectable for each combination of a data source and
sample rate is limited by the maxima specified in Table XIX,
which must not be exceeded. If the data deck contains too
many channel identity cards for a particular source and sample
rate subroutine CARDS and/or the main program will malfunction
and come to an error halt before accepting any input data from
tapes.
Table XVIII Number of Channels (Maximum)
Selectable for Source and Rate
(Source Code i = Titan, 2 = Gemini, 3 = Agena)
Source Code Rate No. of Chans
1 2OO. 4
I iOO. 4
1 4o. 8
i 20. 20
-. L -_
2 I0. 2
2 1.25 8
2 .416 24
3 16. 16
3 i. 4
3 .2 2o
2.9- 3 Input Data Tapes
Data inputs to the system are simulated by four binary record
tapes. One tape (RC 491) represents time data. The other three
tapes represent the data outputs from the Titan (RC 1618),
Gemini (RC 1619), and Agena (RC 1620) decommntators. The
records on these input tapes are read into memory buffers on
a reload needed basis. Individual data words from each source
and the time words are processed by the simulation program in
the sequence which represents actual data receipt and deco_mltation.
2.9.4 Output Tapes
Two binary output tapes are written by the simulation program.
One (normal output) tape records the 60-time slot contents of
burst message reformatted data representing the serial retrans-
mission output of the telemetry burst processor. The second
tape represents all data and channel identities read from the
input tapes, deco_autated and interlaced with the associated
times of deco_nutation. If the time variance specified by
data card i is other than blank or zero, the time of decom,,ta-
tion of Titan data is cumulatively modified by the program to
represent time slippage within each resync interval of the
processor.
2.9.5 Hardcopy Printout
The two binary output tapes are printed out by the standard
IBTAPE conversion routine of the F_HTRAN monitor system. The
printout represents four 36-bit data words to a line. Each
data word is printed in 12-digit octal code. Every odd order
data word is decimally numbered. The data words belonging to
each output record are grouped together and each output record
is headed by a sequential decimal number.
2.9.5.1 Burst Message Records
The first output record is the initial sync record and repre-
sents only sync information up to the time of the first Titan
sync. Word one contains the master sync pattern and sync
count equal to i. Word two contains the time, modified for
37 contain the latest (up to 2) times that Gemini
sync was detected and the corresponding Gemini sync count.
Word 4 contains the latest time, if any, that an Agena sync
was detected and its sync count number. All other words con-
tain zeros since retransmission positions for data cannot be
fixed until after master sync conditions are established, based
on the first Titan sync. All other output records are in normal
60-word formats. Words i, 2, 7, and 37 contain the master sync
and sync times, as for the initial sync record. The Age-= sync
time word co_tates through the sequence: word 4, word 19,
word 34, word 49, absent every fifth message, and then repeats.
All normal format 36-bit data words represent a single time
slot of reformatted data, i.e., up to four 8-bit data words
at a single sample rate. They are unpacked by dividing the
12-digit octal code into four B-digit octal data words. The
time slot assignments are given in Table XX.
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Table XIX Burst Retransmission Time Slot/Data Assignments
Source Code
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
Data Sau_le Rate
2_.
i_.
40.(_rst group)
Time_ Slot Assignments
3,6,9,12,15,..., 60
5,11,17,... ,59
8,2o,_,44, 56
13 & 43
40.( dgroup ) 288 58
20.(First group) 25,40,46,55
20.(2rid group ) 14,26,38,50
40. (First group) 22 & 52
40.( d
i0.
1.25
.416
16.
i.
.2
288 58
16 3l (Odd gs)
3l (Even gs)
16 (Even msgs)
4,19,34,49
lO
None
No.
Data Charts
4
4
4
(2)
z6
z6
4
(2)
8
8
24
16 (3)
2O
0
Notes :
(1) The max no. of data channels in TableXVIlreflects the no.
which could be accommodated in the time slots of the periodic
burst retransmission format. This does not necessarily mean
that that ma_ channels at that rate are actually available in
the independent source periodic burst formats. It could be
more or less. TableXVIIlreflects the lesser maximam.
(2) Time slots 28 and 58 are shared by Titan and/or Gemini 40-Sps
for both sources.
(3) The 16-Sps Agena data channels are placed in the time slots
4, 19, 34, 49 interlacing the Agena sync time words between
which they were decce_ntate_.
2.9.5.2 Time-Channel Output Records
The time-channel output records all consist of thirty-eight
36-bit wc_ds. Words i, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, 2_, 27, 30, 33 end
36 are all time words. Words i, 9 and 15 represent times for
the Gemini data following. Word i also represents time for the
_4_ena data following. Words i, 9 and 15 are not modified for
time slippage effect. All other time words associate with the
Titan data following and are modified for time slippage effect
if a_y was specified. All other words represent data channel
identity numbers end the data itself, if any, as decogm_tated.
The initial 6 octal digits are always zero in the data channel
wor_s. The next 3 octal digits give the channel identity.
The final 3 octal digits give the 8-bit data word or regeat
the channel I]) number to indicate absence of data. Words 2
and 3 give Agena channels in the order deccemnrtated. Words 4,
5, 7, 8, I0 and 11 give Gemini channels in the order decommntated.
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The remaining words give Titan channels in the order de-
co_nutated.
2.9.6 Simulation Program Operation
The periodic burst simulation program is executed as a Job
processing run under control of the F_RTRAN 2 system and
monitor. The object deck consisting of binary program deck
plus data deck and control cards is loaded from the card
reader, or preferably from tape, after going card-to-tape
on peripheral equipment. The system uses the following
tape transport assignments:
Tape Unit
A1
A2
A4B
A5B
B3_
B4B
BS_
BTB
Assignment
OAB_S IN
Periodic Burst Message Output
Time-Channel Record Output
Gemini Data Input (RC1619)
Time Data Input (RC491)
Agena Data Input (RC1620)
Titan Data Input (RC1618)
2.9.7 Simulation Program Logic
The simulation program logic and sequence of operation is
given in the form of a simplified flow chart in Figure 19
The headings, such as IAICI, which appear over the functional
blocks in the flow chart, are the same as the headings used
for the associated program segment in a complete listing of
the program.
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2.10 Demonstra_on
For the demonstra_on two different sets of parameters were selected to be
"transmitted, in the simulated progran. One of these sets contained 29
parameters preselected by RCA. A preliminary run of those parameters was
made several d_vs before the scheduled demonstratlon, and a print-out was
available for ex_sination and was discussed with the Technical Representative
of the Government before the demor_stration. The parameters (channels) con-
rained in this set are sho_n in Table XX_
At the completion of the discussion, the Technical Representative was allowed
to select a set of different parameters to be Burst "transmitted" during the
demo_tration. He selected _J parameters which were assi_ned slots as shown
in Table XXI. During the subsequent demonstration, this particular set of
parameters could not be transmitted and the witnessed Burst message contained
the preselected parameters which had been previously discussed. A later in-
vestigation as to the reason why the set of parameters in Table XXI did not
work was made. This sh_ed that the Technical Representative had been allowed
to select 6 Agena I.OSPS parsmeters, whereas the simulation program could only
handle 4 such parameters. Two of the specified I.OSFS Agena parameters (num-
bers 20_ and 205) were deleted, thereby reducing the total number of parameters
in the set to 46. The modified set was then run and a copy of the print-out is
being forwarded to the Technical Representative.
Most parameters in the demormtra_on contained /_xed values, numerically equal
to the channel number. A few of them, however, contained actual data. One of
the 4006PS channels selected by the Technical Representative contains a ECG
record. That parameter was selected for analysis. Figure 19 is a plot of •
portion of the ECG Data. It can be seen that the plotted portions of this data
change rapidlye
For the demonstra_on, a delay equal to 53 microseconds per Burst period was
inserted so that sub sequent parameters actually occurred in 2500 microsecond
intervals. The first 13 of these samples are plotted on an expanded _me scale
at the actual input rate of one s_nple per 2553 microseconds and is represented
by the solid curve of Figure 20. The dashed curve of the same figure was con-
structed from readouts of the parameters at 2500 microsecond intervals where
the time assigned to each parameter corresponded to the readout time. Ex-
tremely large errors resulted as shown
The "_me of Titan sync', word, which appears as the second word of each Burst
sub-frame (Slot B) was read for successive Burst sub-frames. A difference of
26,880 units was found. Each unit is equivalent to 1.9 microseconds and a time
difference of 51,072 microsecond was found to exist. This difference was divided
by the 20 periods per sub-frame and showed tha_ data was occurring at 2553.6
microsecond intervals. From the design of the Burst message, it is known that
blocks are readoutat 2500 microsecond intervals.
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Table XX
Preselected Parameters
Slot Assignments I
"C" =Words 3,6,9,... ,60
'_"=Words 5,11,17, .,59
,,B.=Words 8,20,32, .,56
"A"=Words 13 & 43
,,A,=Word 55
,,A,=Words 22 & 52(First 4)I
,,A,,=words28 • 58(5th)
"A"=Word 16(Odd # Msgs)
,,A,,=Word31(Even # Msgs)**
"A"--Words 4,19,34,49"
"A"--Word IO_*
Source
Code Rate
T 4oo. 181
T 200. 169
T i00. 131
T 40. 95
T 20. 15
5Q 40.
Char, ID NOSo
190
149
98
2)
35
51 71
65 95 135
G I0. 169
Q 1.25 163
, _ _+6j,
A 16. 23
A I. 129
." "_,,J ,.,',-I d "_-i,m,, |
53
Tot_ol
m
2
I
2
2
4
5
I
|
A@
2
2
29
Notes: * In commutation sequence.
•*As occurring in subcom sequence.
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The occurrence of the first block is locked to the occ_u_mce of syoc, and will
actcally take place a fixed delay later. It is assumed that Burst readout will
be delayed 1200 microseconds and will occur every 2500 mlc_seconds thereafter.
The time of the first sample is then established by subtracting the fixed delay
from the readout time. These are identified on Figure 23 as RI,Rz,R3,etc.
If that fixed delay is subtracted from each block time a curve can be recon-
structed. The dashed line in Figure 21 represents such a reconstructed curve.
The errors at each readout time are shown. These errors represent the differ-
e_ce between the value of the parameter _ich was stored in memor_ 12OO micro-
seconds previously and the value which should have been stored.
Table XXII lists _he times of various samples and corresponding resampling_
_d the absolute magnitude of the resulting error. Several things can be noted s
First, the delay between readin and readout is continually decreasing; second,
the time between the actual occurrence and _he assigned time continually in-
creases. Third, the absolute magnitude of error depends on the slope of the
curve at the place s_npled and the total time mhich has elapsed sinoe the be-
gfnning of the sub-frame.
By determining the actual time between s_ples to be 2553.6 mic_seconds, the
time of each sample can be more accurately established. This can be done by.-
(I) Determining the difference between the input interval and the Burst interval,
i.e., 2553.6 - 2500 = 53.6 microseconds.
(2) Reduce ÷_e fi_d delay between readin and readout (1200 microseconds) in this
case by 53.6 microseconds per block e_ept the first. If this technique were
assigned to s_aple rs_aber _ix in Table XXIII, it would be found thats
(a) The event occurred at t 12765
(b) Readout oc_rred at t13700
(c) The has decreasedfrom 12OO by 5(53.6)or 268.
(d) The assigned time should be 13700-1200+268=12,768 microseconds.
The 3 microsecond difference (12768-12765) is probably due to the 1.9 mic_second
per unit factor, _hich was multiplied by the difference between successive Titan
time words D being rounded off and slightly in error. Inany event, on the curves
of Figure 23, it is not possible to plot 3 microsecond, and the reconstructed
curve _uld lie on the solid line. Hence, the error at Point 6 would be insignifi-
cant. Table XXIII is the residual error at each point plotted on Figure 23,
2.11 Conc_,usions and Recommendatiom
The Periodic Burst Technique has been found to provide a means for transmitting
large amounts of PCM data from multiple asynchronous telemetry links, without in-
troducing large asynchronous resm, pllng errors. This capability is achieved by
a unique way that time _rds are merged into the Burst format. An efficient
utilization is made of the com_munication circuits bandwidth (_90%), the period-
icity of individual samples is maintained, _d the delay between the initial
reception and the final display or precesslng at a user location of each parameter
is less than one period at the rate of that particular parameter.
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Table XXIII
Magnituge of Error Resultir_ from Tiros Errors
Time Occurred
to
t 2553
t51o6
t 7659
tlOl12
t3.2765
t15318
h_sn
Time Read Time Assi_ed Absolute Magnitude of Error
t1200 to O
_oo _5oo z.o
_3oo tSooo z
t8700 t75o0 3
tn2oo hoooo 3
__37oo h25oo zo
tz62oo tzSooo 11
t18700 t17500 12
99.
Sampling
Time
O
2500
5ooo
?5OO
1O00O
125o0
15ooo
175oo
20000
225oo
25ooo
_7_
300OO
32500
35ooo
3?5oo
40000
42500
45000
475oo
Table X_lll
Residual Errors After Correction
J , ,, j
Time
Error Slope
O -0.OO26
.6 -0.0026
1.2 -0.0026
1.8 O.O17
2.4 o.o17
3 .O -0.044
3.6 -0.044
h.2 o.o4ol
4.8 o.o4ol
5.4 -0.o1_
6.0 -0.O166
7.2 0.0146
7.8 -0.O154
8.4 -0.0154
9.0 0.009
9.6 0.009
10.2 -0.oo86
10.8 -0.OO86
n.4 o.oogh
Magnitude
Error
i
O
-O.OO16
-O.OO31
O.O31
O.O41
-O.128
-O.158
0.168
o.193
-0.09
-0.10
0.105
-0.12
-o.13
0.081
O.O86
-0.088
-0.093
O.IO7
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To a large extentj the Periodic Burst System cs_Id be implemented with exis_r_
units. The only area of development uncertain_ is in regard to synchronization
of the Burst Decomm_tator.
It is reco_ended that the Burst Study be continued in t_ areas:
(I) Develop and fabricate an engineering model of the Burst Dec_m_tator
Synchronizer (discu ssed in section 2.2.2.3) and establish the per-
formance boundaries of that equiplnt.
(2) Accomplish a design study which would result in detailed specifica-
tione of a Periodic Burst Syst_a and specify by nomsncla_re, manu-
facturer a_d model number all equiplnt which could be used as part
of the system.
i01
3. Comparison of Periodic and Blocked Burst Techniques
The Periodic Burst Technique has been described in the preceding section of
this report, and the Blocked Technique is described in Appendix A. In this
section, characteristics of the two techniques, which are considered signi-
ficant from an operational or implementation viewpoint, are compared.
3.1 Time Dela_
The time which elapses between the selection of a sample and the time it is
displayed is a delay. This delay results from propagation time, machine
operating times, but mostly to the amount of time the sample is held in
memories. In the Periodic system the maximum length of time a sample is held
in storage before transmission is one period at the data rate. At the display
terminal of the system the storage time is very small and the total delay in a
system of this type is in the order of i period at the particular data rate.
In the Blocked Technique, a parameter may remain in storage as long as 0.25
seconds before it is transmitted and may again be stored for up to 0.25 seconds
before being read-out for display. Hence, a total delay of up to 0.5 seconds
is possible.
3.2 Memory Sizes
The total memory required for the Periodic Technique was computed in 2.7.3.7,
to be 151,315 bits. In the Blocked system, it was found that 1084 words
(8672 bits) was needed for the storage of parameters at the transmission
...... _. _ I_% _iI=_ ..=uL__u_ would be needed ior addresses. A_ _ne
decommutation terminal, at least 8672 bits would be needed to store decce_autated
parameters until they can be read-out for display. In addition, a Look-Up Table
:._ _j, _,_ic,IU would co_£eia_e _-_e id_Li_±_ _ulU _Ua_ii_ _ime_ Oi- parame%ers in a
block with the input links from which they were selected, would be required.
This Look-Up Table would be approximately the same size as the one used in the
Periodic Technique. It is estimated that the total memory requirement of the
Blocked system would be about IO,O00 bits larger than that of the Periodic system,
or 151,OOO bits.
3.3 Bandwidth Utilization Efficienc_
The Periodic Burst system was found to achieve a BUE of 87.8% for the particular
conditions (Titan, Gemini and Agena) vs 96.0% for the Blocked System. It is es-
timated that the maximum practical BUE for the periodic Burst system would be
about 95%. The Blocked System is thought to have achieved about its maximum
possible (96%) in the specific case examined. Other conditions could cause that
achievement to be reduced, and it is expected that BUE,s of about 90% may be
realistic for an arbitrary combination of input links and communications circuits.
3.4 Recommendations
The Periodic Burst Technique is recommended.
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APPEEKX A
BLOCKED BURST .TECHNIQU]_
Elocked "SXst6m. S.m_r_,.
The Bloak Buret retr_smlssion system rec_ves data from 3 input links- Titan,
Gemini ar_ Agena, and provides an output in block form at a hLt snd frame rate
_hich is different from the input lines. The rates are listed as follows:
Bit Rate Fr_e Rate
Tit_ Input 172.8 kb/s 20 f/s
z, put _.2 kb/, t_Of/,,
Agena Input 16.384 kb/s 16 f/s
Bursto_ 40.8kb/s 4 f/,,
The quantity of avai1_ble input data far emceeds the retrsnsmission capability,
therefore, a selection of input data to be retransmitted must be made. The main
considerations of a retransmisslon systmn _hich must provide time of occurrence
along with the data parm_eters, are data time delay and bandwidth utilization
efficienty (B.U.E.). The data time delay is the time between data occurra_ee
at the input on the retransmission s_stem and data availability to the user.
B.U.E. is a measure of maximum possible output data based on the output data
rate versus the actual output data. Each output frame contains three blocks,
one from each of the three asynchronous Titan, Gemini and Agena telemetry _.
A block will contain all the data s_uples selected from a given input link ever
some period of time. That period will contain an integer number of input frames.
In this particular system it has been found that a minimum output period equals
0.25 seconds, and contains three blocks, o_e from each input link. Each bloc_
is also assembled durin_ an 0.25 second interval and contains data selected from
5 Titan input frames, I0 Gemini input frames, and h Agema input frames,
Memory is required to store selected data samples until the block is readout.
There is some overlap where read-in and read-out simultaneously occur, therefore,
a full 0.25 seconds of samples do not have to be stored. For an assumed data
mix of 147 Titan word/fraae, 50 _ wor_frame and I0 Agena _rd/frame, a
memory of 1080 ,ord capaci_ is required.
A typical arrangement of the format words in the output frame is shown in the
following _gure:
i1
Outout, ,1 2 3 114I "l l lttt' lol H
Ti_:yO_ T_ic_e_ Ch_
A-I
The time of day _rd will contain units of hours, mirmtes, seconds_ and m4cro
seconds. The time word ir_icates the time of occurrence at the receiver %emtnLl
of the retransmission system of the first input data fr_e in output frame. In
the case shown, it would be the time of the first Titan frame in the Titan blook.
Once time is established at the start of the output frame, all data within the
output frame will be referenced to this time. The time of the first frame of
each block is deterain_d from a channel separation word. That _rd is a measure
of the delay between the transmitted ti_e of day word and _he beglnnIDg of the
first fr_ne of the other two blocks.
The time of occurremce of parameters selected durimg subsequemt input frsmel mid
assembled into a particular block, can be reestablished from a "Syne Toleramce
Word" _hich is a meam, re of the difference between %_e aclnal input syno rate
and the nominal input s_nc rate. The address words are used to idemtlf_ the
prime input frame number. Since the input frames following the first frame of
each block are in nmaerical ascending order, it is only necessary to idemti_
the first frame of each block.
A.I Establishing the Burst Period
A Burst period is de_ned as the time in which all inputs have cycled through
the smallest number of complete frames. Thus:
NI = N2 = N3 = N4 = Nn = p
......... _.4_jL.w,..,,......_v ,a.4k,_a4L1m_D
f = main frame rate;far three input only
_,_._-fl _^ f_l
_" --_': =_ _3
f2 f3
f2
N2 - f_ N3
for the case of Titan, Gemini, and Agema.
where Titan = fl = 20
Oenin_ _2 = 40
Agema : f3 = 16
20 N2
fl_'_88/sece
20 5
ho 5 )_3
A-2
An output period _11 contain three blocks_ each selected over an integer
mmber of input fraJes. Hence9 NI' N2' and N_ _st be integers. By "
tlon of the above equations_ it is seed that _ satisfactory solution i81_ cO"
obtained _hen:
and:
A.2
_=5
N2 = 10
N3 = 4
p= 5 =I0 = 4 =o.25 sec.
Determination of Marbaum Number of Selectable Parameters
The number of paraneters which can be selected from each input frame of a given
input link is equal to the retransm_ssion bandvidth allocated to that input linE,
divided by the input fr_e rate and _ord length.
It is obvious that in an output peri_ of 0.25 seconds, the t_tal number of _rds
which can be transmitted is 40.810.25/8 - 1275. If these were all Tital _rds
it would be allowable to select 1275/5 = 225 words per input frame; if all
Gemini words, 1275/10 - 127.5 words per input frame; if all Agena, 1275_ -
318.75 words per input frmae.
In a more repres_tative condition, vhere blocks from all input _ are in-
cluded in the ou_u% it is e_dmt _hat fewer words c_ be selected froa eadh
input fr_e. It is assu_d that .the output capacity is equal_v divided bet_sen
vhich can be selected per input frae is the_:
It is evident that other mixes are possible.
A.3 _ect of Input and Output L_k Tol=_ce,.
Consider the case where only the Titan link is used. If the data input period
is less than the data input period, then the difference in time multiplied by
the input selected da_a rate (_ to e_eed 255 words/from) w_ be the ever-
flew (Zo). Consider the foll_i_g figure:
''1 Period (X-l) I Pariod X ! Period (X+I) I
Input Data _ X
I
_erJ.o_ (_-1) ] Pe_od
output Data _
eerAod (_÷1)
A-3
The data overflow (Zo) is determined as follcws.-
_0 = tim difference - Y - X
Overflow (Zo) - Ra x ZTO _ere 255 _rda/fr_e.e_ce_ is the input data rate and Zo is not to
If the data input period is greater than the data output period, then the differ-
ence in time multiplied by the output data _uld be _he underflow. Consider the
following figure:
Input Data
Period (X-l) Period X Pe_od (x+l)
Output Data --_ _---ZTu
Period [ •  riod(m)$
The data underf (ZU ) is deterained as follows.-
ZTU = time difference = X - Y
Data u_ernow (z U) - Ho x _u
where Ro is the output data rate.
Lastly_ the third and most ideal case is vhen the data underflow or data over-
flow equals zero_ however, tolerances of the input and output links ma_s this
condition for all practicable purposes impossible. Since uuderflow of data ia
allowable (no loss of data occurs), the maximm number of words selected must
be based on the maximum input data rate and the minimum output data rate.
Consider that the input link has a rate tolerance of + .05% of 172 Kb/m, in
link has a rate tolerance of--+ .O1%, since it is a ground link, or + 4.0 Mrs/
sec. for all practicable purpo-ses the tolerance of the output llnk _an be
In a condition _here the incoming data rate is a minimum of (172.8-.09)Kb/s.
The mayhem utilization loss of output data locations is the difference bet_en
the maximm input data rate and the minimm input data rate multiplied by the
ratio ef the output data rate divided by the maximum input data rate, or ex-
pression of the utilization on loss due to rate toler_ces in equation form.
Outmt,rate
U.L.(R ) = (mximum input rate - m_.4wm input rate) x Ma_ _. •
40.8
= 180 Z 17_ _ _h m t_/sec,maximm
or 11 hLts/ou_put frame.
The above discussion has only considered the Titan link, however, it can be
readily seen that the combinations of Titan, _eminl, and Agena utilizatio_ lose
will be less than the utillzationloss of Titan alcme.
A.P MEMORY REQUIREME_S
The question might be asked as to whether we need storage for
Tita_ input data during Gemini and Agena transmission this can
best be explained by the following timing charts:
_----Input Period
Gemini !I]21 !51617181911°I
11 12
Output Period
I Titan I Gemini
w
rl
If it were required for readout to occur at the leading edge of
frame 1 of each channel then it would be necessary for additional
storage. However, since the selected input period is a common
multiple of all channels it is possible to move the frame slots
in phase and still be in time-lock. This would mean that the
start of the period would occur at some time other than the
leading edge of a frame or the first frame after input channel
sync. This can be best shown on the following chart.
Where _, B &@_ is the phase shift sync of each channel burst
and the ohase lock time and _'. B' & @C ' is the phase shift
between the sync prior to phase lock of each channel and the
phase lock time. The period of complete cycles of all channels
is ?_.
It can be seen that though the storage is dependent only on the
input word rate and the nu,_er of input words per frame, extra
storage for buffering bet_en other channels rates is not
necessary as long as each channel has a block size which is
independent of output frame rate for any one program. Constant
but non-related block sizes allow the input charnels to be phased
locked thus all channels will track together and overflow or
underflow of any one channel will be a function of variation in
the input rate of that channel and constant overflow or underflow
of all channe3s equally will be a function of the variation in
the output rat2 only.
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A.4.1 DE_ TIME BETWEEN END OF LOAD A_D END OF UNLOAD(Tx)
5 _¢f
\\
\\
\\
_---- Wf •
I
5 3
Titan BlocM
1
J
.I
q
The time required to unload an input frame is lab?led TZ'
_nis _ime less _ne _lme to load (Ty) is %he _ime _Ix) oe_ween
the end of load and the end of unload. This time must be in-
cluded when calculating total buffer storage. Solving for Tx
= Tz - Ty where: Tx Tf
The maximum storage requirement occurs when the selected data
words occur in a burst. Since this condition may occur independant
of the equipment and as a function Bnder operational control.
The maximum storage condition can be calculated.
Terms of selected words/frame and input and output data rates
as follows:
Tz = I x bits/word x w°rdS/framego
X= bits/word, x w°rdS/frame
Tx = Tz - Ty. " wordS/frame x bitS&oral XCR 1 - I)o Rn
_..?
where R° = output data into in bitS/se c
= input data into in bitS/sec
A.h.2 DETEPd_I_ DELAY R_QUlR_D TO AssuRE ALL SA_. LES OCCDRRING
5 I 4 2 I
I
i
5 [ 4 i 3 12 | I
TITAN BLOCK
T S i
Ts is the time required before transmission can start so that
input data words are received before their _-tran_ission time,
The worse case occurs when the selected input data words occurs
in a burst at _he leading edge of the data fra._, here again this
conditions is a function of operational control and therefore
must be taken into account in the determination of buffer storage
requirements.
Referring to the timing chart, the time before transmission is
determined as follows:
TS = TF + TX - Tt
Since the Titan data is asynchronous , it is impossible to control
the frame with respect to data output, therefore worse case analysis
clearly indicates that the Tita_ data frame could slip one complete
frame; as a result the ti._ before transmission is
A-6
Ts = Tp + TX + T(slip) - T%
ITp x F = K sec.
Tt = -_I wordsr_ (Frames) wor---dbits__ (10-4) f-_w°rdssec.
I x (i Frame) = _0 sec.T(slip) =
Tx = 8 word____ssi__- I__
frame RO Rm
sec.
Ts =_i + 8 --w°rds ---I-ml +
4 frame Ro Rm
I _ 40 words i
20 frame Ro
A .4.3 STORAGE REQUIRED FOR A SINGLE INPUT LINK
rnl. _ , .
: data ....... _-equli_e_nt in blt_ io ............J.A _,
_A_)_=IA_At;AAt_ UAA AAUW IUUw_.II
Titan data is sent in ti__e Ts. Referring to the followin_ timing
chart for reference, the data storage requirement for Titan is
TITAN INPUT LINK
Sd- -sf V" sp
!
!
!
!
I
!
!
T s -
Ws !
TITAN DATA
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where I)
2)
= sync rate (Frames)
Sp Ts ' x p'e_iod
iS the storage required for
received from Titan in
complete frames
Sf. is the storage required for
data received from Titan in
fractions of a complete frame
but not to exceed the total
words/frame storage requirements.
3) Sd is the storage required for
data received from titan while
data is being transmitted but
not to exceed (words/frame - Sf).
Sp (Ts") (Rin) words and Sf words
words Rin - Ro
Sd= _ sf "_n
!
where: Ts Sp is whole part of Ts_
and: Ts" . (Ts - Ts')
S_ = (T_') sync rate _,_rds + (TM") (P_) words words
Similarly Gemini Storage is:
sync rate
SG = (Ts' ) pe'riB_d words . words words Sf )_-F'_-_+(_s Rn) _ +
Rn - Ro
R_
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A.4.4
The total storage for Agenais somewhatdifferent than with
Titan or Gemini. Since the Agenaoutput data rate is less
than the Agenainput data rate, the values for Tx and Sd are
zero:
SA = Ts' - (sync rate) r_W°rds+ (Ts" Rn) _wmrds
STORAGE REQUIRED FOR THREE SIMULTANEOUS LINKS
The total memory storage required for all channels is :
s--sT÷so÷s A
storage = Ts' _ Wf + _ + (_,_f- Sf)Total
Ro
÷ Ts'SR _':_÷ Ts"_n÷ (_f- S_) %_- _o
_" Rn
V!
+T s' sR wz+ Ts Rn
8
where I) values of parameter are based
on individual channel constants.
2) SR = Sync Rate for the particular
channel under discussion
3) Wf = words/frame for hhe particular
channel under discussion
2) f = frames/period for the particular
channel under discussion.
Wf(totals ) = (fWf) T = (fWf) G + (fWf)A
A.4.5 DET__/LMINING STORAGE FOR PARTICULAR OUTPUT MIRES
It is obvious that maximum storage does not occur when _be total
words are allocated for use by the Agena channel, because S_ and T_
are zero, and in addition the input data rate Rn is very Io_ with A
respect to the Titan input data rate.
Considering now Titan word assignment against Gemini word assignments.
The input data rate Rn of Titan is mdch greater than Gemini, and
in addition the sync period for Titan is much greater than Gemini.
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A.4.5.1 ALL TITAN DATA
The total memory storage required when the total words/period
Wf(total) is assigned to handle Titan data only is determined
as follows:
H
, Ts Rn
Total Storage = Ts SR _If(T)+
+ (wf(z)- sf)
The total word capacity of the output submarine cable (Wf(tota!))
for one period is dependent on the output data rate.
/ _I
(Total) = (bit rate), _eri_,/w°rd_
_Tf
=5£
8
40_0o
4x8 = 1,275 _ords
Given
I
SR= 2"-0
Given Rn = 172 KBPS
Given Ro = 4o.8 KBPS
f=5
1 1 )
Tx = 8 x 255 ( _ -i72,000
= 8 x 255 (0.oooo251- o.ooooo58)
= 0.0394 sec.
TT =
ho_55 box255
= - = .256 sec.
Ro 408OO
Ts = Tp + Tx T(slip) - TT
Ts = 0.25 - 0.0394 + 0.05 - 0.256 = 0.08
TsS R = O.O8 x 20 = 1.6
v =i
Ts SR
0.6 0.6
T " = SR = 20 = 0.03 secS
Total Storage = I.O x 255 + .03 x 172K
8
The second term is
Sf = .03 x 172K which is greater than the
words/frame therefore
Sf = 255 which is the maximum words/frame
Total Storage = I x 255 * 255
= 510 words
This is not the maximum storage since variations in T's was
not considered.
A.4.5.2 SELECTED MIXTURE OF AGENA l GEMINI a AND TITAN DATA
Consider a second case using the following parameters:
_'_f(t)= _? x 5 = 735
wf( =G) 5oxlo=5oo
l_f(A) = iO x 4 = 40
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ZnA_ STO_Ca- T'ssrw_,(z) + z.r,,_.(w_.(z)_ 8 A r_ /
Where- T"R n
must equal an integer
and: Wf(T) - T"Rn _ 0
-y-- --
= 8 x 147 x O.O193 x 10 -3 = 0.0227 sec
TT 40 x 147
=-_--= O.1476 sec
Ts = 0.25 + O.O227 + O.O5 - O.1476 = O.1754 sec.
TsR s = 0.1754 x 20 = 3.508
!
Ts R = 3.0
,_ 0.02T"
Sf = 0.02 x 172000 ,_430 which is _ 147
r"
% -8_5o4(o.o251-o.o195)1o-.CJ -0 oo224
TT . 50 x 5 x 8 = 0.0502
_o
Ts = 0.25 + 0.0022 + 0.025 - 0.0502 = 0.227
A-_
TsRs - O.227 x 4O = 9.O8
!
TsR=9
T" 0.08
--%-y= 0.oo2
0.002 x 51a200 = 13 wordsSf = 8
GEMINI STORAGE-(gx 50)÷ 13 + (50-13)(51._1:240.8 )
= 400 + 13 + 37 (0.O195)(10 -4 )
= 421 words
Tt! s R n
AGENA STORAGE = T' SR Wf (A) ÷ 8
Tx - 0
TT IO x 16 x 8 1280
= _ = Y63_ " o.o781
Ts = 0.25 + 0.0625 - 0.O781 = 0.2344
T'R= 7
Tn i _ .o
16.38Sf = x--_ = I
AGENA STORAGE = (7 x i0) + i = 71
TOTAL STORAGE = T + G + A - 588 + 421 ÷ 71 = 1080 words
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A.5 CRITERIA FOR CORRELATING ASYNCHRONOUS DATA
The criteria used to develop the Burst message format is based
on the ability to establish a relationship between the Titan,
Gemini and Agena prime frame. The minimum period for synchronous
data transfer as covered in a previous section of the report is
1/4 second. It is important to note that the data is not locked
in sync and though it is phased locked, memory locations are
provided for frame slippage as discussed earlier. A complete
period of data contains 5 blocks of Titan data, IO blocks of
Gemini data and 4 blocks of Agena data, each block represents
a prime frame of the incoming data. So far in the discussion
we are assuming that the format from one period to the next is
identical in every respect except some slot locations of the
blocks are multiplex to send more than one parameter per slot.
This case is when parameters have lower sampling rates than
the prime block rate. The above configuration requires time
and aadress tags for every parameter. However, since the
parameter time and location is known with relationship to each
block, only block time and subframe address will be required.
A.5.1 TECHNIQUES FOR TIME CORRELATING OF ASYNCHRONOUS LINKS
The block format of the period is arranged as shown below
I
Ii1oIoI,. LLIJ.IJ I,I,IoLI,I,I,.i,
I i 1 I1 rriTITil-Il]-I-,tI-I I I
In order to simplify the programming, the block sizes of any
one channel will be constant for any one program, however,
the block sizes of d_fferent channels may vary depending on
the number of parameters required from the channel. A comparison
will be made later in this report between the saving if any, in
output data location versus the resulting program complexity as
a result of varying block sizes within a channel.
The first five blocks contains Titan parameters followed by ten
blocks of Gemini parameters and in turn followed by four blocks
of Agena parameters. The order of location of Titan, Gemini
and A_ena channels within the period as shown in the block format
is not critical as long as all the blocks of any one channel are
located together. For ease of programming, however, the first
block of a period should be selected such that its prime sync
will occur before the prime sync of any of the following blocks
in the period. This allows every block in the period to be
referenced to the time of occurance of the first block. This
can best be shown by the following timing diagram.
A_I6
TITAN
AGE t_A
, |
2
_!
0.25 sec rl
_1911ol112131_I I_17181_jlollI2131,
0.25 sec _ I
P
I_ I _ I _ I _ I_ I_
L 0.25 sec J
Burst O_itput
L T ;P
Block I GeminiBlock I _enaBlock
0.25 sec >
A .5.1.1 ALLOCATION og' 'YI,__5_O_AT BiiS
The time of oceurrenceof +he first sync within the period is detected
andstored in memory. The Lim_ .uL'd .ill contain unibu u£ :-_-_,
minutes and seconds and will be measured to an accuracy of one
microsecond. The number of bit location required for the complete
time word is tabulated as follows:
Number System Bit Location Total Bits
Hours Min. Sec.
I. Binary Coded decimal 6 7 31 44
2. Straight binary with
separation between units
of hours, min., sec. 5 6 26 37
3. Straight binary with
no separation
37
The number of bits listed above are based on a maximum number of
24 hours, 60 minutes and 60 seconds.
Since the primary interest is in transmitting the maximum data
within a period rather than standardizing the time format. The
study will consider only the 2nd system which uses the least number
of output data bit locations, yet has some form of time separation.
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A.5.1.2 CONSIDERATION OF DATA RATE TOLERANCE FOR SINGLE LI3_(S
Once time is established at the start of a block it is only
necessary to determine the deviation in the known input data
rate in order to determine "time of occurrence" at an_ point.
The proposed format is shown in the following Titan output
block diagram.
DI Dh D5
2
,
• I
I
!
i
3 4 5
Time
of Day
• I Deviation _. /__---_ TLme .
The time deviation of sync for a given frame from normal is for-
mulated and placed at the beginning of the given data block.
The Mo__.i.m,±mT__ma Data Block #2 can be displaced is +25 usec
from Block #I, as indicated below, therefore only 6-time deviation
bits are needed, one for sign and 5 for quantity. Block #3 can
be displaced up to +50 usec from block one's time of day and so
un fvr bi_k_ _.u _p. _ _±_. -_u-w_ fo__ ti:,= -'---'-_---_A_ ¥ .LC_ L.JL VAA
are loca_ad at D2, D3, D4, and D5.
when expressed in terms of time is .05% of the .O5 second data
sFnc input period. The data rate tolerance for the sync expressed
in microseconds is:
Titan sync tolerance in seconds = .0OO5 x .O5 = 25 microseconds/
•input period.
Over a full period of output data the tolerance is 125 microseconds
determined by multiplying the sync tolerance by t_ number of sync
periods per output periods. If we assume this tolerance is a
fair representation of all channels, then the maximum deviation
between the start of a period and the end of a period is 125
microseconds. The tolerance in microseconds for each frame is
listed below:
Frame #I
#2
#3
#h
#5
Time of day
Sync tolerance x I (+25 usec)
Sync tolerance x 2 (_50 usec)
Sync tolerance x 3 (¥75 usec)
Sync tolerance x 4 (DO0 usec)
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A .5.1.3
The bits required for each location is as follows:
Titan Location DI (Time of Sync) _
Titan Location D2 (+25 usec deviation)
Titan Location D3 (750 usec deviation)
Titan Location D4 (_75 usec deviation)
Titan Location D4 (__ICOusec deviation)
- 37" bits
- 6 bits
- 7 bits
- 8 bits
- 8 bits
MULTIPLE-LINK SYNC TIME. TOIZ_NCE CONSIDERATION
Gemini and Agena Channels could be handled similar to Titan using
a 3_ bit time of sync word follo_d by frame or block time of sync
occurs after the first Titan sync it is possible to reference Gemini
and Agena time of sync to the Titan time of sync, sending only the
time of first sync difference of Gemini and Agena instead of the
actual time. The maximum difference is .25 seconds or 250,CO0
microseconds. Thus requiring only 18 bits instead of the 34 need
for sending time of sync.
All Gemini and Agena blocks other than the first are formatted in
the manner similar to the Titan blocks. The deviation times for
Gemini and Agena for .05% tolerance are listed as foll_s:
Gemini Location DI (TLme of Sync Difference) - 18 bits
+250,000 usec max.
Gemini Location D_ (+_13 usec deviation) - 5 bits
Gemini Location D_ (+_25usec deviation) - 6 bits
Gemini Location D_ (+_38 usec oevla_ion) - 7 bi_s
_mini Loc_.tion D1 (+50 usec deviation) - 7 bits
Gemini Location D_ (+63 usec deviation) - 7 bits
Gemini Location D_ (+_75 usec deviation) - 8 bits
Gemini Location D_ (_+88 usec deviation) - 8 bits
Gemini Location D_ (+_100usec deviation) - 8 bits
Gemini Location D_(+_II3 usec deviation) - 8_. _ts
82
Agena LocationD" (Time of Sync Difference)
I +250,000 usec max.
- 18 bits
" (.+32 usec deviation)Agena Location D2 _
Agena Location D" (+63 usec deviation)
3 -
Agena Location D_ (+_94 usec deviation)
- 6 bits
- 7 bits
- 8 bits
39
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BURST
SYNC
DI
Bits 34
The complete output period diagram showing the location of timing
bits is shown below:
,_- TITAN _ G_Q_I _ AGENA
02 D3 D4 05 _D zo 3 D4_5 D6D? D8D 9 OI
6 7 8 8 185 6 7 ? ? 8 8 8 8 18 6 7 8
The total bits needed to time correlate all the data words with
a data input tolerance of .05%
Titan - 66
Gemini - 82
Agerm - 39
Total Time
correlation bits 187 bits
A.5.1._
convertir_ to 8 bit w_rds
Total time correlation words = 24 words plus 5 spare/bits
If the Tolerance is reduced then the sync time deviation bits could
De reauced, however the _,,v._L_of r_ducti_n _id _........ _-_ ; _-
comparison to the reduction in tolerance. As an example consider
an input channel tolerance of .O1% instead of .05%, the mximmm
sync deviation p_ output frame would be determined as follows:
Maximum Titan Sync Deviation = (.01% x input frame period)
= .0001 x .05 = 5 microseconds
The following bits would be required for time correlation of all data:
Titan
DI (Time of Sync)
D2 + usec deviation
37 Dl'(Sync difference) 18 Dl"(Sync dlff) 18
4 D2' +_3 usec deviation 3 D2"*_7 usec deviation 4
D3 + usec deviation
D_ +_15 usec deviation
D5 +20 usec deviation
5 D3' +_5usec deviation 4 D3"+13 usec " 5
5 D4' +8 usec deviation 5 D4"+20 usec " 6
6 D5' +lOusec deviation 5
D6' +13 usec deviation 5
D7' +15 usec deviation 5 A-20
D8' +18 usec deviation 6
D9' +20 usec deviation 6
-- DIO' +23 usec deviation 6
57 63 33
Total time correlation words = 57 + 63 + 33 = 153 = 17 words plus
one bit or 20 words with 7 spares. T_erefore wh_nn accuracy of the
input sync is increased from .05% to .01% the wcrds needed for
time correlation decrease from 24 to 20. It is obvious that the
time correlation words for the proposed system is relativeBj
independent of _uput channel sync tolerance.
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A.5.2 Variation of Time Separations Between First S_nc a of nifferent Channels
This is relatively independent of input _hannel sync tolerance. The ma_i_
_Ame separation of sync difference between the first Titan s_c ar_ the first
Gemini s_c ar_ between the first Titan sync and first Age_ sync is approxi-
mately 250,000 microseconds as shown in the following diagr_:
( 250,000 seconds
ITitan
Gemini and Agena ---_
However, this would mean that almost all of the output data is Titan data_ Since
this case is not a normal case, it is important that we consider other formats of
output data. Consider the case _here Gemini or Agena data comprised almost all
of the output data locations. Then the diagram would be as follows-
_?itan_-Oe_ini
Ag_a I
The difference between the f_rst Titsn sync and the first Gemini or Agena sync(t)
...._ ...... _ ...... _4,._+ _-,-. +_- _._,,,_ _fl_ i'or tim_. correlation for
an inpat channel tolerance of .O5% _ould decrease from 24 words (t_l/4 see) to
21 words (t_O). Since the two cases mentAor_d, that is (t-_I/4 sec) and (t-_O)
----- --': _;A ....... _,-- --_ _-- =---------J'--_-:-' '_-_-J'-'--'_--_---'_'._-----__" _'_ _ _ _',"_"
function of the selected words.
In order to simpli_ the problem and yet still demonstrate the general case_
the effect of Tx ( page 11), T_.li_ (page 14), Tdland Tf (page 15) will be
neglected. Thus, the approxi,_e _ae difference between _he first Titan sync
and the first Gemini or Agena sync is the time difference measured betwee_
Titan Block #I and Gemini or Agena Block #i of the output link. This is best
sho_n on the following diagram _here t' is the time difference between Titan
and Agena sync.
Output Link
I. Titan
Gemini
t"
Ager_ Ge, ini
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Thus; t' _ sec x bits/word x Titan word/periodbi'-"_s
tll
t' _ _OO x 8 bits/word xTitan words/period
sec bits/word x Gemini words/period
4, ÷ _ X
" bits
sec x bits/word x (Titan + Gemini) words/period
or t" _ bit----_
The total words needed for timing all output data i s approximately 14 words for
an input rate tolerance of .O5% plus (t' +t, ) words for syrc difference t_me
and words for time of day.
Consider the case where
TotalW r (Titan) - 55x5 -275
To_wf (_) - 5OxlO -500
Totalwf (Aga) - Z25x_-500
thus t' = 8 x 275 = 53,900 usec
_b
and t" = 8 x (275x500) = 8 x 775 "152,000uec
b
The numbers of bits needed fer the above value of t' is 15 and for t" is 18 or
atotal of 33 bits for (t I + t") versus a total of 38 for the _orse case. It
should be obvious to the mos_ casual observer tha_ _.e aouv_ .vi_ _..=_ .=i_L.
heavily in favor of Agena or as in the general case is closer to t@O than t
-p, .25 sec.
4.5.3 Tim and Tolerance Format Consluaions:
It is obvious that only in the extr_ee cases will any saving occur with respect
to sy_c difference and, therefore, when weighed against program needed to save
these extra bit it would indicate that a fixed number of bits be reserved for
sync difference and tolerance and this number be such that it covers the worst
case. As indicated at the top of _age 30, this number should be at least 187
bite or 23 words containing 8 bits/word.
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AsS.J4 Teohniquee for Addreu Correlation of A_nohron0ue
The basis requirmaeat of an asynchronous llnk syuten is to be able to
determine which data parmaeter is being sent and its time of occurrence.
In order to provide ease form of identifi¢atie_ of an input paraneter
in the outpat link i% is necessary to provide address or identification
data in the c_tput data train. If a parameter occurs at the prime fr_e
rate or some m_ltiple of the prime frame rate it is only necessary to
identify the myn@ time of the prime frame. However in cases where the
sanpling rates are slower it is necessary to determine which prime or
frmm eonte_ the data unple. The following diagraB gives a pictorlal
insight to the problea.
Sync S_/nc Sync S_n_c
_'-Frame #l "L=' _I" _2 _"; '3"'I A _ _
If on17 time of the prime frameoccurence were known, it would be i_seible
to determine if parameter A or B is being ee_t. In order to locate the
slower Qr suo zrame par_rs It i_ r._c,_;_----_- to place =_n id.m_4_ieatiea
word or bit in the prime _came contalniag the slower speed sampling data.
In the Titan link the slowest sampling rate occurs at the priae frame rate
therefore no frame identificatic_ is neoeesary, However, in the
a_ Agena link_, there are sampling rates slower than the prime frame rate,
therefore identification bits are necessary. The slowest sub frame of the
Gendnin llnk is .h16 samples per second, therefore ide_ficatlea mint be
provided.
Sinoe the i0 block _ data/per frame of the output link are serial in
nature only the first block must be identified, the re_aining 9 blocks san
then be referen@ed to the first bloom or syno. The total time between the
smallest sub frame is
I i - 2.hob seoo_s
t - sampl_g rate "
During this sub frame period the total number of input prime frames is:
A-2h
Number of input prims frames = input prime frame rate
for one input sub frame input _zb frame rate
" 40 in t riae fraae see
0.J43.6 input sub frne/Jee
= 96 input prime frame/input sub. frame
It is only neoeesary to identify or tag erie out of every 10 input prime
frame per ou'tput frame 9 the total mmber of tag words are 96 tag words.
The number of bite required to generate the 95 different tag words are 7 bits.
The slowest sub frame of the Agena link is .25 sawples per second, therefore
identificatil must be provided. The 4 block of Agena data per frame of the
output link are serial in nature, only the first block must be identified.
The remaiaing 3 blocks can be referenced to the first block or sync. The total
time between the smalles sub frame is:
t = sampling rate = • = 4 secoadm
During this sub frame period the total n_uaber of input prime frames is
_umber of input prime frame
for _ae input _b frame
input prime frame rate
" input sub frame rate
16
- --- - hl,
.25
It is on_ necessary _v A,w_i_y _ _ ------=-::+._? --_-____f_1_ 4nrrat prime
frames per output frame. The total number of tag _rds are 64 tag words.
The nwnber of bits required to generate 64 different tag words are 6 bits.
A.5.5 Addrees Fost C_Clusi_s
The total n_ber of tag bits required for the symtem is the iu_ of the Gemi_
and Agena tag bit
Tt + TA= Trots l = 7 ÷ 6 = 13 bits
The following diagram shows a typical arrangement of tag bits in the output
frame:
AGENA TITAn[ Jl Al
_3 bits 4 bits
TITAN
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A.6 3ync Pattern
The selected sync pattern far the proposed _tem will be a 21 bit.
It is felt that this pattern gives the best probability figures with the
minimum number of bits. be total number of words between each prime frame
sync of the output channel is 1275. The total bit per output prime output
frame is:
Total bits - word/f rame x bit/w_r d
- 1275 x 8 - 10,200 bits
Since the output link will probably not be operating under canditimm as
severe as the Titan, Gemini, and Agena links, it is felt the optimum
compromise between rjnc time, and bandwidth utilizatiom and assuming a very
good hit rate accuracy of the output llnk, wl/l allow the use of a 21 bit
sync pattern for each prime frame of output data or a sync pattern every
10,200 bits.
A.7 Parity and _rror Correction
In an output of data __tch contains 5 Titan, 20 Gemini and h Agone input
frames, an incorrect data parameter should not be considered critical enough
to endanger the mAssion or cause a serlous loss of inte_ig4_e. It na_
not even be necessary to know that a parameter error has occurred during
an output fr_e. However, since it is relatively easy to place an overalZ
na_v bit in the output format, a parity bit will be added. It should be
noted that the parity checking circul_ wA,, one7 Ueteu_ _.= _,=._._ -_
odd nmaber of errors or an even number of errors, depending on the design
____+h_ n_+.v c_reuit.
Hore important cousideration will be given to time and address data since
an uncorrected error in this data could result in the misinterpretation or
loss of a complete output frame of data, therefore, not only is it necessary
to detect an error but the data bit in error should be corrected.
Consider as an example and address related words containing 'M' significant
bits, employing a code which will detect and correct any one bit error of
transmittal. This is done by adding 'K' check bits to each word, where the
message code including check bits 'K' chosen as follows: (I)
le Kuough 'K' checking bits must be supplied such that the following
equation holds true:
_ M+K+I
The various values of 'K' necessary for different values of 'M' are:
(i) R.H. Hamming, "Error Detecting and Error Correcting Codes",
Bell System Technical Journal.
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t@
tMt ,[, (__)
1 2
2-4 3
5-11 4
12-26 5
27-57 6
The (.'M' + 'K') bit positions are numbered from 1 to ('M' + 'K')
starting with the least significant bit.
The check bits must be chosen such that they serve as parity checks
for certain bit positions in the word, the check bits are listed
as follows:
Check Bits Bit Positions
Pc 1,3,5,7,9,11 ....... .......
2,3,6,7,10,ii i............
P2 4,5,6,7,12,13,14,15 .......
P3 8,9,10,Ii,12,13,14,15,24 ..
Pj_ 16,i7,i8,i9,20 ............
The general expression for the check bits as a functicm of bit location
_s as follows:
Check Bits Bit Positions
(2_),(2"+i),(_**2),....(2,_2_-i)
(23n),(23n+l)....etc.
A.8 Sub-_tation Samp_ Rate Compensation and the Utilization of
the Output Link as a Function of Parameter Sampling Rates
The Titan PCM data system utilizes 196 analog and 48 bi-level input channels
arranged as follows:
Parameters Rates (saaples/sec)
19 bOO
19 2OO
36 i00
_o
_o 20
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The bit rate is 172.8 K b/s and the format is as follows. The prime frame
contains 5 sub frames and is sampled 20 times per second. Each sub-frame
contains 6_ words and each word contains 27 bits and is divided into three
bit syllables. Each 8 bit syllable represents one date sample. The 8 bit
code is combined in descending order so that the first bit is most significant.
The Titan input link bit rate is faster (172.8 Kb/s than the output
bit rate (40.8 K b/s). The data reduction ratio is therefore determined aa
follows:
Titan Data Reduction Ratio =
Titan Input Bit Rate
= Total Output Bit - (Gemini & Agena) output bit rate
The minimum Titan data reduction ratio occurs when Gemini and Agena output
bit rates are zero and the maximum Titan Data Reduction Ratio occurs whea
Gemini and Agena output bit rate equal the total output bit rate or in other
words when the Titan output bit rate equals zero.
The Titan Data Reduction Ratio is
172 X b/s,
Hax.i.,mam(T ) . _O._X bls - 40._K b/s
z72 x b/s
,in.t,ma m_.R(T) = hO.8K b/s = _.25
u
In other words the data reduction ratio may vary Irom 4.z5 _o _ .
T.-._e f-'-"".___e__-:'__v_-_-,e _-_rl_ +.ha _ Titan data reduction ratio will be
w
considered.
The miaimum DRR is not a whole number and thus multiple of the prime rate a
direct reduction of Titan parameters cannot be realized, Since full utiliza-
tion of Titan data cannot be realized the question arises as to Just how much
utilization can be obt----_d.
The optimum format of the output link is found by dividing the highest data
rate by the Data Reduction Ratio and applyiag the remainder to the next lowest
data rate. Consider the fol_g:
19
Parameter(400 ) " _ = 4.5
The whole number part of the above equation represents the namber of 400
samples per sec parameters contained in the output link, convert the remainder
of .5 to the next lowerst sampling rate of 200 samples per second.
400.1.0
Parameter(200)(R) = .5 x 200
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adding this to the numberof parameters at the 200 samples per second rate
and again dividing by Data Reduction Ra_io.
Parameters(200)= _ = _,_ " 4-7
performing similiar operations on the remaining lower rates of i00, 40, and
20, the parameters of all rates can be found. The results are tabulated below:
Parameters Rates Saaple,/see
4 200
200
8 i00
8 2o
211 20
The remainder of .3 of the 20 sample per sec rate results in a blank in the
output data format every I or 1.66 seconds.
•3 x 20
The above arrangement may be varied in any combination such that the total
number of parameter remain a whole number.
The maximum loss o£ data for Titan wo_,J_doc__J__when the remainder of the
lowest rate due to various DRR approached 20 as a limit resulting in a blank
parameter every .05 seconds.
from each other then the utilization could be increased by a factor of five (5).
This technique will be included when calculating the total utilization efficiency.
However+ it wall no_ be impieuuolALOu in _+ +_+_I_A++A'_ Ai+'_+l;
The Titan does not contain sub-frame parameters _here as the Gemin and Agena
does, therefore, the discussion of sub-frame parameter will be limited to the
Agena and Gemini links onl_.
The Gemini programmer has a master frame and a prime sub-frame. The master-
frame consists of 160 words sampled 40 times per second. Higher rates can
be obtained by super coemutatian. However, the discussion will be limited
to prime and sub-prime rates. Ninety_six (96) master frames are required to
cycle through all data inputs (a requirement based on the prime sub-frame ratios).
The prime frame operates four times faster than the sub-frame and every tenth
word in the master frame9 starting after the sync word, will carry sub-frame
data.
The sub-frame consists of 6_ words each sampled ten times per second. The
sub-f rinse has further sub-commutation ratios of 8/1 and 24/1 which provides
sample rates at 1.25 ann .416 samples per second. Twenty-four sub-frames are
required to cycle completely all data inputs to this portion of the sub-system.
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The output link contains 10 blocks of Gemini data per period or 40 blocks of
data per second which is in synchronous with the Gemini prime frame rate of
40 samples per second, If the Gemini link can be totally utilized by the
combination of sub-fraDe parameter, it would seem obvious that the output link
having the same prime sampling rate _uld have total utilization of all outpu_
data locations. However 9 since the input rate is faster _han the output rate_
the number of parameters would be less by some ratio. The _inimaua ratio is the
ratio of the data rates. Consider _he minimum data reduction ratio.
in_ data rate = 51.2 - 1.25
Gemini minimum Data Reduction Ra_on - output data rate
Since this number is not a whole number nor is it a multiple of any of the sub-
sampling rates, a direct reduc_on of Gemini parameter cannot be realized.
Therefore, i_ll utilization of Gemini data cannot be rea_. The question
now arises as to Just how much utilization can be obtained.
The method for detemining the utilizat4on can best be shown by considering a
random selection of input parameters.
Parameters
,, J
Rate S_ples/sec
9 40
5 1o
17 1.25
18 .4i6
The optimum format for the output link is found by dividing the highest data
_+-_ ÷_. r_+_ wa_b_n_on Ratio of 1.25 and conver_ng _he remainder to the
ne_ lower rate. The _ehole number part .ill be the number o_ parame_rthat rate occurring in the output link, consider first the 9 parameters of the
Par  t  s(4o)= 9/1.25= 7.2
the whole number part is the number of 40 samples/sec par=aeter contained in the
output link, converting the remainder of .2 to the next lowest sampling rate of
I0 samples per second.
ParameterS(iO)(R ) = .2 x 40/10 = .8 parameter
adding this to the number of parameters at the I0 samples per second rate and
again dividing by 1.25
Parameters(10) = 5 + 8 = 5.8 - 4.6_
performing similar operatio_ in the remaining lo_r rates of I. 25 and .416,
the parameter of all Gemini rates can be found. The results are tabulated b elow:
Parameter Rates
4 16
17 1.25
16 .416
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The above arrangement maybe varied in any combim_on such that the number of
parmaeters remains a whole number. The max_ loss of data for Gemihi _u_
occur _hen the re_der of the lowest rate due to various values of _R
approached ._16 as a limit resulting in a blank parameter slot in the output
format every 2.4 seconds. The less of data is independent of the number ef
parameters in the input link. Here again this may be reduced by a factor of
ten (I0) by va_ the I0 C._inl block lengths _i_h an output frame by + 1
parameter.
The Agma link has an input data rate less than the output data rate, therefore,
the ,_,4w,u Data Reduction Ratio must be o_ (I) Nith blank paraeter location
filling the mused output location. The ma_ _ta Reduction Ratio is
as in 1_heTitan and Gemini llnk.
The maximum loss of data for Agena would occur _he_ the remainder of the lowest
rate due to various values of D.R.R. approached .25 as a limit resulting in a
blank parameter location in the output link every 4 seconds. This may be re-
duced by a factor of four (4) by varying _he four Agena block lengths with an
output frame by + 1 parameter. The data utilization loss of the three combined
links is the tota_ of the Tit_, Gemini and Agma Link utili_a_on losses.
m 20 + .416 + .25 + 20.666 Par/Sec
20 666 _ " "" """ " "_"s___
by varying the block length by + one p_ter_ the following utiliza_on loss
could be r_e_.
(total)- 20 + + .25 - 4+ + .o625
" 4.1041 parameter/sec or 32.8328 bits/sec.
or rounded off to 9 bits/output frame
A.9 Bandwidth Utilization Efficienc_
Bandwidth Utilization is defined as the number of hits available for the trans-
mission of data parameters as compared to the total number of bits. The bits
which represent the difference between the total number of bits and the hit
available for data transmission are used for correlating time, sab-fr_e identi-
fication_ bit rate tolerance compe_sation_ s_nc, error identification and cor-
rection_ and sampling rate compensation. The to_a_ bite required for ti_e_ sub-
frame ide_tification_ sync and error identification and correction _hich an output
link bit format requires are listed. The re_4ning hits are listed below:
For the Titan, G_aini and Agma case:
format - 297 bl t_
Data Overflow Compensation
Sampli_ Rate Compensation
Ii bits
9 bits
bits A-31
Conver_ng the non-data bits to words thns:
non-data _rds = 317 = 39 5 or _0 words/output frame
the bandwidth u_lizat_on efficiency is determined as follows:
in % - 1275-40 x I00 - 96. 
A.IO Extrapolation to a General Requirement
Previous discussion has centered c_ 3 known data channels (Titan, Gemini and
Age_a) however, consideration must be given to multi-channel, multi-rate and
synchronous syst_s. Consider five high prims raunber frame rate input cha_melm
having frame rates A, B, C, D, _ E end an output channel having a data rate
F. It has been previously slated that the period of the output channel (i.e.,
sync separation time) is dependent on _he ability to reconstruct each data
parameter from the signal. The maximum separation between _c pattern re-
cummended by e_erimenters is approximately I0,000 data bits. The sync rate
of the output link is, therefore
SRO " Output Syrn Rate - Output bit rate
I0,000
If we also assume that the prime frame rate is equal to the prise sync ratep then
Fro = Output frame rate = S = Output hit rate
po I0,000
In order to extract da_a lrom _ne ou_pu_ _aa_ £_ i_ ,,_oo=_j _hAt ....... r
of ti_, Fro must equal a whole n_ber.
_here N is same number less than IOpO00 which allows Fro to equal the minimum
possible _hQle number and F _d fro are expressed as per period rates, for
simplicity the period is chosen as om second.
In order to convert the input-output _st_us from a_mchronous to synchronous 9 it
is necessary that the input frame rates of each channel be divided by Fro be a
whole number. If the number is not a _hole _ber, then the effective rate must
be increased unt_l it is a who_s number. The whole number represents the n_er
of frames of the first channel which appears in each frame of the output channel.
FA = Input Fr ns,/Out utFrame = A. P + (fro - NA)
where A - is the f_ rate of the input channel in frames
per second
P- is in seconds/perlod
N - is a_ whole number between I _ fro _hich
makes R the _dlest possible
_hole tomb er.
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FUNCTION M BITS K BITS TOTAL
SYNC 21 - 21
TZ_A. TI.E OF DAY (_A) 34 6 40
TITAN SYNC TOLERANCE (D2) 6 4 IO
TITAN SDIC TOLERANCE (D 3) 7 )4 11
TZ_ s_.c TOLEranCE (D_) 8 h
_T,_ sr_c TOLEaA.CE (D5) 8 _ Z2
GEMINI CHANNEL SEPARATION AND ADDRESS 21 5 26
GEMINI SI"NC TOL. (D2' ) 5 4 9
GEMINI SYNC TOL. (D3' ) 6 4 iO
GE_r_.ISrNC TO_. (D_') 7 _ n
GEMINI SYNC TOL. (D_) 7 4 Ii
h n
_mnA_- SYNC TOL. _b J
GEMINI 5TNC TOL. (DT') 8 4 12
GEMINI SYNC TOL. (Ds:) 6 _ 12
n_J_-_'r ._-,_c,rnt. (n^'_ 8 4 12
GEMINI SYNC TOL. (DIo') 8 4 12
AGENA CHANNEL SEPARATION & ADDRESS 22 5 27
AGENA CHANNEL SYNC TOL. (D2") 6 4 i0
AGENA CHANNEL SYNC TOL. (D3") 7 4 Ii
AGENA CHANNEL SYNC TOL. (Dh") 8 4 12
2 S 5GUARD & PARITY
TOTAL SYNC, TIME, ADDRESS, ERROR CORRECTION AND PARITY BITS FOR ONE
OUTPUT FRAME IS: -------
297 Bits
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Similarly:
ro
Fc = C . P + (F_ - .o)
Fro
FD = D . P + (F_ = .p)
.....fro
FE =_ . P, (_'_=_)
fro
therefore, _he fommat for one output frame shall contain X input frm_ee where
the effective fraam utilization is
_@Ue i= (A +B + C + D+E) P
¢_' _/ P N_E¢_ =N
(A+B + 0 + D+E) P N-A
- - - r "........ _'_ ,,_.,
where K is _he number of input channels.
Consider the frame rates for three known input links) Titan, G_ni and Agena
and a 40.8 Kb/sec output llnk
Fro -4
RA(_±t") = A. P ÷ (fro = _A)
r_o
where P - I, fro = 4, and A " 20
RA = 20 xl +.4-N A) "= 20 = 5 where NA = 4)_ --_
"I;"
_c (_=_a)= z_ - _e_e c = ",_a=_Nc = )_
F.U. - (A* B+c)P
N-O
(fro " N) N =A A-34
since NC
(fre
NA
-N)-O
then F.U. - 100%
Consider a second example where the input frame rates are 13, 20 and 28 samples/
sec and the output data rate is 289000 bits/sec.
- -5 -
RB - 20 + (3 - NB) - 7 where N - 2
3 B
RC = 28 + (3 - NC) = i0 where NC - 2
3
F.U. 13 +20+ 28 = 61 = .94
13 + 2-_ 2_ +(2+I+1) &_
The ra_to of 6_/65 can be stated that for every 65 inpat frames/output frames
only 61 will represent true input fr_mss =_ 4 _--.1!cont___n no d&ta_
The effective _ separation utilization must also be oonsider_ It was noted
+_.__+.+_- -p_Imum _e separation must be reduced in order that F_ is a _prAme
number so that synchronization can be obtained. A-_ _-_ ._ ...........
is therefore
q.n. - S!rnc Separatl on
Max. Sync separauiu,, ..... -'-
The S.U. for the first case is 100% and for the second case is
S.U. - I_ " .93
In order to relate the frame and sync utilization to the overall system, it is
necessary to convert them to a bit and then to a bandwidth utilization factor.
The effect sync bit utilization loss is determined as follows:
S.B.U.L. = sy_c bits x (I - S.U.)
for the first case
S.B.U.L. - 21x (I.O- 1.0) - O
for the second case
S.B.U.L. = 21 x (I - .93) = 1.47 or 2 bits/fr_ms
The effect of frame bit utilization loss effect on B.U.E. is more serious.
F.B.U.L. - N x ( I - F.U.)
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For the first case
- - 0
For the second case
F.B.U.L. - 9,333 x (1-.94) - 560 bits
The decrease in bandwidth utilization efficiency, due to frame and sync
utilization less than unity, is determined as follows-
Non-Data Bits = F.B.U.L. + S.B.U.L.
B.U.E. (decrease) in percent - F.B.U.L.+S.B.U.L. = I00
for the case of three input channels wi_h frame rates of 13, 20, and 28 samples/
sec and an output channel with a data rate of 28_000 bita/sec.
B.U.E.(decrease) in percent - 562 x I00 - 6%
mf 3
A.II Design Criteria for the Block Burst Retransmission System
The optimum design and evaluation of the Block Burst Retransmission System is
based on the characteristics of the input snd output channels which enter and
leave the retransmission _stem. The characteristics are usually given and
the system umst then be designed and optimized around the characteristic
parameters. This section discusses the effect of variable multi-channel input
parameters on the retrans_ission system without restrictions on any of these
parameters. The following discussion will give step-by-step the criteria which
must be specified for the design of a blocked burst retransmission system, add
in addition the discussion establishes the basic equations for determiniaE the
limitations of the system as a function of the given parameters. System design
criteria are related to the selection of _he input given and output parameters which
must be optimized are listed as follows:
I. Period of output frame.
2. Input frames per output frame.
3. Address bits.
4. Data ratetolerance bits.
5. Channel Separation bits.
6. Time bits.
7. Error Correction and Parity chesk.
8. Memory capacity.
9. Data over flow compensation.
I0. Sub-ccm_utation compensation.
Ii. Bandwidth efficiency.
Retransmission eysta_l in which the total input data rate is greater than the
output data rate and in _hich data compaction techniques are not used, requires
the pre-selec_on of data parameters and their locations, conversely, the data
parameter not selected and their locations are then also known. Location of
non-selected par_aetere between the first selected parameter and the last selected
parameter are referred to as holes and will be used in determining memory storage
require_aents.
The more important parameter which must be specified in order to fully evaluate
the retransmission system are listed in the follawing table. It is assumed that
for any particular system evaluation, the par_eters are held constant.
Specified Parameters of the Retranmission System
Channel Data Rates Prime Fr_ae Rates Selected Words Selected Holes S_apl.Ra_e
Inmt1 F1 H1 SlSlSl--
Input. R. R. Wn Hn
Output R° To be calculated Wo NA
A.II.I General Output Word Format
The retrar_ssion output link contains the data parameter and the time of
occurrence nf tb_ oar_matar. In order to provide this ir_or_tion _th the
optimum bandwidth utilization, it is necessary to devise a special format for
the retrans_ission systems output. The output format for retrans_tting input
channel nu_er, one contains data parameter words grouped as to prime frame
number, an output tim word and _nc deviation word. The tiz_ _d deviation
words ar_ used to locate the prime frames _th respect to tinm. The actual
par_ueter selection routine of _he programmer deter_nes the location of t_
pa_eter _rlthin the frame. T_nisinfor_tion must also be available at t_
data reduction site to properly locate _he selected parameter wit_ respect to
time. In addition address (frame) identification is provided at the beginning
of the block of frays of the char_. The for_t for the remair_i_ in_t
c_nnels is si_lar to t_ first except they contain channel seperation words
instead of a ti_e of day word. The time of occurrence for the first frame of
these input channels is determined by summing the time of day word of the first
channel with the channel separation word of the channel under evaluation.
A.II.2 Period of 0ut_t Frame
It _as been previously stated the period of the output channel (i.e., output
sy_c separationttA_) is deper_ent on the ability to reconstruct each data para-
meter, _herefore, from experimental data
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So(oUtput syr_ rate) = fo(OUtput frame rate) = P_/K
or T (pe od) - x/RoP
where K is any whole number less than i0,000 and divisible by 8 which allows
fo to e qual the minimum possible whole number and _here Ro and fo are ex-
pressed in per period rates.
The separation between sync for the ideal syst_, is Ro/N where N=IO, O00, how-
ever, in order to synahronize the asynchronous input channels it is necessary
to reduce the value of N. This reduction prevents the full utilization of Sync
separation allowable, therefore, a sync utilization loss results. This loss is
determined as follows:
Sync Separation Loss (,(k) = (I._ - S_r_ Separation )
_!ax.Sync.Separ.Allow.
(I.O- N )
The sync utilization efficiency in percent (_K) can be determined from_,K
A.II.3 Input Frames p_r Output Frames
Synchronous t_ming periods are necessary if a time of occurrence data is not
sent for every parameter. In order to convert the retransmission system from
asynchronous to synchronous, it is necessary that the input frame rates of each
channel divided by Fo equal a whole number. If the number is not a whole number
then the frame rate must be increased by introducing blank frames, until it is a
whole number. The resulting whole number represents the number of frames of the
input channel plus blank frames which appear in each frame of the output chanr_l.
The difference between the initial rate and the new rate divided by the new rate
is the frame utilization loss. The fr_e utilization loss subtracted from unity
is the frame utilization factor.
The frame rate required for synchronizing the input channels to the output channel
is determined as follows:
AN = input frames/output frame
= FN + (Fo - BN)
F
o
where FN is the frame rate of the input channel
BN is any .hole number between I and Fo which
makes AN the smallest possible _hole number.
The new effective frame rate for synchronization of the input channel to the
output channel is FN'and is determined as follows:
FN' " FN + (Fo- BN)
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The frame utilization loss is determined as follows:
n=e@ n= P
nm eO _b_F g
FN n=_
.1 --i FN
n--_., n_l
The frame utilization efficiency is percent (_ f) can be determined from_ f
FN÷E'o- zoo
- (i - _F ) I00
The system designer should exercise care wherever possible in the selection of
the input and output channel parameters in a multi-channel system. The selec-
tions should be made to optimize the sync and fr_ne utilization efficiency.
A.II.4 Address (Frame Identification)
The basic requirement of an asTnchronous system is to be able to detemine
which data par_eter is being sent as well as its time of occurrence. The
identification of an input parameter in the output channel requires some form
of address or identification in the output format. If a parameter occurs at
a prime or super commutation rate, it is only necessary to provide time of
sync as a means for determining time of sync. For ahannels which have sub-
comm_tated data rates, it is necessary to determine which prime (main) frmae
contains the sub-comnutated parameter. In order to locate the sub-commntated
parameters, it is necessary to place an identification word at the beginning
of each block of output data from a channel. The word would identify only
the first frame of the blocks. Since the following frmues occur in arithmetic
progression identification could be obtained by referencing the first frame.
The rn_er of input pxime fr_nes for one input sub-frame is:
PN " _ rate
The number of bits (lo) requiz_d for address (frame) identification is determined
as follows: (lo)A . p_,
A_
(Io)A log I0 2 = lOglo PN
log Pn
(_'l°jA= _-_---2 where (lo)A is the closest larger whole
nt_bere
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The bandwidth utilization efficiency in percent _Adue to the address word is:
--_A " K - (IoI + Io2 + Io3 + . . ..ION)A x I00
i
K
qA - (I - (IoI + Io2 + Io3 . . IoN) A xlO0
The bandwidth utilization loss (O<A) due to the address can be determined in
terms of _A. N=
The effect of_A will be small when compared to other losses, however 9 the
system designer shou3d consider sub-prime co_,utation rates which cause Io to
be equal to or slightly less than a _hole number for if In is slightly larger
than a whole number then the next larger whole number mus% be used.
A.II.5 Data RateTolerance
,i
Once tame is established at the start of a block of frames of input channel "N"
it is only necessary to determine the deviation in the known input data rate in
order to dete_ine the ,tame of occurrence, for any input data parameter. The
deviation can be the result of frequency drift, doppler shift or other similar
causes. The main canse of deviation, however, is due to frequency drift of the
bit rate osc_llator of the data gathering systeu. The maximum _me deviation
per frame is detemined as follows:
Deviation(max.)/frame = Data rate tolerance x prims frame rate.
In order to determine the deviation in time between the time or channel separation
word and a particular frame (N) of the channel it is only necessary to multiply
the deviation per frane by the number of frames _N-I) between the time or channal
separation word and the frame in question.
Total deviation (max) - Data rate tolerance x prime frame
rate x (N-I) or frame (N)
The maximum time deviation for a given frame is formulated into a deviation word
and placed at the beginning of each frame. The following table is the time
deviation for n frames.
A-_O
Frame No.
Fru_ #I
" 2
" 3
Deviation Word Deviation Word Number
Time of Day (Channel Seperati_)
De_iation/fr_ae x I
" x2
#i
#2
#3
Frame N
The number of bit
follows:
Deviation/frmne x (N-I) #N
(Io)t required for the time deviation word is determined as
2 I o - Deviation word
(Io) t - lo_ (deviation _rd_ Where I o is the closest larger
log 2 whole number.
The normal amount of bits required for deviation _rds are extr_aely small wb_
compared to the bits required for time of da_ words, however, since the devia-
tion words is directly related to the bit rate tolerance and the number of
frames per block, it is essential that the system designer st_ve to keep the
input rate tolerance tight and the _ fr_ae rate to some common multiple of
a low prime number.
The band_dth utilization efficiency in percent Nt d_e to bit rate tolerance is:
wI T = K
K - (lo2 + lo3 + lo4 +...... ION_
ICC
where (Io) T represent
the devia6lu** wui_-__i%_.
_i (102 + + I°N)__ _ n'n._"q - loo - • Io3 .... 1 i,og
K " -_ ILog--'_-_loo
The bandwidth utilization loss (_T) due to bit rate tolerance can be determined
in terms of _ T
n-_ Log(Dev)N
_T" _ 2 KLog2
A-_4.1.
A.II.6 CHannel Separa_on Word
The previous discussion centered on establishing t£me of occurrence for an
individual frsme _ithin the first input channel using the time of day word
at the beginning of the output fr_e _d the bit rate tolerances of the input
channel. Once time of occurrence for the beginning of each successive block
is established then the frame timing can be accomplished in similar manner.
The time of occurrence of a block can be determined by summing the time of
day word amd the time separation between the first block and the data block
under consideration. The ma_dmum tim separation is the period of the output
frame where
_p(period)- K
-i--
o
The channel separation word must have the caplhility of handling the max. time
separa_ on (Tp).
The max. hits required for channel separation iDrd is determined as follows:
i
2 (_) S = Separa_on Time Word (Tp)
log T_ _here Io is the closest larger whole number and
log 2 lhere n represents the block number.
The bandwidth utilization efficiency is percent}@
separation word is: _ s
due to the channel
. K - (lo2 + Io3 + .....Ions
ttl i,,7 wl_
(lo2 + lo3 ÷-...IoN)s _
K _ x iOO
-_"2 K/s" -n=2 K |Log 2 l/
The bandwidth utilization loss ( ) due to the address can be determined in
terms of
n=_
= KILog2 I
- zoo(z
_s'l-y_
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A.II.7 Time Word
The time of occurrence of the first syac within the period is detected
and used to generate the time word. The time w_d will contain units
of hours, minutes and second and will be measured to an accuracy of
one microsecond. The number of bats required for the complete time
word is tabulated as follows:
Number System Bit Location Total Bits
Hours Min. Sec.
i) Binary coded decimal 6 7 31 44
2) Straight Binary wihh
separation between units
of hrs. M_n., and Sec.
5 6 26 37
3) Straight binary with no
separation
37
The number of bits listed above are based on a maximum number of 24 hours,
60 minutes, and 60 seconds.
Since the primary interest is in transmitting the maximum data within a
period rather than _t_ndardizing the time for-_at, only *_^ o._ ....÷o_
which uses the least number of output data bits yet has some form of
time separation will be considered.
The bandwidth utilization efficiency in percent t_% cue _o _ne Cim_
word is:
K IOO TL - Time Word
The bandwidth utilization loss
in terms of _ :
t
_t due to the address can be determined
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A.II.8 _.rror Correction and Farit_ Check
An incorrect data parameter should not be considered critical enough to
endanger the mission or cause a serious loss of intelligence. It may
not even be necessary to know that a parameter error has occurred during
an output frame, however, since it is relatively easy to place an over-
all parity bit in the output format, a parity bit is added.
More important consideration is given to time and address data since an
uncorrected error in this data could result in the mininterpretation or
loss of a complete output frame of data, therefore, not only is it necessary
to detect an error but the bit in error should be corrected.
A single bit error can be corrected using an error correction code containing
"K" checking bits. The number of "K" bits for "N" bits of data are listed
in _he following table.
Data Bits Correction
I 2
2-4 3
5-11
-26 5
27-57 6
?! |I
11 II
'N' :K:
The correction bits. _hen considering bandwidth utilization efficiency
or loss are included as a part of the data words.
A.II.9 Memory Capacity
The total storage required ,n, input channels not considering overlap
of memory access between input and output, is determined as fellows:
Tn' is the whole number part of Tn and Tn - (T n - Tn' )
Tn =_o * 8 _Wnl_--_l-_÷ _ + _nSnK
The definition of the parameters are as follows:
Sn - Sync rate of input channel n
Wn - Words per frame of input channel n
Rn - date rate of input channel n
Ro - data rate of output channel
Hn - word gaps between first and last selected data parameter of
a frame of channel n.
The time parameters Tn' and Tn"
follows:
Tn = Tn' + Tn"
are functions of Tn and are defined as
Where Tn is the time between the start of data storage of channel n and
the start of data read out. Tn' is the whole number part of Tn while
Tn" is the remainder.
The parameter Tn is determined from the following equation
Tn = Tp ÷ Tx * T(slip) -T t
_o K and, Tx is the receiver timewhere Tp is the period of time Or_o
less the transmit time of one frame of channel n. T(slip) is the input
frame granularity i and Tt is the output time of input data channel n.
I I
8 Wn Sn K. 8 WmSnKEo
combining and solving for tn
Tn- + 8 . 1 _H n +_ + Ro2
The maximum data loss due to data overflow compensation is determined
as follows.-
Data loss/output frame :
n-i Fo Rn(mx) Wo
%there
The data utilization loss
Rn
Rn
Ro
Fo
Wn
Wo
_D
(max) is the max. input data rate for channel n
(rain) is the rain. input data rate for channel n
(max) is the max. output data rate
is the output frames per second
is the number of words of channel 'n' per output frame
is the total number of words per output framB
is determined as follows:
oC
D"
Data loss/output frame
Total Data/output frame
Data loss/output fra_
8Wo
n _n(mx) - Rn(m_) _o(min)OCD-" _ .....
n_l 8 Fo Rn(max) W20
A.]I.II Sub-commutation Compensation
The loss due to sub-co_utation compensation can be controlled by the
proper selection of par_eters and data rates• The general PCM data
system when n_ considering para_ters priorities is arr_ged as foll_s:
Input Parameters Rates (samples/sec. )
Xn Sn
-°n c#
_n -Lq
"• Sn
Ill MI
Xn Sn
etc. Sn(lowest)
The Data Reduction Ratio is determined as _ollows:
DI%_{ = Channel n input bit rate
Output bit rate - output bit rate for all channels other than n
A-h6
Wo
Wo
as Wn-_O
Min. DRR =
J
Wo
as Wn ----_ Wo
Consider the following:
Parameter(Sn) = XnE_ =Y_n
The whole number part of Y represents the number of S(n) samples
per seconds parameters contained in the output link, converting the
remainder to the next lowest sampling rate.
Parameter (Sn') (remainder) = Yn - _r " R'
: X, t _'
Parameter Sn " " DRR ' " Y Yn
!
again the whole number part Y represents the number of Sn' samples
per sec. parameters contained in the output link. The above steps
are repeated until all parameters rates are accounted for.
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The remainder of the last conversion represents the u_lization loss due to
sub-prime samp3_Ing rates. The maxlmsm par_aeters loss for channel n would
occur _hen the remainder of the lowest rate equals the magnitude of the
lowest rate as a final value.
Therefore, the utilization loss in bits per frame is determined as follows:
n TM
UL " _ Sn (lowest) x 8
n=l Fo
nuo@
o6 R _ s. (lo_st)
nuI FoWo .
A.II.02 Bandwidth Utilization Efficienc_
The total bandwidth utilization loss is determined by summing the utilization
loss due to formattirg and compensating factors, determined in previous pRra-
graphs.
o( BUL (_t_) - _(S• _F • "_A• _ _C_ _E_ _ _ @CR
where @_S is the sync synchronous loss
_F is the frame utilization loss
_A is the address utilization loss
_,T is the rate tolerance utilization loss
_ is the channel separation
oCt is the time word utilization loss
_6 E is the error correction u%iliza_on loss
_D is the data overflow compensatLng utilization loss
R is the sub-commutation compensation utilization loss
The total bendwidth efficiency is determined as follows:
(band_idth)(total) = ( i- BUL(total) ) I00
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GENERAL:
This document prescribes the requirements and specifications
for a computer program which will demonstrate the feasibility
of the Periodic Burst Technique.
PURPOSE:
The purpose of the study was to examine a technique for retrans-
mitting telemetry data taken from three different input links.
This program will test this technique by processing simulated data
from three tape stations, sampling and reformatting that data via
the predetermined format routine, and outputting to a fourth tape
drive.
PROGRAM PHILOSOPHY:
B-3.1 Discussion
The input data will be taken from each of three tapes
transports which will hold data recordings similar to
transmissions from Titan, Gemini, and Agena telemetry
links.
The different data rates from each of the missiles, 172.8
kilobits per second for Titan, 51.2 kilobits per second
for Gemini, and 16.384kilobits per second for Agenawill
be scaled so that the data rate for Titan is three times
that of Gemini, and that for Agena is one-third of Gemini.
Table B-I
Vehicle Real Data Rate-KBPS Scaled Data Rate
Titan 172.8 172.8
51.2 51.2(rez)
Agena 16.38h 17.07
Vehicle Data Rates
The actual data input rate will be about one-quarter that of the
scaled data rate since the peak input data rate is limited by the
computer to 41.7 kilobits per second.
The input data will have been addressed prior to introduction to
the computer as if it was the output of the PCM decammutator.
The data will then be reformatted into the format dictated by
the program.
Output will be on tape.
A variation of the internal timing rate will be possible.
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B-3.2 Advantages
The program will demonstrate the capability of the routine
of selecting parameters from three different sources running
as_hronously, and retransmitting them by the periodic
burst technique.
The f_asibility of varying the innut rate and ths ability
to reconstruct a time base will be demonstrated.
B-3.3 Exclusions
The primary limitation in demonstrating a real-time data
handling s_stem is the Simulation of the varialle, _+0.05%
on Titan, data input rate. Inasmuch as the input tape
recording cannot be varied at will (and if the input rate
could be varied, the input buffer would restore the data
to the computer determined rate), an artifice of defining
everything in times of periods (nominally of 102 bits dura-
tion) and varying the period by +1%), will demonstrate the
usefulness of the guard bit.
A second problem occurs in meeting the input data rates.
The input rates cannot be simulated exactly due to the
limitatlon on the tape input speed. Therefore, a read-
in rate one-eighth of the maximum (Titan) rate resulted.
The output rate close_ simulates the required rate for
the communications link although the figures are cir-
cumstantia_ at this point.
The data processing rate for the computer is certainly
within the telemetry input specification since the basic
transfer rate is on the order of 2 microseconds (500
Kbits per second).
The simulation of the wrious data rates has been approach-
ed closely by varying the ratios of useful to total data
(input) _j the ratios 9:3:1.
Real telemetry data has not been used primarily because the
actual computer input assumes that the PCM data has been
decommutated and addressed. Also, a number of sub-com_utated
channels have been dropped since they add little to the
reformatting problem.
The input to many of the channels has been held constant to
simply the analysis of the results.
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In using a number of tane decks which are part of a
working system, the bit-by-bit variation between input
channels which would result using three actual telemetry
sensors will not occur. The very syncing 6f the tape
drives by the computer will tend to make the input data
less variable than in the final system.
INPUT DATA:
B-4.1 Tape Recorder Data
B-4.1.1 General
Tape Recorder Data will be from three tape
statio_, simulating the Titan, Agena, and
Gemini missiles. The ratio of data words
will be 9 Titan words to 3 Gemini words to
I Agena word.
B-4.1.2
By scaling upwards:
(a) 3 Gemini words/%mult time ....51.2 KBPS
(b) 9 Titan words/unit time ....153.6 EBPS
172.8KBPS
(incl.sync)
(c) I Agena word/unit time ..... 17.1 _PS
as compared to 16.384 KBPS in reality.
Data Format
B-h.I.3
Data will be a format similar to that which would
emerge from the decommutator (after addressing).
Data willbe in 36 bit standard binary format.
Tape should be in high density.
General Word Format
The general format will be the same for all
data words:
Bit position # 1-9 First channel address
10-18 First data word
19-27 Second channel address
28-36 Second Data word
B-4.1.4 Specific Word Identification
Data which is transcribed on each of the tapes
will follow the patterns listed below. For
purposes of simplicity the mechanical analog
of the format, the sub-commutation format_ has
been used.
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c_
H
pr_
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The format for making up the input data tapes should be cmpable of
allowing different simulated data information to be substituted into
some of _he data channels.
B.4.1.4.1 Agena Data
B.4.1.4.1.I Simp__on
For purposes of the demonstration, the Agena sub-commutation format
will be simplified (see figure B-l). Sub-frame C and the last two
parts of sub-f_e B will be dropped.
B.4.1.4.1.2 Specific Channel Contents
Main channels 4-128, with the exception of 16, 17, 32, 48, 64, 80, 96,
112, and 124, should contain the channel number itself. The same will
hold for sub-fraae A. The excluded channels are those which lead to
sub-comwmtated rates. Sub-channel B should follow the same assignment
pattern. Channel I contains sync which i s shown in Figure 3.2.17 en-
titled Agena Telemetry, PCM Systen Synchronization Words.* Note that all
commutation rates are met.
B.4.1.4.2 Gemini Data
B.4.1.4.2.1 Simplifica_ on
All but one of the sub-co_nutated pick-offs has been eliminated. This
is sho_ in Figure B-2, Sinplified Commutation Format GeNini Telemet_.
As in the case of Agena, at least one sample of all commutation ratea
has been maintained.
B.4.1.4.2.2 Specific Data Conte_ts
The channel number, as before, should be encoded in the channel.
B.4.1.4.3 Ti_ Da_
B.4.1.4.3.1 Discussion
The Titan forint is unique to this study in that super-commutation
instead of sub-commutation is used. See Figure 3.3-4 (Titan Launch
Vehicle Commutation Format) and Table 3.3-5 (not included). Yn order
to simplify the data encoding, the Commutation Format has been modified
to a sub-commutated version, see Figure B-3-4-5. A check of this against
Figure 3.3-5 will show the results to be identical. A word should be
read from each of -3,-4, and -5 in turn and thrc recycle. For e_ple,
177 on-3 178 on-4, 179 on-5, then back to 180 on-3.
* All Figure numbers _hich do not contain the Appendix B designation
refer to those figures in the original specification.
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B.4.1.4.3.2 Simplification
Modifying the data pattern to yield one of each sampling rate
produces the re_its _ Figure B-3-4-5. New channel assigmnente,
running from 196 through 220, have been inserted in the now vast
channels.
B.4.1.4.3.3 Specific Channel Contents
The channel number should appear in all channels, including the re-
numbered ones, except channel 190 which will cont_n a digitized
E.C.G. signal.
Parameter Cards
B.4.2.1 Channe_ Identifica_on Cards
B.4.2.1.I Description
The cards will give the chosen channel numbers, which could vary from
1-511, and the data source. The actual channel numbers can be picked
using the tables in the Appendix on charnel addressing. (The correct
channel mix _nd order of channel call-up must be chosen prior to the
test). The tim_ difference between sync and the output of interest
will also be listed on the card. This time difference will be used
to reconstruct the time _rd when the tape is replayed. The time
differences for eaah channel can be computed using the Commutation
foraats, Figures B-I through B-5. For example, on Gemini, channel
120 occurs:
120 revolutions I
hO re_lutions/sec = O.018 seconde
after sync.
B.4.2.1.2 Data Format
Bit positlcn # 1-9
10-11
12 -28
-49
5o -51
52-68
First channel address
Vehicle data source
First channel tDiff
Second channel address
Vehicle data source
Second channel tDiff
B.4.2.2 Timing Variation Cards
The card uill have the chosen clock rate, 100---104 bits
Bi_ position # 1-3 Clock rate
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B.4.3 Time of Day Recorder Tape
B.4.3.1 Time of Day Corr_la_on
B.4.3.1.I _se
A simulated time of day is dupped on a tape. This time will be compared
with sync from each of the three missile data channels, and a time of
missile ync will be derived and stored. This time will then be used at
a later time to find the period-by-period time scale and variation.
B.4.3.1.2 Format
The T.O.D. will be in hours, minutes, seconds, and micro-seconds. The
number of bits to be used is 37*, _hich is divided as-
Period Hours
Max. No. of Units 23
Number of Bits 5
Minutes Seconds Microseconds
59 59 I06-1
6 6 20
B.4.3.1.3 Coding
B.4.3.1.3.1 Fnilosophy
At the mxim_ rate of data input, 41.7KBPS at 36 bits per data block,
approximately 1,158 data blocks will appear per real second (if this
data is at the same density as telsmetrydata), or 9,611 data blocks per
data second (at the 8.3.-1 scale factor). The precision of the time block
is governed by the number of time blocks per data block since the length
of a data second has already been fixed by the required sampling rates
of the telemetry data. If all 36 bits/data block were used for a time
word, the word could be read to a precision of (approximately) I second/
IOK time blocks - I00 microsecor_s. If only 18 bits were needed, the
precision would be I second/20K time blocks - 50 microseconds. However,
those 18 bits would have to be proportioned to give 15 bits for micro-
seconds, to count up to I,OOOK microsecond/5Omicroseconds = 2OK and only
3 bits for seconds. The second code would have to recycle every 4 seconds.
4 Time Bits Used
in 36 Bit Data Word
Table B-2
Breakdo_m
Precision Related (This D_ons)
ef Time Time Inc. Hrs._in.Sec.uSec.
word zoo 5 6 6 .,9*
*For this demonstration only 36 bits will be used.
maximum number of hours to be used will be 15.
Legend
*Not all
needed
Therefore, the
Table B-2 (Cont'd)
B.5
18 2 Time Word
= I wor 50 2oK -3 15
24 = 3 Time Word 66 2/3 15K 4 6 14
2 Data Word
27 = 4 Time Wo_ 75 13.3K i 6 6 14
3 Data Word
Timing Bit Breakdown
The precision of the time error which will be detected (in the inter-
laced system) will be-
+ I bit x 50,000 microseconds =_ 500 microseconds
m
102 bit period
Note that in real system precision 0.05% x 50,000 microseconds - 25
microseconds. Since even the coarsest unit, i.e., one time _rd per
data word, gives a precision five times that of the minimum error
precision, that will be used.
B.4.3.1.3.2 Mechanization
In order to keep the time scaling linear between points, a more exact
precision which approaches 104 microseconds per block must be used.
For example: Block Number Time Period
I loh:3m: 23s :123,400
2 :123,504
3 :123,608
4 :124,712
B.5.1 Output Tape:
B.5.1.1 General
The output data tape represents the merged outputs of the three input
tapes. As such it mnst be responsive in some fashion to the input data
rates, for if the rate falls below the specified rate (of 40.SKBPS
scaled), the memory will .overflow.,. If the rate exceeds the scaled
output data rate, care must be taken, especially in the blocked system,
that readout does not occur before memory read-in load in reaches the
specified point.
B.5.1.2 S ng
For the Interlaced System - the slot sizes vary between 29 and 37 bits
with some 40 hit entries. Therefore, a standard 36 hit w_rd will be
adapted to the slot size. The 37 hits and 40 bit entries will be short-
ened. Since three slots make up a standard 102 Interlaced Format period,
 -14
CONTAINS
_0,20,iO,i.0,O. 25 SPS
DATA
20S
CONTAINS20,iO_1.25,
I.O,O._I6SFS
DATA
80 SPS
16 SPS
3 i
SLOT B
SPS
200 SPS IOO SPS 2OSPS
FIG. B-6 PERIODIC BURST COMMUTATION FORMAT
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three standard (108 bit) data block _Ii be equal to this. Since both
the input and output tape does have the same data capacity 9 the output
data scaling is:
(8.3 input data
_rd soalin_
153.6 - rood Titan rate 102 bits
IO_ bi% s
" 14.7 and only one out of every
15 output blocks is data.
I data block
2' inm da. 
_rds
B.5.1.3 _
In the _nal-type system, a number of control signals _u_d have to be
sent at some time which would identify some significant point in the
data message so that points, such as sync, cou!d be identified. In
this demonstration, no such command exists and, therefore, coding to
identify specific data blocks will be assigned. Since the sub-eo_utated
channels of the Agena and Geuini carry their own sub-frame identification,
it will only be necessary to identify the twenty period between Titan
syr_. Therefore, a code ranging from i to 20 (5 bits) will be used to
identify the 20 dat_ blocks (0 will be reserved for non-data blocks).
Program Operation
B.6.1 Time of I_y Correlations
The first bit of (Titan) sync will be compared with the specific T.O.D.
This information should then be seat to mes_. Only the last 18 LSD bits
of Agena and Gemini will be used in %he Burst system. As each additioml
time of sync occurs it should be compared with the previous time of sync,
and this difference minus the standard period length will be stored as
the deviation.
Titan devia_on - Tn - tn_ 1 - 1/20 in seconds
Gemini deviation- Tn - Tn-I - 1/40 in seconds
Agena deviation - Tn - Tn-I - 166 in seconds
B.6.2 Sync Counter
Successive sync pulses are to be counted in order to • stablish the format
and the sub-frame rates:
B.6.2.1 Titan
A 5 bit counter is str_bed by the Titan sync. The counter is capable of
counting the twenty sync frames which occur in a second.
B.6.2.2
A 7 bit counter will count the 96 consecutive occurrence of Gemini sync.
The information in this counter could be compared with the prims sub-frame
address. For example:
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Sync Counter
Decimal Binary
MSD LSD
Prime Sub-Frame Address
De_a_ Binary
95 Ioliiii 23 1o111
B.6.2.3 Agena
A 7 bit counter will be enabled to count the 80 syno pulses
which determine the sub-frame ratio.
B.6.3 Internal Syac _erator
An internal oscillator generates a sync pattern _ich precedes each_ta
period _d identifies the start of this period.
Pattern - A 24 bit _nc pattern is generated every 1/20 second.
pattern is:
5 4 3 New bit_
The
000001101101011110111001
The sync Burst oscillator is initially triggered by the Tit_ s_nc
(delayed) and thereafter free-_ns.
B.6.4 Address Comparator
Addresses from the parameter cards are compared with those on the tape.
The selected data is sent to msmory.
B.6.5 Data Extraction and Storage
As each piece of data is derived from each of the three tapes, it should
be placed in memory. (It will be necessary to have recycling memories
for both s yst_as and we may want to have specifAc storage spots for each
piece of data.)
B.6.6 Frame Development
B.6.6.1 Frme Size, Normal
Normally the data output ahould be arr_ged as:
B.6.6.1.I First Period, 21, 41, etc.
(a) Slot a - 29 hits
(b) Slot b - 4o bits
(c) Slot c - 33 hits,
Y_ hits
including guard bit
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B.6.6.1.2 All Other Periods - 2 thru 20, etc.
(a)_Slot a - 37 bits
(b) Slot b - 32 bits
(c) Slot c -33 bits
B.6.6.2 Frequency Varying Case
The capability should be included for varying the length of slot c by
+I (abo t+
B.6.6.3 Parameter selection
For purposes of the demonstration, the psue_ 80SPS and 20SPS channel data
which is to be in slot A will be specified in terns of the acceptable
channel mixes of 40, 20, I0, 1.25, I.O and 0.416SPS. Data as follows:
(See Output Format Figure):
Data _mment
First Psuedo-8OSPS Channel
, 20SPS "
Second 20SPS "
Third 20SPS "
Fourth 20SPS "
_ivided into 4-20SPS Channels(Not really)
Burst Sync (Not really involved)
24-o.4i6sPS Channels - I -IOSPS Channel
8 - 1.25SPS Channels - I -IOSPS Channel
I- 20SPS Channel
2nd, 3rd Psuedo - 80SPS Channels Already Specified
4th Fsuedo - 80SPS Ghannel 20 - I.OSPS Channels
3 - 20SPS Channels
5th Psuedo - 8OSPS Cha_s 2 - 40SPS Channels
The number of sub-commutated channels which are presently encoded are:
Sampling Rate SPS Number of Channels
o- 6 (5/',_2) zh
0.2 80
1.0 128
1.25 a
20(n,an) 20 __
20 Not
_O(Titan) 10
4o z._9
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If delay between Titan sync is greater than 581 microseconds and less
than 2250 microseconds after Burst sync :
(a) Load t_me of Titan sync into slot lb.
(b) Load all called for slots into memory.
(c) Switch memory and readout 4 - 400 SPS data into slot Ic.
Load other channels similarly.
B.6.8 Data Sequencing _0d Retransmission
a. Sense internal Burst s_nc and insert into slot la.
b. Titan data - load parameters as follows:
(I) Time of Titan sync into lb,
(2) Insert other parameters as demonstrated in Data Format.
c. Agena data - as under b.
d. Gemini data - as under b.
Table B-3
Slot
IA
Data Word Oount Data Pardoning Bit Counts Bits Used Block Count
mocks Used
Burst Syno 24 Burst Syno 24 ' _
Titan Index 5 Titan Index 5 2
2A,3A Time of Agena Time of Agene
Gemini Sy=c 26 _ Sync 25 9
Index 7 Index 7 3
Extra 4 _ I_-
All 4 8-Rit Word
Other
A Slots
37 4 8-Bit Words 32 12
IB Time of Titan
Sync 37
Titan Sync 36 12
All 8-Bit Words
Other
B Slots
37
All 4-8 Bit Words 32
C Guard Bit I
33
4-8 Bit Words
3-8 Bit Words
1-8 Bit Word
Plus Guard Bit
32 12
24 9
9 3
33 12
All Simula_on Output Slots are 36 Bits Long - Blocking of Output Data.
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Bp7 Data Repl_
In deciphering the output data tape, care must be taken to insure that each of the
data channels can be separated and interpreted. To accomplish this9 the format
for both the Interlaced and Blocked will be arranged to conform to the IBM 36 bit
word and the actual representation of the twelve bit words that it can be broken
into. The organiza_on of this will be as follows:
To read out a particular parameter,(a)Idmtify Burst syac (one out of every sixty
blocks) by its particolar patternj(b)The parameter of interest will be some known
number of IN data blocks (data slots) after Burst sync. Similarly_ the parameter
can be located within the data block by a kmy;(c)Time of each param2ter can be
established using the _me of that period and _hen reconstruc_ng time (as sholn
in C).
To find out the time at _hich any one channel was strobed out, to the t_me of
sync should be added the t_me differa_ce between the sync and the channel readout
plus the error in time syncing:
tn = tsync + tdiff (I + tdev )
The time of sync and the time deviation is available from memory. The period
between syncs in a constant for each channel, 1/20 second for Titan, 1/16 for
Agena, and 1/40 second for Gemini. The location of a channel _ith respect to the
total number of channels varies from vehicle to vehicle. This difference param-
eter should be an input.
The general formula for constructing the time code is:
_re %L " the time of occurrence of the lowest sync rate
which occurs at 1/20 second intervals for Titan,
0.416 seconds for Agena, 0.20 for Agena.
since its the deviation tame over one period.
The tDiff term represents the offset from sync a_d is:
Where TH
SL =
S -
a
b i
c
tI)iff " TH ____a+b+c
S
= the pe_od of highest saapling rate
= highewt sampling rate
lowest s_mPling rate
sampling rate of channel 6f interest
variable multiplier
0 a (S/ST -I)
sub-frame number minus I ef channel of interest
o b (Sisals- l)
location in parts of highest rate re_lution of channel of interest
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Example: Assume that we want to readout channel 169, a 2OOSPS channel which
is in the second sub-frame number in the fourth of 16 channell (in
the 400SPS commuta_Lon format).
t2_ff = TH (_S- a+ b • c)
I 40C6m
_ channel,a + (2-1) sub-fraee , _:hanneY
I__ (2a, 11/n)4oo 0 a 9
and tn_ z - i 9 (2 a + I I/n)
a=O
tn=tL + (I+ ) 9
'boo a_ (2 a+11/4)
where the time (tL) of _he lowest sync occurences, and = deviation,
can be plu_ed in-as defimed.
B-8 Simulation of Data Rates
B-8.1 Philosophy
The actual data rates from the three vehicles into the computer proper are
as shown below:
TITAN
I72.8KBPS
f
G_INI 51.2KBPS
f
16,}8m  
DECOMMUTATOR
TITAN
G_qlNI
f
f
f
COMPUT_
Deco_tation Philosphy
B-Z1
For purposes of the denonstrat_on, the data handled by the computer will
be already assumed to be decommutated and properly addressed for handling
in the computer. Therefore, the actual tape state inputs will be derived
from the addressed data, which data will have a different rate than the
telametry input (because of addressing). Inasmuch as possible, this data
will compare _ith *he input rates.
B.8.2 Data Scaling
The varying data rates for each of the missiles, 172.8K h_ts per second
for Titan, 51.2K bits per second for Gsmini, and 16.384K hits per second
for Agena c_ be scaled so that the data rate for Titan is three times
that of *he G_uini, and that for Agena is one-third of Gemini.
Vehicle Real Data Rate - KBPS Scaled Data Rates
J , , ,
Titan 172.8 172.8"
51.2
Ag_na 16.384 17.07
B.8.3 Data Addressing
B.8.3.1 Preferred Technique
The previous Appendix on data addressing has shown a necessity for
9 hits of ch_nel identificat_o_ _ith each 8 bits of data word. In
addition, two more identification bits must be added at some point
to identify Nhich of the three missile sensors the information was
derived from. Therefore, a total of 19 bits must be used. In order
to parcel the 19 bit code in the best fashion in the standard 36 bit
_rd _uld require a loss of almost half the available data space.
Therefore, a 17 bit code will be adopted _hich will allow two data
words to be compressed in each 36 bit standard _rd. It will, of
course, be necessary to differentiate which sensor the data is read
from by some other device.
The format will then be:
Bit Position # i - 9
10 -18
19 -27
28 -36
First Word Address
First Data Word
Second Word Address
Second Data Word
Each of the 64 _rds in the 5 minor frames is composed of 3 eight-bit
syllables plus a sync code of 3 bits. A callout of any one _rd in
the Titan format thus requires IO bits.
* Compensated to correct for three sync bits associated with
every 24 bit data word.
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B.8.3.2 Second Technique
A second technique could be used if the emphasis were strictly on the
faster read-in of data at the expense of progr_ng. This reasoning
comes about because the Titan input data link is much the heaviest
loaded link and dominates the development. At the ss_e time Titan is
unique in that its data word from the missiles is organized as follows:
specificatAon of which of the 64 words (6 bits) in any minor frame
syllable (4 _its) is speci_ed. The minor frame syllable is made up
of the five minor frames multiplied by the three syllables in each
word. The IO address bits combined _th the 3 eight-bit syllables
give a total of 34 bits out of the 36 bit format and 3/2 am much
read-in rate as the Preferred Technique.
The disadvantag@s of this technique are:
(a) The address specification for Titan becomes unique with respect
to the c_her two missile addresses.
(b) Speci_cation of any one word from Titan becomes a more complex
operation of specifying a minor fr_e, a syllable, and a word
location instead of just an address as in the Preferred Technique.
B.8.4 Data Rate Scaling
Using the preferred technique, (41,700 bits/sec)
_6 bits/block
2 data words
I standard block
n
2316 2/3 data words
i
"second
which is equivalent to (23162/3 data words
second
( 27 hits ) " 20.85K bite/second or a scale-do_ ratio of 8.3 to I
-_" data words
from the actual 172.8K bits/second Titan rate. (The restriction on scaling
of data rates is on the tape drive. The actual system _uld have a specific
input data buffer, and the restriction _uld then be on the computer clock
rate which is sufficient to handle the actual 172.8K bits/,second input rate.)
Note that the second technique _uld lower the 8.3 scale-down rate by a third.
B.8.5 Len h of I ta
At 75 inches/second a tape 2500 ft long will tame 384 seconds to run. The
data scaling factor of 8.3:1 scales this to about 45 seconds. Therefore, the
highest sampling rate (400SPS) will contain 18K samples, the lowest (O.25SPS)
about 180 samples.
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B-9 Data Channel Addressin_
For output frame-by-frame data from the program, it will be necessary to satis-
factorily identify the sub-commutation ratios of 80:1 (Agsma) and 96.-1 (Gemini)
in the output data formats. Similarly, at least partial sub-frame identification
is on the telemetry link itself (although no sub-frame identification _Ii appear
on the simulated telemetry tape which has been assumed to be decomwutated and
addressed). For purposes of data handling within the computer program proper_
however, handling will be on a word-by-_ord process, and each word must carry
its own identification. There_re, to minimize the number of i_tificatin_
bits Nhich each word _mst carry, the sub-frame addressing will be dropped
(internally) and a complementary identification will be used. lllustrationa
will follow. A saving of 5 bits in the address results from this technique.
A table corr_ating the channel assignments with the proper identi_Rcation
follows
Referring to Figure 3.2.12, the sub-co_utation format (mechanical analog) of the
Agema Multiplexer, it is apparent that a matrix of the 128 (7 bit) main frame
channels squared with the 80:1 (7 bit) sub-co_nutation ratio would require a
14 bit idsmtification. Hoover, the total number of channels are:
Main Fr_ae
Sub Frame A
Sub Fr_ae B
Sub Frame C
128 channels
128
240-
16
__s - 9 _ts
Note that for main frame channel oorrelation there is a one-to-one relationship,
and for sub-frame A, a similar relationship exists after taking the 128 factor
into consideration.
Titan
m
Referring to Figure 3.3.5, Major Frs_e Format for Tital Telemetry, a matzLx of
64 _rds (6 bits) by 15 minor frame words (4 bits) would require I0 ID bits.
Because the Tita_ format does not use a sub-co_mmtation ratio, however, many
of the assignments are redundant. The actual number of channels used are-
196 analog channels
6 combimd bi-level channels
5 sync words
words = 8 bits
The Titan word is 27 bits long and composed of three 8-bit syllables plus three
sync bits at the eMi. All s_nc hits are the s_me, "iiO", except the main _rnc "OO1,,.
* Each word is equivalent to three 8-bit words.
Table_-_
Channel Number
(Decimal) ,,
Supplemental Ghannel
Sub-_ A
128 128
129
Sub-Fra_ B
128
17 - I
17 -80
18 - I
336
337
Sub-Frame C
18 -80
19 - I
19 -80
16
496
497
512
Channel Correlation Table - Age_a
B-z5
The channel correlation follows:
Table B-5
Channel Number
Analog 1
SuppXeEta_W
Channel Number
1
196
B-I
B-5
B.-6
synox
201
2O2
2O3
Channel CorrelatAon Table - Titan
_-26
It will be obvious, after reference to the Genini Co_utation Fomat,
Figure 3.2.4, that the GemirA case is similar to the Agena case. The
matrix formed by 160 main frame (8 bit) words by a sub-ccmmtatlon ra_o
of 96:1 (7 bits) would force a high of 15 address bits. The total
number of channels is:
H_n Fr_e (_OSPS)
First Sub-Frame (106FS)
Second Sub-_
six- 2h channel(1.25)
Four_ - 8 .(0.416)
160 Channels
21 "
44 N
112 "
m
437 channels = 9 bits
In _tion, a 9 bit ID code will identify each Qhannel properlY.
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Table B-6
MainFrame
Channel
Number
Sub-Frame
Channel
Number
Second
-Fr'm_v.e
l_umber
Supplementary
Channel Number
(__)
ISy.c
2 "
3 "
I sync (Only one nee_ea)
2
3
160
lh 2 i
160
I_ 2 8 168
14 3 169
lh 4 17o
Similar assignments could hold for other Channels
Channel CorrelatAon Table
Ge_inl
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